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Bumper Stickers
School Advertising and Promos
Church Bulletins
Card Decks
Matchbooks
Classified Advertising
Door Hangers
Restaurant Placemats
Electronic Bulletin Boards
Bulletin Boards
Cable TV
On-Package Advertising
Bag Stuffers
CD-ROM Catalogues
Interviews
Flyers
In-Package Advertising
TV Infomercials
Special Reports
Fairs
Correspondence Courses
Online Catalogues
Personal Letters
In-Bound Telemarketing
Outgoing Calls
Private Unveilings
Loss Leaders
Canvassing House To House
Banners Signs
Centres Of Influence
Gift Baskets
Celebrity Endorsements
Gasoline Pump Ads
Word-Of-Mouth
T-Shirt Ads
Statement Stuffers
Voice Mail
Radio/TV Interviews
Fund Raisers
Gift Certificates
Newsletter Inserts
Magazine Inserts
Letters To Editors
Exhibits
Associate E-Marketing
Workshops
Previews
Tabloids
Flea Market Stands
Repetition
The Small Press
Big Newspaper Advertising
Radio Advertising
Magazine Advertising
TV Advertising
Internet Advertising
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Trade Journals
Industry Newsletters
College/Campus Newspaper
Advertising
Newspaper Inserts
Press Release
Drop Boxes
Handouts
Catalogues
Brochures
Yellow Pages
White Pages Listing
Alternate And Special Directories
Barter And Trade Exchanges
Buying Customer Lists
Direct Mail
Piggyback Mailings
Fax Broadcasting
Fax-on-Demand
Billboards And Posters
Taxi And Bus Advertising
Cinema Advertising
Sponsorships
Post Card Mailings
Signs On Buildings
Company Car Or Vehicle Advertising
In-Store Signs
Moving Display In-Store Signs
Sidewalk Signs
Window Displays
In-Store Special Promotions
Start A Newsletter
Stickers
Refrigerator Magnets
Promotional Premiums
Sky Writing
Inflatables
Business Cards
Networking
Cold Calling
Sales Personnel
Telemarketing
Competitions
Host Beneficiary
Strategic Alliance
Publish A Book
Seminars
Trade Shows
Public Markets
Location, Location, Location
Business Hours
Referrals
Testing
Grand Openings/Special Openings
Party Plans
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The Guarantee
Unique Selling Proposition
Carry An Exclusive Line
Develop An Exclusive Product
Offer Greater Variety
Sell Quality
Testimonials
Demonstrations
High Quality Brochure
Making An Offer
Packaging
Awards And Citations
Telephone On-Hold Messages
Set Up An Account
Mail Order
Payment Plans And Financing
Audio and Visual
Demonstrations
Copy And Distribute Press
Articles
Send An Action Plan
Mission Statement-Vision
Statement
Questionnaires
Office Dress Codes
Try Before You Buy
Sales Scripts
Instilling Trust
Rapport
Sell Value, Not Price
Be the Expert On Your Product
The Up Sell
The Cross Sell
The Down Sell
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NLP Techniques
Appeal to Emotions
Follow-Up
Remember To Ask For The Sale
Freephone Number
Paid Reply Envelope
Entertaining
Sales Training
Incentive Builders
Conduct A Survey
First Time Buyer Incentives
Look Approachable
Trade-Ins
Selling In Bulk
Limited Time Offer
Direct Mail Innovation
Get Maximum Prospect Data
Give To Receive
Site Tours
Concentrate On High Quality
Prospects
Create And Use A Company Profile
Direct Mail Stimulators
Send A Gift Cheque
Have It On Hand
Exclusive Customers
Be Reliable, Be Consistent
Keep In Touch With Customers
Expand Your Product Range
Planned Obsolescence
Work With Pre-Payments
Set Solid Sales Goals
Track Sales Conversion Rates
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53 Ways Of Boosting The Size Of Customer
Transactions
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Raise Your Prices
The Up Sell
Back-End Sale
Down-Sell
The Cross Sell
Checklist
Questionnaire
Terms And Financing
Capture An Exclusive Position
Expand Your Product Range
Terms And Financing
Set Up An Account
Try Before You Buy
Follow-Up
First Time Buyer Incentives
Concentrate On High Quality
Prospects
The Science Of Store Layout
Set Solid Sales Goals
Selling In Bulk
Give To Receive
Point Of Sale Tools
Stimulate Impulse Buying
Work With Pre-Payments
NLP Techniques
Sales Scripts
Instilling Trust
Directing Customer Response
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Use Package Deals
Sell Bulk
Direct Mail Stimulators
Sell Value, Not Price
Keep In Touch With Customers
Have In On Hand
Incentive Builders For Big
Purchases
Offer Greater Variety
Sell Extended Warranties
Demonstrations
Carry An Exclusive Line
Educate the Customer On All Your
Products
Audio And Visual Demonstrations
Incentive Builders
Consult For Your Own Product
Service Contracts
Testimonials
Make Home Delivery Available
Build Rapport – Appeal To Ego
Instilling Trust
Have A Goal
Send An Action Plan
Be The Expert On Your Product
Remember To Ask For The Sale
Use The Element Of Free
Minimum Order Amounts
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68 Ways to Boost Profit Margins
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Across The Board Price Hikes
Deal In High Margin Products
Forget Discounting
Create Your Own Label
To Sell Right, You Have To Buy
Right
Keep Your customers Coming Back
By Treating Them Right
Learn From Others In Business
Innovate
Your Employees Can Be Your Eyes
And Ears
Overheads And Costs Concern And
Affect Everyone
Control Billing and Collections
Collect Past-Due Receivables
Watch Your Expenses
Monitor And Control Employee
Costs
Measure And Monitor Financial
Statements
Establish Benchmarks For Future
Plans
Enlist The Help Of Advisors Or
Mentors
Bypass Low Quality Customers
Monitor Your Database
Record Your Presentations
Use Direct Mail
Use A Web Page
Operate From Home
Trim Staff
Reduce Management
CEO/Director
Engineer Efficiency
Make Margins Everyone’s Business
Budget Monthly
Costs As Percentage Of Sales
Sell Consignment
Repackage With Your Own Label
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Make Better Use Of Down Time
Buying Groups
Loan Consolidation
Consider A Factoring Arrangement
Charge Your Own Finance Fees
Fees For Services
Manipulate Your Credit Terms
Clean House-Sell Off Unneeded
Equipment
Increase Your Efficiency Through
Systemization
Reduce Your Tax Burden
Government Programs
Export Labour Costs
Get A Deal On Fixed Expenses
Employ Your Own Skills And Talents
Outsourcing
Your Location
Cash Only
Minimum Stock And Storage
Pay Slow, Collect Fast
Renting Can Be Cheaper Than Owning
Use Per Inquiry Advertising
Dump Inefficient Or Do-Nothing
Marketing
A Better Accountant
Watch Fixed Monthly Costs
Bill Fast Or Take Cash
Monitor Your Billing, Bank Accounts
Constantly Test, Measure And Monitor
Get Paid For Your Time
Franchising
Efficiency/No Duplication
Across The Board Cuts
Negotiate
Recycle
Favour Fast Moving Merchandise
Use Purchase Order System
Negotiate Employee Pay
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55 Ways Of Increasing The Frequency Of
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Get Maximum Use From Your
Customer Database
Demand Better Ad Placement
Get Customers To Tell You What They
Want
Cold Cash Instead Of Discount
Make Use Of Key “Trigger” Phrases
The Wow! Factor
Establish A Frequent Buyers Club
And Card
Keep Customers Informed
Telemarketing
Work Within A Niche
In-Package Advertising
Customer Appreciation Day
Superior Customer Service
Over deliver On your Promise
Use Service Contracts
Freebie for 9th Customer
Find Out Everything You Can About
Customer
Target Top Performing Customers
Newsletter Inserts
Back-End Selling
Pre-Sell After First Sale
Start A newsletter
Competition
Previews
Send Gifts
New Offers Every Week, Month
In-Store signs
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Personal letters
Bag Stuffers
Networking
“Thank You” Pounds
Fax Sales
Reminder Schedule
Outgoing Calls
Practice Customer Differentiation
Promotional Premiums
Issue Exclusive Phone Numbers To The
Best
Use “Bounce-Back” Tools
Private Unveilings
Use “Continuity” Techniques/Products
Statement Stuffers
Bring A Friend Free
Stop Competing, Start Creating
Surprise Others
Start A Speciality Club Focused On Our
Brand
Gift Certificates
Master The Art Of Saying Thank You
Make Your Customers Feel Guilty
MLM
Post Card Mailings
Loss Leaders
Distributors And Agents
Sell The Experience As Much As The
Product
Create A Newsletter
Direct Mail
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SECTION 6
38 Ways Of Increasing The Number Of Years
Customers Do Business With You
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Excel At Customer Service
Implement A Customer Reactivation
Program
Deliver More Than They Expected
Use Service Contracts
Know Your Costumers Well And Make
sure They Know You Well
Highlight Weekly Deals
Invite Them Back
Create Longevity Psychology, Perks
A Key Ring, A Pen, A Calendar…
Retainers Or Contracts
Till Further Notice Arrangement
Prearrange Future Sales
Take Trade-Ins
Jack Up Their Credit
Massage Your Best Repeat Customers
After Purchase Affirmation
Explain Additional Benefits, uses
Keep The Direct Mail Coming
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Follow-Up
Phone Call Contacts
Customer Appreciation Contests
Free Trial Offers
Train For Repeat Selling Behaviour
Invite Customers To Buy Stock In You
Deal In the Consumable
Schedule Of Communication
Make Friends, Socialise With Clients
Stickers
Catalogues
Co-Op Selling
Rent Your House List
Clean Your List Often
Create A Database – Beyond The List
Customer Appreciation Events
Unadvertised Sales
Promotional Premiums
Sneak Previews
Upgrade For Free
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SECTION 7
57 Ways To Get More Referrals
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Put Them At Ease
They Owe It To Others To Refer
New Residents
Previous Business Contacts
Join A National Organisation
Concentrate On A Core Referral
Group
Provide A Tape
Offer A Group Rate
Bring A Friend Free
First Time Quota
Get A Publisher To Recommend You
Spiritual Leaders
Use A Variety Of Referral Letters
School Tours
“Thank You” Pounds
Gear Up Your Web Site As A Referral
Tool
All Office Contact
Extended Family
High Visibility
Image Of Generosity
Expand Your Circle
New Business Contacts
Surprise Others
Set Conditions
Use Signs In Your Place Of Business
Referral Letters
Send Referrals To Others
Send Gifts
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Customer Appreciation Day
The Wow! Factor
Educate Your Customers
Position Yourself As Unique
Target Top Performing Customers
Attend Professional Meetings
Freebie For 9th Customer
Unsold Prospects
Train your Employees To Get
Referrals
Create A Referral Kit
Offer Money Back
Care And Share Appeal
Publish Speaking
Appreciation Prompters
Work Within A Niche
Supply Referral Forms To Employees
Endorsement Letters
Join Chamber Of Commerce
Use Case Histories
Try Direct And Specific
Web Site Referrals
Work With Out Of Area Clients
Forward Looking Communication
Let The Media Know What You Are
Doing
Jump At Compliments
Cold Cash Instead Of Discount
Work With Vendors
Up The Reward For Each Referral
Contact Competitors
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How To Use
This Handbook
Powerful and effective systems
to increase profits

T

he Quantum Consultants Marketing Strategies And Manual is a
proprietary system created by the Quantum Organization.

As an integral part of the consulting process, this important tool has
been created and designed to assist the Quantum Business Development
Consultant determine the best and most effective ways to help their clients in
the seven critical areas of business and profitability improvement.
Once the client’s needs are determined, the many other Quantum guides,
principles and tools to stimulate ideas and strategies that can quickly and easily
be formulated into an effective Action Plan.
Each of the strategies and action points have been arranged and grouped
according to the seven business growth categories. In a few cases, a certain
action point may be found in more than one category because that action
point may apply equally well to both categories.
The strategies and action points are just that – action points. They are meant
to be idea stimulators and not complete strategies in and of themselves.
Obviously, they will need to be expanded, enhanced and incorporated into an
overall Action Plan that the client will implement in his or her business.
While most business owners think they need, and will focus their efforts on
acquiring new customers, the quickest and biggest increases in business and
profitability will usually be gained by improving other areas such as, increasing
conversion rates, the size of each transaction and the number of referrals
obtained.
That said, the acquisition of new customers should not be overlooked.
Creating an ad that produces a steady stream of new customers who can be
converted into long-term dependable re-purchasers is a worthy goal for any
business venture. And recreating an ad that formerly didn’t break even or
perhaps barely broke even into one that produces a flood of new customers or
business can literally turn a business around nearly overnight.
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No matter what you do which strategy you employ or which method you
choose to incorporate into your client’s business, you must always measure its
effectiveness in small tests before you roll it out in a large way.
Once the test proves itself, use that test as a ‘control’. Then change one item
or detail of the strategy or method and do another small test. If the second test
brings better results than the first test, the second test then becomes the
control.
This testing is a never-ending process. It is designed to see what the ultimate
ad, strategy or process is, and the only way of knowing
Test and measure
that for sure is to continue changing one element of the
the effectiveness
ad or process and retesting – always looking for the one
of all marketing
thing that increases response rates.
activity before
spending big on
one strategy

Whatever you do, don’t lose sight of the total picture. It’s
very easy to get myopic and focus on only one area of a
business. For sure, concentrate on the areas where you
can see the greatest improvement, but don’t neglect the other areas because
the results may not be as great or as dramatic.
Remember that by making small incremental improvements in several areas,
the overall results you’ll get will be exponential.
Your goal as a Quantum Business Development Consultant is to help your
clients realise the greatest improvements in business efficiency and profitability
as possible, and do it in the shortest amount of time that you can. The way you
do it is by thoroughly understanding their business, their needs, their wants,
their resources and capabilities, and then matching the resources you have at
your disposal to those identified needs.
This manual will help you quickly identify some of the resources you may want
to consider, and give you some ideas that will shorten the amount of time it
takes you to formulate a plan of action to move your client into greater
efficiency and profitability.
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Section

110 Ways Of Getting
More Leads
A proven lead generation system
that gets results

P

erhaps the biggest weakness, especially for new entrepreneurs, is being
limited or one-dimensional in their thinking when it comes to finding
customers, that is – getting leads on new people to sell your products
to. Just about everybody relies on the basics – advertising in print, radio or
TV. A few others will ad some direct mail into the mix, and maybe one or two
other lead generating tools, but then they quit, and expect the masses to beat a
path to their door.
Well, guess what? Ads and direct mail are only the beginning! They are
important and vital, yes, but not everything – far from it! What if we were to
tell you there are at dozens of ways to generate leads that go well beyond ads
and direct mail. Well, we not only make this claim – we’re going to back up
that claim right now by providing you with more than 100 ways – 110 to be
exact – to find more customers!
Furthermore, we’ve added “Action Points” and “Tips” after each suggestion
to help you better use these terrific ideas, and get the best out of each.
But we also realize that not all lead-generating techniques
are created equal. Also, some techniques will work well
for a certain business, but not another. With this in mind,
we have provided a rating at the end of each suggestion
based on how well each has been shown to work in a multitude of situation.
That doesn’t mean a low-rated technique should be ignored, or won’t work
extremely well for you – or that what we have rated highly will be an automatic
winner for you. Much is dependent on your type of business, your location,
timing, how well you apply the technique, and a host of other variables that
tend to make marketing an inexact science.

If you have no
leads, you have no
business
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Inexact or not, it’s your task to find out what works, and make it work. Work
hard, work smart, roll with the punches, and you’ll succeed – and with these
110 lead generating ideas, your chances of success have just gotten a whole lot
better!

1

Bumper Stickers

This can be amazingly effective if used cleverly and by the right
business. However, it won’t work for every kind of business.
Certain types of local businesses have successfully blanketed
their cities with their messages by getting their stickers on the backs of
thousands of cars by offering a great deal, having an extremely clever punchline on the bumper sticker, and then handing them out free. Bumper stickers
are used a lot in political campaigns where name recognition is a major issue. If
you have name recognition challenges, this may be a way for you to gain some
attention for your business.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Many people don’t like bumper stickers defacing their cars, especially
expensive or high-end cars.
2. People need to have some type of incentive or motivation to put a
bumper sticker on their cars. Why do it if there’s nothing in it for
them?
3. Quick, clever and punchy. Can be easy to read in an instant.
4. Should have a message of interest or of vital importance.
Rating: * *

2

School Advertising & Promos

Soft drink companies have had this market cornered for years.
They pay schools big money in exchange for having their signs
and dispensing machines on school grounds and inside
buildings. This could be somewhat controversial, as some parents believe that
children should be free of advertising at school, and that, in the case of soft
drinks, they aren’t necessarily healthy for children. But your product may be
different. Meet with school reps to see if this matches your market, and if so,
what type of arrangements you can work out. It’s certainly not for everyone,
but can be big business for some.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Highly dependent on the market. This market delivers young people
with money to spend.
2. Has some potential to backfire. Parents may not appreciate hard sell,
or even subtle sell to their kids.
3. Tread carefully and test well.
Rating: * *

3

Church Bulletins

This can be a fertile field for some people or businesses,
especially if you are active or well known in your church,
synagogue, temple or religious organization. If it’s an accepted
practice and the church board, pastor and congregation don’t mind, why not
take advantage of it? It does require a certain amount of sensitivity and a light
touch. There is some potential for backfiring. Just as with kids at school, some
people feel that there should be someplace they can go that is free of
commercialism and advertisements. On the other hand, if it helps the church
and the congregation, it may be good venue for you.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Requires great sensitivity and right product for venue.
2. Are people in a buying mode at church? If your business happens to be
a restaurant, you might consider offering discount coupons for them to
use at convenient times.
3. If you’re selling religious books, pictures or other items, may be just
the thing for you.
4. Tread carefully.
Rating: * *
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Card Decks

Can be extremely effective for the right product, as well as very
cost effective. Your card, being one of many in the pack, must
compete with the entire lot, yet many people seem to do a good
job of looking at all or most of the cards, at least on occasion. Your card needs
to be a high impact message that can sell in a small space.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Contact card deck distributors for rates and shop around for the best
deals.
2. Find out what geographic and psychographic markets particular decks
are going to.
3. These take somewhat of a shotgun approach, but they are often very
effective for products with wide appeal across market segments.
Rating: * * * *

5

Matchbooks

A relic of the past, or soon to be? Perhaps, but not quite out of
the game yet. Smoking is on the decline, and those who do
smoke rarely use paper matchbooks in favour of mechanical
lighters, which are very inexpensive and easier to use. Many convenience stores
and others still hand them out free so they do have some market penetration,
but to whom? Is your product a match for those who use matchbooks?
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Might be best to hand them out as premiums or free gifts.
2. Past matchbook campaigns have been wildly successful, especially for a
particular art school based in Minneapolis.
3. May soon be history.
Rating: *
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Classified Advertising

A fantastic tool valued by businesses of all types, and still a
powerful, useful and needed tool in selling and marketing.
Classified ads have so many positives. They’re cheap; can be
listed by category; are great for testing ads, headlines and offers; and
depending on where they’re run, are still read by many. Classified ads can sell,
but they are perhaps best used to direct readers to your larger ads, a Web page,
or used to prompt people to call or request your more substantial marketing
materials.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Classified ads in magazines pack more punch and have longer shelf life
than daily newspaper ads, but they are more expensive, have a longer
lead time for insertion, and results effectiveness cannot be ascertained
as quickly.
2. Need strong attention grabbing leadins.
3. Need to be run often and for many
consecutive days to build cumulative
effect.
4. Use them heavily in experimentation.
5. Measure results closely, and don’t
forget to key them.
Rating: * * * * *

7

Door Hangers

Highly effective way to “deep market” specific geographic
areas. Cheap and easy to produce and distribute. They have
some irritation factor for some, but are largely tolerated. Some
local ordinances do not allow them. But all in all, can be a fantastic marketing
tool.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Great for warming up cold calls either for in-person contact or for
telemarketing.
2. Put useful information on them, such as emergency telephone
numbers, so people will keep them.
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3. Hire civic groups, clubs or youth groups to distribute them for fundraising projects.
Rating: * * * * *

8

Restaurant Placemats

Another way to reach a specific audience, though not high-end
shoppers since fancy restaurants don’t normally use paper
placemats printed with ads. They have worked well for some
types of businesses. People do look at them, especially if they have games,
riddles, pictures to colour, puzzles, etc. But looking at them, playing the games
or colouring the pictures may not prompt action. Your test will be the final
analysis, use your Freephone number and print a coupon or some type of
special offer on them to boost response.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Consider your audience, blue-collar workers at a truck stop, or families
at a sit down restaurant. What’s right for you?
2. Unless you can get an exclusive arrangement, you may have to
compete with a string of other ads, which are often placed around the
border.
3. Use a game, quiz or trivia challenge to boost prospect interaction.
Rating: * * *

9

Electronic Bulletin Boards

If someone tries to sell you on these, you must have stepped
into a time machine and came out in the year 1990. Bulletin
Boards were the precursors of the World Wide Web, and were
strictly the territory of learned computer geeks. It’s difficult to say whether or
not they delivered results for anyone, despite a flurry of excitement over them
pre-Web.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Forget about them.
Rating: None
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Bulletin Boards

Not the electronic ones, but the old fashion one made
of cork, and hanging in supermarkets and other public
venues. Heavy clutter means your posting needs to
work hard to stand out. Works better if you include a pouch or sleeve allowing
people to take something or value away with them. Goes to where the people
are, but are very easy to ignore.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Super bright and attention grabbing elements are an absolute must.
2. Do they fit your corporate image? Not all would choose a cluttered
bulletin board as a proper venue for them.
3. Test results well, and don’t forget your Freephone number.
4. Don’t forget to make a compelling and irresistible offer.
Rating: * *

11

Cable TV

Here’s an opportunity to break into television and
reach very tight target markets, though many times
very small markets. Local cable access channels are
possibly better for PR and promotion efforts than outright advertising. Get
invited as a guest, or produce your own informational programming. Requires
technology savvy and production professional skills to get done right.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Can still deliver a certain “Wow!” factor even though not national or
even regional TV.
2. You get more time, easier access and less cost than bigger TV venues.
3. Can be “weird” territory of alternative kinds of programming.
Rating: * * *
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On-Package Advertising

Not using your wrapping for advertising is a wasted
opportunity. At the very least, your Free pone number
makes it easier for people to call you back. But you
can also deliver coupons on packaging, use them as name recognition building
opportunities and a chance to say thank you, among many more.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Hire a professional graphic designer to make packaging bright,
interesting and easy to read and use–yes, that’s right–USE! Make it
something your customers will want to keep and show others.
2. Measure costs against benefits.
3. Measure response.
Rating: * * *

13

Bag Stuffers

Easy and inexpensive, and your customer is forced to
confront the bag stuffer, if only for a few seconds as
they remove items from the bag. Another advantage is
that they never go to a cold customer. The people who see them have already
purchased from you! Use suffers to give customers a reason to come back,
such as a coupon or promise of an exciting sale.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Create the stuffers on your own computer and print in-house to save
costs. Many easy to use software programs can make this quick and
easy work.
2. Stuffers don’t have to be extra fancy. They just need to deliver a fast,
punchy offer and induce action.
Rating: * * * *
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CD-Rom Catalogue

A cutting edge, extremely exciting way to market. You
get the ability to deliver fantastic special effects, even
movies and animation, along with full colour photos
and art. There is also nearly unlimited room for sales
copy. CD’s can also be made interactive, getting the prospect involved with
your sales message and your product. CD’s can interact automatically with
your Web site in real time, get less expensive every day and are very
inexpensive to mail. This is the future of powerful selling.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Limited to people who own computers, and computers that have the
power and compatibility to run your CD, but computers are becoming
as common as TVs.
2. You need professional help to program and design your CD, which is
still fairly expensive, but getting cheaper.
3. Use the large data holding capacity of the CD to full advantage – long
copy often outsells short copy.
Rating: * * * * *

15

Interviews

A superb promotional idea is for you
to be interviewed on video or
audiocassette. Like a reporter or talkshow host finding out about your business or product, you
present your selling information in a format that’s pleasant,
educational or topical, and that doesn’t seem like hard sell, yet
is . Run your interview on cable TV, but most of all, make
copies of video and audiotapes and send them out to your
market.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It’s all scripted before hand. Select your questions with your goal of
selling in mind, but don’t make it too obvious.
2. Have good or high production standards. This can’t look like typical
vacation home movies.
Rating: * * * * *
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Flyers

Similar to door hangers, these work well for deep
marketing – hitting every possible home or dwelling
within an area you have set your marketing sights
upon. Needs to have a strong headline, a compelling offer, and perhaps not
too much sales copy or fine print. May work better as a lead generator than a
direct sales tool, although they can do both. Also works well to warm up
territory before you cold call in person or by phone.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Get volunteers or civic groups to be your distribution foot soldiers.
2. Banned in some cities or neighbourhoods by ordinance, so check the
local laws.
3. Place them on cars and on doors.
4. Have people hand them out in person to other people.
5. Key or code them by colour for easy testing.
6. Print a coupon on them that people can bring in for a discount or free
sample.
Rating: * * * *
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In-Package Advertising

A very good way to take another sales stab at a client
who has already bought from you. No longer a cold
customer, prospects may give your in-package ad more
than a little inspection, especially if you’re making a terrific offer. Include your
latest catalogue inside your package, but also other offers on post cards, flyers
or other mediums. A coupon will boost response most of the time.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It makes no sense NOT to put sales material inside a package that is
being mailed or delivered anyway–it’s like free direct mail.
2. Don’t forget a “Thank You” message inside your package, with a
marketing message on the other side.
3. Get your Freephone number and business card in there as well.
Rating: * * * * *

18

TV Infomercials

Among the most powerful selling tools known to man,
or woman for that matter! The first infomercials made
a lot of fast millionaires selling just about anything–but
those days are gone. Not all infomercials are profitable ventures. Needs high
production values, a star, or at least highly charismatic and experienced TV
personality. Very expensive to produce and to buy airtime, even in the wee
hours of the morning when many run.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Requires almost prohibitive cash outlay and risk before you get on the
air.
2. Need to run repeatedly to gain maximum effect.
3. Consult with the professionals about your product, prices, talent and
all other aspects of this dog-eat-dog kind of marketing.
Rating: * * *
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Special Reports

A manuscript from 3 to 30 pages, or maybe more, that
you offer free as a “Special Report.” It promises and
contains valuable information people should be
motivated to need and want. Can be on any subject. If you sell insurance, offer
a report on “How To Cut Your Insurance Premium by 33%!” The report is
straight information, but you can include sales material along with it,
incorporate it into the report, or follow up soon after you send the report.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Deliver on what your title promises. Even if it’s free, people expect a
good deal, not a mere and blatant selling tool.
2. Use inexpensive classifieds to promote your report, although you may
try it with bigger ads or even in your Yellow pages ads.
3. Make it enticing and exciting. Hit a nerve!
Rating: * * * * *

20

Fairs

Similar to trade shows and fleas markets, but with
clear differences. People go to fairs to have fun, not to
conduct business–but they also buy a lot. Trade shows
are business first. Fairs are fun first. Provide games of chance in exchange for
customer information. Hand out free treats or helium balloons, along with
brochures and marketing materials. Hand out free t-shirts and hats with your
advertising messages imprinted on them. Collect as many names as possible,
and don’t forget to follow-up.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Perhaps your most important goal will to gather names and addresses
for further selling use.
2. Promote your image as a company that can have fun while doing
business.
3. Have some products on hand for demonstration.
Rating: * * *
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Correspondence Courses

An excellent way to sell that doesn’t seem like selling.
The offer of some type of education, training or
personal development, accompanied with your selling
message subtly included is very powerful. Show people how to use and have
fun with your product, then sell them the product and the consumables that
go with it. If you sell wine, why not set up a wine tasting correspondence
course, and sell wine to your students? If you’re an auto mechanic, create a
study program for basic car care, and then sell car care products.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make money on the front end, and the back end. Charge for the
course, sell home study materials, and your products, too.
2. Sign up participants to get your newsletter and future shipments of
your products on a “till further notice” basis. Keeping sending and
billing until they request you to stop.
3. Takes skill, planning and an excellent teacher. Can’t be a fly-by-night
arrangement.
4. Sign up to teach night courses at a community college or in continuing
education programs.
5. Offer real college credit!
Rating: * * * * *

22

Online Catalogue

A Catalogue Age study showed that as of 1997, 73
percent of all catalogue companies have put their
catalogues online, but not all of them have been
successful. Consumer confidence in online shopping is slowly increasing as
security issues are being taken care of. People need to feel safe using their
credit card numbers online. The successful online catalogue must do all it can
to reassure shoppers that keying in a credit card number, and other personal
information, is 110 percent safe!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Online catalogues are a new way to reach existing and new markets.
2. They cost relatively little to establish.
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3. They can leverage existing databases, processes, and marketing
techniques. Anything that can be sold through mail order can be sold
online.
4. Your competition may already be doing it–don’t get too far behind!
Rating: * * * *

23

Personal Letters

If you want your
direct mail piece
opened and looked
at, then hand lettering the address will get it
done better than typed labels, which scream
out “junk mail!” Hire people to do it. It won’t
cost you that much, and the results will speak
for themselves. The rest of your letter will
have to be typed, but personalise the address– it’s “Dear Bob” not Dear
Friend. Computers can do this for you effortlessly and automatically.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Hand sign the closing for added personal effect – can also be done by
machine but made to look real.
2. Easier for consultants and professionals seeking smaller numbers of
new clients.
3. Follow-up with phone calls for much better response and sales.
Rating: * * * * *

24

Inbound Telemarketing

Every call that comes into your business has value,
whether it’s a call from a person ready to buy, or
simply someone looking for more information. You
must realize this and make it part of your company philosophy to treat each
incoming call as an opportunity. Every call is not only an opportunity to make
a sale, but it can also tell you a great deal about what’s going on with your
marketing effort. Increase your inbound sales success by rewarding your
employees for good performance.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Inbound calls can help you determine your marketing costs. Calculate
how many calls come in as the result of each of your marketing efforts;
ads, sales letters, etc.
2. Create a “Phone Star Award”, and present it to the employee who gets
the full contact information of the most inbound callers.
3. Good inbound phone performance can only come from good training.
Your employees must know what to do, and what goals you are
shooting for when they take an incoming call.
4. Getting information is as important making sales.
Rating: * * * *

25

Outgoing Calls

Cold calling is hard work, but warm calling makes sales
happen. Thus, strive to “warm up” calls before you
make them. Send a direct mail piece to a prospect first,
and then call them and ask about, “the free report I sent you three days ago”
or the “newspaper article I sent you.” Buy radio ads in the area you are going
to call and tell listeners to expect your call.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Always get the first name of a prospect, or have it before you call.
2. Call prospects by their name, and if you can, tell them you were
referred to them by a person they know.
3. Use open-ended questions when you call a prospect. That means
asking questions that start with “Why,” “What,” Or “Tell me...”
4. Make sure you listen and wait for a customer response. A good
benchmark is to let the customer do 80 percent of the talking, while
you do 20 percent .
Rating: * * * * *
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Private Unveilings

If you’re getting ready to bring out a new product,
consider making the event an exclusive, private affair,
inviting only those folks who can make things happen
for you like no other. Create some buzz and add a little drama to the event. Be
sure to invite the press– they live for “what’s new” and a scoop. A little
showmanship can go along way in free media coverage, and also get word-ofmouth buzz going on the street. When that happens, you may find dozens of
people lining up to be the first to get your new item so they can have the
bragging rights, and tell others about it. That’s the kind of word of mouth you
want to generate!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Push the media angle strongly. Free ink is an incredible sales booster.
2. Good planning is key: select your guests well.
Rating: * * *

27

Loss Leaders

In selling, sometimes you plan to lose money on your
first sale, so you can make money on the next, and
then the sale after that. It’s not crazy, just a good way
to capture customers. It’s those secondary strings of sales that really get the
money ball rolling. When you offer an initial fantastic product at an
unbelievable price, you get great response, and valuable customer names for
your list. You may break even, or even lose money on that terrific first offer.
But the list you gain can be used to go after literally dozens of repeat sales.
Each name on your list has a lifetime value – the amount of purchases each
name makes over a period of months or years, or for as long as they remain
your customer. When you keep this enormous value in mind, the loss leader
starts to make a lot more sense.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Smart marketers build the loss of their loss leader into their overall
budget.
2. It’s risky, but often the biggest rewards go to the big risk takers.
3. Always keep your eye on the future, and plan to make multiple sales,
rather than just one.
Rating: * * * *
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Canvassing House To House

A labour-intensive way to deep market a geographic
area with a fine-toothed comb. Slow and tedious, but
many of the best sellers don’t shy away from house to
house work, especially in down time, or on evenings or weekends. Depending
on your type of business, going house to house is a great way to gather names
for your customer list, and gather additional information about each person.
And who knows? You may even make some sales while you’re at it!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Tell people you are conducting marketing research, and then ask them
the questions you need to know to sell them in the future.
2. Offer something free for their time, or a discount coupon on
something you sell. When you go back a second time, you are no
longer making a cold call.
3. It’s slow work, but you can speed things up by enlisting help from
interns or those wanting to make sales on commission.
Rating: * * * *

29

Banner Signs

Thousands of people pass by your business location
every day. Wake people up and make them see you
differently this time with a brightly lettered, large
banner, and drape it across the front of your building. People will notice
because they see something different. A banner has a festive “special’ effect
that tells passers-by that something different is going on at your store today.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Scream out something punchy and urgent with your banners: “Yearend Inventory Blow-out Sale!” “Your birthday today! Stop in for a free
drink!”
2. Don’t over use, but try periodically.
3. Make it worth their while to stop. Capture every name.
Rating: * * * *
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Centers of Influence

Identify and locate people in specific locations that are
perceived as leaders. Sociologists call them “early
adopters.” Sellers sometimes call them “centres of
influence.” They are the people everyone else watches, and whose lead they
follow. Sell to them, and you may automatically sell to a lot of others. A
person who is a centre of influence is also a terrific referral source. Find a
person that others respect and listen to, and get that person to recommend
you, and you’ll get dozens of new sales fast.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Find centre of influence individuals by asking around. Talk to people,
and listen. You’ll be surprised at how certain names come up again and
again as that communities “early adopter” or “centre of influence.”
2. Make sure you take care of these people. They’ll be glad to help you if
they can see that you not only appreciate it, but that you’re willing to
acknowledge their efforts by some type of remuneration or gifting.
Rating: * * * * *

31

Gift Baskets

A free gift is a great marketing tool, and a gift basket is
more of the same, except it’s stronger and better.
Everyone likes to get something for free from a
business, but an entire gift basket can have an even stronger impact. Before
you start worrying about cost, your gift basket does not have to cost
appreciably more than a single free gift – it just needs to have the perception
of costing more. You can fill a gift basket with a large number of very
inexpensive items. With gift baskets people don’t always see quality, they see
quantity. Gift baskets are excellent for holidays and special promotions. Better
yet, when you advertise a “free gift basket” that sounds better than just a “free
gift.” The increased advertising pull alone can make up for any extra cost you
may have to put into developing your gift basket.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t just give things away without also having an aggressive strategy
to make a sale afterward.
2. Give away things you can’t sell, or that move very slowly.
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3. Perception is more important than actual cost – the gesture of
“FREE!” is your central element for attracting interest, getting
response.
Rating: * * * *

32

Celebrity Endorsements

Celebrities can deliver instant access to the minds of
consumers. When a celebrity endorses your product,
the instant recognition they command cuts through all
the other media and marketing the clutter. A celebrity helps you get into the
forefront of the buyer’s mind, and a celebrity’s fame and notoriety can rub off
on your product. Many people will stand outside in a cold rain for hours just
to get a glimpse of a favourite celebrity. That’s the kind of motivation you
want to tap into!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Celebrities like free ink, too! Joint venture with them in a dual attempt
to get publicity for both of you.
2. Contact publicity agencies and ask which celebrities they can connect
you with.
3. TV stations and radio stations can be a link to celebrities.
4. Call the Screen Actor’s Guild or AMPAS, the Academy of Motion
Pictures Arts and Sciences for a connection.
Rating: * * * *

33

Petrol Pump Ads

Petrol pump ads force an advertising message on
prospects. As they wait for their car to fill with petrol,
they can’t help but see and maybe even stare at an ad
you have strategically placed somewhere on or near the pump. This is another
excellent place to put your Freephone number. Hundreds of people will see
the ad every day, and it will be a target sampling from a wide swath of life. You
can also place a small box or poster with a pouch to provide a receptacle for
your flyers or “take-ones”.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Short, punchy messages needed to grab attention and make a point or
promise fast.
2. May be better for name recognition building than actual sales.
3. Test and measure well. Weigh cost and results ratio carefully.
Rating: * *

34

Word-Of-Mouth

A very effective form of advertising, and one of the
most important techniques any seller must master.
When one person tells another person about your
business and recommends it, that’s an almost guaranteed sale just waiting to
happen. Sometimes word-of-mouth, or WOM, happens spontaneously, but
don’t count on this. Make it happen! Exciting products that solve problems or
fill needs, must be backed-up by caring, attentive customer service.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Pay or “bribe” people to tell other people about you.
2. Get compelling, positive stories about you in the media to get WOM
going.
3. Ask customers to tell a friend – do it every time.
Rating: * * * * *

35

T-Shirt Ads

Get people to be walking billboards that advertise your
company or product. Give them a free t-shirt with
your information on it. Many people will even pay to
wear your t-shirt if they like the design enough. You sell them at 10 each, and
get your ad carried along while getting paid for it. You can combine a t-shirt ad
campaign with the concept of getting something free if you offer a free t-shirt
with the purchase of a specific amount or product.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use free t-shirt offer to lure people to a special sale; “Come in and get
a free t-shirt today!”
2. Make sure your design something people really want to wear.
Rating: * * *

36

Statement Suffers

Make your billing statements do extra work by using
them to carry along a marketing message. It’s almost
like free advertising because you’re doing the mailing
anyway, and the customer is most likely paying for shipping. You can also get
other companies to agree to stuff your message into their billing statements.
It’s far easier than you think. If the company likes your idea, if your stuffer
delivers value to the customer, many agree without a hitch.

Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Tell the customer something they don’t know about your business.
2. A contest entry form guaranteed to get customers to respond, and also
give you more information about them.
3. Announce an upcoming sale
4. Stuff an ad for a back-end product, or an up sell message.
5. Ask your customer to attend a charity event you are sponsoring.
Rating: * * * *

37

Voice Mail

Setting up a voice mail number people can call to hear
your sales pitch is a labour-free, and thus inexpensive,
way to reach thousands of people fast. Write a twominute sales pitch people can call Freephone and hear. Then advertise your
number aggressively, and wait for the calls to pour in. Your voice mail does
the selling for you, can take orders, and complete the entire sales process. You
can sell thousands of people while you spend your time doing something else.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. The key is to have a compelling script that sells well.
2. Voice mail can also be used for advertising, and prompt the caller to
come in, or order your more complete marketing package.
3. Voice mail is a technology that sells, and also frees you to spend time
on other forms of selling.
Rating: * * * *

38

Radio / TV Interviews

Make yourself available for interviews by radio and TV
reporters. If you’re successful, you score a major free
publicity coup. The key is getting invited. First, make
sure you are listed in professional directories. When reporters need an expert
to come in, they often look in the “Who’s Who” or other directories to find an
expert. Second, if you position yourself as an expert, you’ll be on the media
short list for an interview. If you write a book in your field and send it to all
media people, you’ll be considered a good interview on the subject you have
written a book about.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Giving frequent seminars and publishing a newsletter is another way to
position yourself in your community as an expert.
2. Know what TV and radio contents needs are, and then provide it.
3. Send press releases to editors and suggest a topic, and offer your self as
an interview.
Rating: * * * *

39

Fund Raisers

Pitching in for fundraiser for a good cause that can
bolster your marketing effort while you do some good
for the community and polish your image as a
company that cares. Connect and work with a charity that best matches your
customer demographic. Ask what you can do to help. Every fund raising
contact you make should also contain a plug for you business – just be sure
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you don’t make yourself look like you’re more concerned with the marketing
than the fund raising.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Sell your products and donate a set amount for each purchase made.
For example, you might say: “One 1 of every purchase over a certain
amount will be donated to the Feed the Children Fund.” You tie
selling to a good cause, and everybody wins!
2. Don’t forget to tell the press – issue a release about your good works.
3. Invite reports to fund raising events.
Rating: * * * *

40

Gift Certificates

When you sell a gift certificate, the buyer pays now
and gets the product later. That’s a strong cash flow
advantage for you. Just about every business uses gift
certificates, but few of them use them as creatively as they might. Most
companies are too passive in offering gift certificates. Rather than simply
letting customers know you have gift certificates available, use a proactive
approach. One way to do that is to design a direct mail piece dedicated to
pushing gift certificates. Send your mailer two months before Christmas, for
example, and tell prospects they can get their shopping done early and
effortlessly buy purchasing a gift certificate now.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Inform your customers that your gift certificates will get them a 15
percent discount over a regular purchase for increased motivation.
2. Bribe the customer into buying a gift certificate. Offer a free gift
certificate with the purchase of another gift certificate.
3. Gift certificates are a good marketing tool that should be modified for
maximum potential, and not used in the “same old way.”
Rating: * * * *
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Newsletter Inserts

Contributing to other business’s newsletters with
articles or inserts is an inexpensive and excellent way
to reach new markets and tap into the captured
customers of another business. Most newsletter publishers welcome
submissions from others because finding content for newsletters is an ongoing
challenge. If you provide them with non-competing information, you can
easily gain access to another company’s newsletter. Newsletter inserts have the
strong advantage of delivering highly focused markets. When you insert in a
regular newspaper, you’re getting a general audience.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Newsletter inserts are likely to be far cheaper than general publications.
2. Arrange and exchange or barter – get your insert free in theirs if you
accept an insert from your host in your newsletter.
3. Find a company that has an affinity and synergy with yours.
Rating: * * *

42

Magazine Inserts

Magazine inserts have the advantage of irritating the
reader when those little cards fall out into their laps.
That’s good because it forces the reader to confront
the card, and deal with it – even if they most often throw it out. But they
almost always look at it, and if they like what they see, they’ll take action on it.
They have the tremendous advantage of being highly audience specific.
Perhaps the biggest drawback of magazine inserts is expense. High profile
magazines with national audiences don’t come cheap, and many will reject
your insert anyway.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Look for smaller, regional magazines. These are a golden opportunity
to use as a vehicle for your inserts.
2. You’ll get a more targeted audience, both by geography and subject
when you use smaller magazines for you inserts.
3. Craft your small-space, high impact message well.
4. Test response carefully.
Rating: * * * *
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Letters To Editors

Your newspaper’s editorial page holds an opportunity
for free press. A Letter to the Editor is your vehicle
for that opportunity. The key is to work a promotional
message into a letter, without making it look that way. A good strategy is to
respond to a story that has already run in the paper, or better yet, one of the
newspaper’s editorials. Or you can respond to a letter from another reader.
You can also write a letter on a topic of high interest, or relevance, and that is
on people’s minds. It’s very
important that you don’t write an
angry or controversial letter, or blast
someone else for something they
did or said that you don’t agree
with. Rather, write a positive letter
making constructive comments and
suggestions, while mentioning your
name, or how your product can
solve a problem.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be very careful! This is a subtle strategy that has to be finessed just
right.
2. Get a professional, experienced PR writer to craft your letter.
Rating: * *
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Exhibits

An exhibit is a chance to show off and demonstrate
your product in a public setting, and that means a
chance to reach new customers. You can exhibit at
trade shows, fairs, flea markets, and shopping malls or even in a parking lot!
Call it what you want as long as you come prepared to attract customers, get
attention, add names to your customer lists, distribute sales literature, and get
people to make direct contact with what you’re selling. Make your exhibit fun,
entertaining, inviting and hands on. The end results will be dozens or
hundreds of new leads, and lots of sales right on your exhibit site.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Practice your demonstrating skills and do it!
2. Don’t be boring, don’t lecture, deliver real news, show the prospects
how the product will make their lives better.
Rating: * * * ½
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Associate E-Marketing

Joining ranks and teaming up with other Web
entrepreneurs is a win-win strategy that can do
wonders for your business. Gain fast access to
thousands of new customers instantly by exchanging your Web-based
customer base with another’s Web seller’s customer base. If your businesses
are complimentary, the results can be swift and profitable. Make an agreement
to let a friend sell to your customers if you can sell to theirs. Use each others
captured e-mail lists to piggyback your marketing messages on each others.
Combining efforts in this way can cost almost nothing, but has the potential to
generate amazing income.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Start searching for a Web partner today and explore the possibilities.
2. Make sure you link up with an entity you can be proud to be associated
with, and also do your best to represent your partner well.
3. One of the fastest ways to bolster cash flow and find new markets.
4. It’s still in the uncertain territory of Internet marketing; so don’t bet
the farm on it.
Rating: * * * *
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Workshops

Like a mini-seminar or a one-time educational class, a
workshop can be an extremely good way, especially for
professionals, to garner many new clients while
making money at the same time. For example, a media consultant can offer a
workshop titled: “How To Write Press Releases” and offer it to business
professionals from all walks of life and business. The charge can be 50 to 200–
but the real payoff is the business that it will generate afterwards, Oftentimes,
workshop participants will hire the instructor to work for them, and get the
job done right.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Might work best with smaller groups – a dozen people maximum.
2. Positions you as an expert.
3. Follow up with each participant for sales and feedback, signed
testimonials.
Rating: * * * * *
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Previews

A sneak preview of a product is a way to generate free
publicity and street buzz. Wets the public’s appetite
for the product or service, generating desire and
anticipation. A preview is also a chance to test market your product and get
early response. If you get negative feedback, you still have a chance to make
things right before you release the product for general sales. Much like an
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unveiling, it’s a great chance to land some free publicity if you give your media
providers a heads up. The press lives for something like this because it’s newer
than new, so to speak.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Send press releases and follow up with a personal call to editors
and/or reporters.
2. Be ready to capitalise on free press and public anticipation by being
ready to sell and ship.
Rating: * * *
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Tabloids

Biggest selling point of tabloids is their enormous
circulation, very often in the tens of millions. This
makes them extremely expensive to advertise in.
However, the audience they deliver is extremely broad and unfocused, and
tend to be a lower quality customer. The more sensational the tabloid, the less
trust and respectability it commands, and this can rub off on your ad. For the
right product, the impact can be terrific and result in huge response, but
tabloids are very risky for a lot of advertisers. Big circulation numbers are not
everything. Look at the other ads that run frequently in the tabloid you’re
considering. Call ad buyers to ask about their results before you buy.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Smaller more tightly focused publications tend to outperform the
gigantic circulation numbers offered by tabloids.
2. Test market a small ad before risking big money on a large ad.
3. Your ad is here today, gone tomorrow if you buy only one run. Very
little staying power.
4. Heavy competition from a lot of other ads and blazing headlines of the
tab’s many distracting stories and photos.
Rating: * * *
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Flea Market Stands

A flea market stand or booth or table is similar to a
trade show, though it is usually less formal. Another
drawback to a flea market is that the average customer
may not be as highly qualified as those you find at a trade show. That’s
because trade shows tend to have a theme, while flea markets attract the
general public, and mostly bargain hunters. Nevertheless, apply all of the tips
you would at a normal trade show, and you’ll have good results. Offer
something free, have a big, easy-to-read sign that screams out an offer, and
work the crowd with your bright personality to bring people to your stand. Be
ready with sales materials, and don’t forget to try to make sales right on the
spot.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Sign up as many names as you can for your mailing list.
2. Tough to predict profile of average customer you find here.
3. Certainly not for every kind of business or service.
4. Test your success to see if future flea markets are worth your time.
Rating: * * 1/2
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Repetition

Many wet-behind-the-ears sellers take one shot at a
prospect and then give up if they are unsuccessful.
They buy one ad, call on a person just once, send only
one sales letter, etc. This is a terrible strategy. Experienced marketers know
that first-time contacts are almost always the poorest in terms of positive
response. The fact is, prospects need to be pitched two, three, four or even
five times before they decide to buy. Never send a sales letter without having a
second mailer ready to go a week or two later, and a third one after that, and
even a fourth if response is still not adequate. You can’t really judge how well
an ad works if it runs only once. That’s just not a proper test. It’s a well-known
fact that an ad may have to run three to six times in the same place before
people “see” it.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It’s better to risk irritating people with repetition than to give up too
soon and make no sales.
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2. Advertising also has a cumulative effect – they build their penetration
power the more times they run.
3. The law of repetition applies to all forms of selling - from face-to-face
sales, to telephone sales, to direct response marketing through the mail.
Rating: * * * * *
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The Small Press

Advertising in small, local newspapers holds many
advantages over the big daily newspapers. First, rates
are far cheaper. Second, your ad will have a longer
shelf life because most small, local papers are published weekly, rather than
daily. Third, you get a more tightly focused market geographically. Fourth,
local people tend to trust their local papers more than anonymous big-city
papers. Perhaps the only drawback to small local papers is the smaller
audience, but the price of the ad reflects the difference. Local papers generally
start pulling response in three to four days, and can continue to get response
for a month, or more.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Small papers are an excellent way to test ads before you buy space in
bigger more expensive papers.
2. Haggle with the ad rep. A small paper will often be more flexible in
bending ad rates than big papers that don’t need to make deals.
3. You get greater control over where and on what page your ad will
appear in a small paper.
4. Run your ad at least three weeks in a row to help build its reach and
cumulative response effect.
5. Cheaper ad rates allow you to buy more ads and run them more often.
Rating * * * * *
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Big Newspaper Advertising

Major daily newspapers with big circulation numbers
are very expensive for ad buyers. You pay more for
the big numbers – some of the national dailies have
millions of subscribers. But big numbers are not everything in advertising.
Tightly focused target markets are more important. This is why we suggest you
approach big newspaper advertising with extreme caution. If you have a
product with broad mass appeal, a big daily is a good choice for an ad. But if
your product appeals to a small segment of the market, it’s better to seek out
smaller, more focused publications, such as trade journals, that can give you a
more perfect match between your product and customer.
Big circulation newspaper ads have another drawback, a very short shelf life.
Most people scan through the paper and toss it, or line the birdcage with it!
They don’t go back to it day after day like a book or magazine. Your ad is
quickly out of sight and out of mind. You can overcome this problem by
placing your ad in the same location of the same paper for many days in a row.
The more you repeat, the more people will see it. Some studies show that a
reader does not actually “see” an ad until it has run three to four times in the
same place. Of course, this means spending a lot more for repeat runs.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Test ads in smaller, less expensive markets before you buy ads in major
circulation newspapers.
2. Make sure your ad runs in the right section of the paper. If you are
selling athletic shoes, have your ad run in the sports pages.
3. Large circulation newspaper ads are a shotgun approach. You hit a
very wide target market which can be good for a product with mass
appeal, but not so good with a narrow-appeal product.
4. Always haggle for a lower ad rate with the ad sales rep.
5. Newspaper ads must have powerful attention grabbing headlines! This
is vital because you need to capture and stop the reader before they
pass your ad over on their way to the next headline or the next page.
6. Advertorials work well in newspapers.
Rating: 2/12 out of five
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Radio Advertising

Radio advertising has tremendous market penetration.
It is also an intrusive form of advertising. It forces
itself upon the listener, which is a good thing. The vast
majority of radio listening is done in the car, although lots of people also listen
while at work. Radio ads can grant you pinpoint target market accuracy. It’s
also fast. If you need to get the word out about your product quickly, your
radio ad can be on the air within 24 hours. It’s a great medium to announce a
special limited-time sale, or grand openings. Radio ads are an excellent way to
enhance and support other forms of marketing. For example, a series of radio
ads can soften up a certain geographic population sector before you start telecanvassing that same market sector.
But radio ads are far from perfect. They don’t work at all for certain products,
and they can be easy to “tune out” by distracted listeners.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Never rely on radio advertising alone! Radio ads work best when used
on concert with other forms of marketing and advertising.
2. Radio ads are made more powerful by heavy repetition.
3. Radio ads are excellent for planting mental “hooks” in the minds of
listeners.
4. Radio ads must have loud, attention grabbing lead-ins to wake up
listeners and get them to pay attention.
5. Seek a per-inquiry arrangement with your radio ad provider – pay only
for the response you get.
6. Test radio ads carefully.
7. Choose the right radio format for your audience – young people listen
to rock and rap, educated people listen to talk radio and news, etc.
8. Radio ads that run during the news tend to work the best.
9. Radio ads should be no more than 10 to 15 percent of your total ad
spending.
Rating * * *
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Magazine Advertising

Magazines are an excellent way to find just the right
market. For example, if you’re selling hunting gear, a
fish and wildlife magazine gives you a perfect fit.
Magazine ads have a very long shelf life. When you buy a series of ads that run
for three to four months in a row in the same magazine, you get tremendous
reach and enhance the cumulative effect of your ad. A tightly focused target
market is far more important than a magazine’s circulation numbers. Ads in
major magazine can be very expensive. Test smaller ads before you buy bigger
ones. Magazines give you easy access to a nationwide, or even worldwide
audience.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t scatter your effort by buying one ad in several different
magazines. It’s better to buy a series of ads to run repeatedly in a single
magazine.
2. Classified ads in magazines tend to work better than classifieds in
newspapers.
3. Make strong use of attention grabbing headlines.
4. Consider running an advertorial.
Rating: * * * * *
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TV Advertising

Perhaps the most persuasive and mesmerizing of all ad
mediums, TV ads use sight, sound, colour and the
tantalizing glow of the screen to entrance viewers. TV
ads reach a wide market, so products with mass appeal work well. Most people
never consider TV advertising because they are intimidated by the expense,
but you shouldn’t automatically rule it out. You can buy TV ads from your
local stations, and get your product on the local news, weather and sports,
which tend to produce superb results.
“As seen on TV” still means something. TV advertising provides excitement
and prestige. TV also makes it easy to target market because you can match
your product to programming. So TV can deliver both mass appeal and
targeted markets.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t necessarily try to be entertaining or funny with TV ads. Resist
the urge to entertain. You’re not making a show; you’re selling a
product.
2. Show! - don’t tell! The power of TV is that people can see your
product in action. Use that power! Don’t pay for a talking head to blab
about your product. Show the product in action, and demonstrate how
it makes life better.
3. Choose carefully the programming during which your TV ad will
appear. Sell toys during cartoons, sell life insurance during the news.
4. Provide clear “take action” info. Tell the viewer who and where to call,
or what you want them to do, such as come visit your physical
location.
Rating: * * *
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Internet Advertising

Even after more than 10 years since the World Wide
Web made the Internet available to the masses, and
provided a vibrant platform for advertising, this area is
still a wilderness. Internet ads come in many shapes and flavours; banner ads,
pop-ups, targeted e-mail messages, and what you place on your own Web site.
But does any of it work? Sometimes yes, but a lot of the time, not at all! Thus,
proceed with caution and beware. Dangers lurk everywhere. Spamming can
ruin your image and get you banned from the Net! Banner ads and pop-ups
can bring zero results. Still, no one can afford to ignore this medium, even for
advertising. Your best bet is to use your own site for promotion and capturing
e-mails lists, which give permission for you to send them marketing messages.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Web advertising is still experimental. Approach it as an experiment.
Don’t risk large portions of your ad budgets on this unknown territory.
2. Use your Web site to direct viewers to your traditional ads in print and
on TV.
3. Use your Web site to encourage people to visit your physical location.
4. Never spam!
Rating: *
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Trade Journals

Advertising paradise! Why do we say that? The reasons
are many. First and best, you find a highly focused and
very tight target market. You can bet the readers of
Dairyman’s Digest are dairy farmers or somehow involved in the dairy
industry. If you’re selling drugs for cattle, you’ve found your market. Another
good thing: there’s a trade journal for practically every segment of business!
No matter what you sell, you can find a hot market in the right trade journal.
Trade Journal ads also tend to be less expensive than more general magazines.
Trade Journals have high and loyal readership. Trade Journal ads have a very
long shelf life. For an advertiser, a Trade Journal is the best of all worlds, with
the possible exception of high circulation numbers. Most Trade Journals have
small to modest circulation figures, though some are quite large.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Go to Trade Journals first with your advertising if you have a highly
specific market.
2. Trade Journals are not for items with mass appeal.
3. Run your ad for several issues in a row.
4. Submit press releases to Trade Journals to get free ink.
5. Haggle for the best advertising rates. Ask for a per inquiry deal.
Rating: * * * * *
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Industry Newsletters

Similar to Trade Journals in that they deliver a very
tight market. Tend to have very small circulation,
though some industry newsletters have thousands of
subscribers. They tend to be dry and boring, and this may rub off on your ad.
The price is right. Ads in industry newsletters are dirt cheap in most cases, so
you can afford to experiment. They’re also a good place to test ads for bigger
Trade Journals or magazines. Even more valuable than the publication itself is
its subscriber list if you can get your hands on it, and then use it for direct
mail.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Get samples of industry newsletters and look over the ads they
contain. Call the advertisers and ask how they did.
2. Trade an ad in your newsletter for an ad in theirs.
3. Submit press releases for free space–industry newsletter editors are
often desperate for something to fill their pages.
4. Try an advertorial.
Rating: * *
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College / Campus Newspaper
Advertising

Two best aspects: A) Tends to be very inexpensive,
and B) You have highly defined target market–mostly young college students.
If that’s your demographic, you’ve got a good opportunity here. Students are
heavy consumers of some specific items, such as computer-related
merchandise music, stereos and clothing, but tend to have little money or need
for big-ticket items like cars, washing machines or pricey furniture.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Test market both display ads and classified. Classified tend to be very
inexpensive.
2. Remember to target your message to students.
3. Run your ads multiple times for a proper test. You should be able to
afford it at college newspaper rates.
Rating: * * *
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Newspaper Inserts

Once of the most used and effective of all print
advertising methods. Many opportunities here for coop advertising deals. Your supplier may share cost of
inserting, creating your insert. It’s difficult for the reader not to see your insert
because it often drops in their lap when they open the paper. Drawback is
heavy competition from lots of other inserts that may ride along in the same
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paper. Also, readers tend to throw them out fast, even though viewership is
generally high.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Strive to make your insert stand out from the rest - have a gimmick,
attention grabbing headlines and graphics.
2. Include a coupon.
3. Don’t settle for institutional advertising, or bland ad copy that comes
from corporate headquarters. Tailor-make your own response-pulling
offer.
Rating: * * * *
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Press Release

The No. 1 free publicity tool you can’t afford not to
use, and use often. However, the press release is also
the No. 1 misused tool. You must get it right to be
effective! That means writing in proper news format, specific to each medium,
print, radio, TV, etc. Extremely vital that you provide REAL NEWS! Media
outlets don’t want your PR or advertising puffery! Be sure to send to the
proper individual at your target medium. Include a high quality photo to
improve your chances of getting it used. Give your phone number for “further
information” contact. Get a list of all media and send your release to them all.
Issue perhaps one per week over every two weeks. Competition is extremely
heavy! Newspapers and others get stacks of releases, almost every day. Make
yours interesting, exciting, and newsworthy and make it stand out.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Issue release on your company letterhead.
2. Most releases are no more than one page in length.
3. Include a “release date” or mark for “immediate release.”
4. Make a personal contact at a newspaper or other media outlet. Get to
know the person who will act as gatekeeper of your releases. The
better they know you, the harder to reject your release.
5. Entice reporters to call you for more information, you might get more
free ink.
Rating: * * * * *
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Drop Boxes

An inexpensive way to get out where the people are –
on the streets, walking through the fronts of shopping
centres and malls. Challenge is getting people to notice
them and take one. Use vibrant sign that commands or entices people to
“TAKE ONE!” or have attention-grabbing offer, such as “FREE MONEY!”
Messages placed in drop boxes tend to have a junky reputation, and
competition can be heavy in heavy traffic areas – all the more need to make
yours stand out.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make an incredible offer!
2. Key and code your drop box items so you can test how well each did
and in which location.
3. Print your Freephone number boldly on your sheet.
4. Print a coupon on your drop box sheet, or make the whole thing a big
coupon.
Rating: * * *
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Handouts

What’s better than a box on a busy sidewalk
containing your flyers? A live person personally
handing them to people as they walk buy. Very hard to
ignore, even if they immediately toss it two steps after getting it. But forcing
people to confront your advertising flyer is going to get increased response, if
you have a good offer and an attractive product that people need or want.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t hire a hoodlum, punk, or bum to hand out your fliers. The
person must look inviting, normal and friendly. That person represents
your company image, even if only for a second! It’s important!
2. Have large attention grabbing headlines. Keep your offer simple, and
use large print so people can see the thrust of your offer lightning fast.
3. Make an offer – ask for action. Don’t forget your Freephone number,
Web address and physical location info.
Rating: * * *
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Catalogues

Catalogues that sell need more than just a listing of
each item that’s for sale. Each of those items needs to
be sold with excellent, persuasive sales copy. Writing
catalogue sales copy is a high art because you must sell with 100 words or less,
and most often, less than 50 words! Place your best moving items toward the
front of the catalogue, and your flagship product or products on the cover. A
catalogue cover should be as vibrant, inviting and interesting as a popular
magazine.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Few people start out with a catalogue, they build their product line one
item at a time until they need a catalogue to sell it all.
2. Hire a pro copywriter to ensure you get sizzling sales copy.
3. Your catalogue will be only as effective as your mailing list! You need a
hot list and the right target market!
4. Make catalogue order forms extremely easy to use.
5. Put your Freephone number on every page of the catalogue.
Rating: * * * *
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Brochures

Avoid the biggest brochure mistake – being too selforiented. A brochure must sell, and not brag up your
company. Should have attention grabbing headings
and persuasive copy throughout. Brochures can be used in support of your
other printed marketing materials, such as sales letters. Brochures have a long
shelf life – people tend to hang onto them – so make them attractive and use
high quality paper.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Three-fold “Slim Jim” brochures are most common format, but you
can get more creative if you want to.
2. Make your brochure’s appearance consistent with all your other
advertising and sales materials.
3. Always tuck a business card in with your brochures.
4. Provide clear, easy-to-see contact information.
Rating: * *
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Yellow Pages

Among the most powerful of all ads. People who
come to the Yellow pages have already decided to buy.
Your ad must stand out from the competition. That
means being larger than the other guys. Don’t settle for a simple “me too”
listing in the YP. State your unique selling proposition and urge prospects to
call you fast. Then offer them a reward for doing so. A draw back is cost.
Large display ads in the Yellow Pages cost a lot, but they almost always
produce terrific results.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Strive to look different – your YP ad must stand out!
2. Use a bold headline than makes a promise.
3. Use a photo, not line graphics. But don’t put in a “do nothing” photo
of yourself or your office building. The photo must be relevant and
sell.
Rating: * * * * *
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White Pages Listing

Make the best of your white page listing by attempting
to stand out. Get listed in bold and larger type, making
it easier for the eye of the prospect to land on your
name. In your other marketing materials, tell people under what letter to find
you in the white pages. Get listed in as many different white pages as possible.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You pay more for a bold listing, but it pays off.
2. Include both your Freephone and regular number.
Rating: * * *
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Alternate & Special
Directories

If you already have a Yellow Pages ad and a white
pages listing, do you need to be listed in even more directories? We strongly
say yes. Special directories, such as the “Who’s Who” variety, industry specific
directories and more can not only bring more business, but also land you loads
of free ink. That’s because reporters looking for information or people looking
for speakers for special events and trade shows look to these kinds of
directories to find “experts.” If they find your name, you score big.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Many directory listings are free. You can’t afford to pass this up.
2. Some directories charges are not free, but it most likely is worth it.
3. Get yourself listed in as many free directories as possible, and look into
some of the paid directories if it fits your budget.
Rating: * * * *
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Barter & Trade Exchanges

Merely being a member of a trade exchange can bring
you customer sources you may never have looked for
or thought about before. Better yet, many won’t be
price shoppers. This is a way to get what you need in terms of supplies or
products when cash is tight, but you also must watch what you barter in
return, less you dampen your own cash flow.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Look for ideal, innovative trades that don’t hinder cash flow.
2. Trade smart! Examine a trade from all angles before you move
forward.
Rating: * * * *

70

Buying Customer Lists

The importance of getting a hot, current and tightly
targeted mailing list cannot be underestimated. A bad
list can make your spectacular offer and sales pitch
bomb big time. A good list is that important. An excellent list can bring
spectacular profits! Professional list brokers are plentiful, but not all are
created equal. Ask around for a good recommendation and get references. You
can also buy lists from magazine subscriber data bases and other companies.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Consider trading your customer list with another, non-competing
company.
2. Test a small number of names200 to 500 before you plunge in with
large mailings.
3. Your best mailing list is your own – your “House List.” Guard it well,
and work it!
Rating: * * * * *
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Direct Mail

Pound per pound, Direct mail may be the best
marketing tool of them all. Direct mail can easily
outperform other advertising by 300 percent to 2,000
percent! You can’t afford not trying direct mail, but you must do it right.
Direct mail is easy to get wrong, a bad sales letter, a poor customer list, the
wrong demographic—any of these things can destroy any hope you have of
being successful. Hire a seasoned pro to create your direct sales copy. This is
vital! Test your mailings rigorously before spending a lot on a huge mailing.
When you find a direct mail package that works, stick with it and use it with a
vengeance, or until it stops working.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Test whether or not to use teaser copy on outside of your direct mail
letters. You must get prospects to open!
2. “Can’t Resist” headlines are key to capturing prospect interest and
getting them to read more.
3. Never forget a “P.S.” Some say that after the headline, it’s the most
read part of your sales letter.
4. Make it look like a letter, a typed letter, and personalise it. Address
your reader by name.
5. Always follow up mailing with a phone call within a 10 of those who
do not respond. This can increase success rate by 300 percent/400
percent.
Rating: * * * * *
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Piggyback Mailings

Not a new idea by any means, but still one of the very
best. You partner up with another company and have
them send your marketing message out with their
billings and invoices. You help pay some of their mailing cost, so they save
money. You gain access to all their customers. Because it’s a bill, it’s certain to
get opened, getting prospects to open direct mail is the biggest challenge, so
this is an ideal situation.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Choose a company you respect and want to be associated with.
2. Keep your insert short, punchy and make a strong offer.
3. Test results carefully.
Rating: * * * * *
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Fax Broadcasting

When somebody first thought of this idea, it was a
stroke of genius, but today, this method of marketing
is fast running out of steam. For our money, “Junk
faxes” are: Too intrusive, makes use of your prospect’s fax paper without their
permission, (so you’re insulting them) and even illegal in many areas. An
unwanted fax that ties up someone’s machine and wastes paper is at least 100
times more irritating than regular junk mail.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. We have none, except forget about it!
Rating: No stars
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Fax On Demand

Now here is a twist on
fax marketing we like
and can live with. In
this case, you advertise a fax number that
prospects can call, which will trigger a fax to be
automatically sent back to the prospect. The
caller can pay for a report with a credit card, or
request your free sales letter. Because the
prospect is seeking info, they may have already decided to buy, or at least have
demonstrated a strong interest. A super way to reach anyone with a fax
machine with your marketing messages.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Sizzling sales copy with a knockout headline is a must.
2. Hire a professional fax broadcasting service to handle your campaign.
3. Test results carefully
Rating: * * * *
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Billboards & Posters

Can be highly effective if you do them right. Most
billboards must make their case in five seconds or less!
Busy drivers will be watching the road and driving past
fast. Very simple high-impact message with prominent Freephone numbers or
“Go Here!” information is a must. Billboards clutter the landscape so
competition is heavy. All the more need for yours to be vibrant, attention
getting and super punchy.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Flashing, moving, or signs that can be altered work best.
2. Works well as a support of your other marketing efforts.
3. Make sure your business is a proper match for this kind of advertising.
Selling used cars? Use them! Selling cosmetics? Hard to see how they
can help.
Rating: * * *
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Taxi & Bus Advertising

When’s the last time you saw a bus or a taxi without
an ad on its side? Lots of people use these forms of
advertising because they can work, but not for
everyone. Signs on public transportation vehicles are like a billboard that can
move around. Thus, you need to have a super crisp, fast to absorb message for
these kinds of selling communications. But they can’t sell. They can only get
people to call you or come see you. It’s worth a try for the right business or
product.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Test them well before you plunge in.
2. Must create super-quick attention because competition is heavy, and
they zip by fast.
Rating: * *
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Cinema Advertising

Most studies rate these ads as the poorest performing
of all advertising. These ads flash by in still frames as
folks wait for the show to start. They’re sitting in the
dark, so they’re not likely to write down your Freephone number. Most people
find them tedious and irritating. They have already paid for a ticket and now
they have to watch ads besides! When you watch TV, you know the
commercials pay for the show. But theatre ads make you pay twice! Not a
good deal.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Avoid these.
2. If you’re still curious, call others who have tried them and check their
results before you buy.
Rating: No stars
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Sponsorship

Why sponsor a sports event, a public play, or some
other community related project? For the publicity.
You build your image as a company that cares. These
provide some pretty good opportunities to get your name out as well. For
example, a 10-K run for cancer might draw 1,000 participants. Give them each
a t-shirt with your name or logo on it, and it easily can make the local evening
news, where thousands of people see it. Your name may also get listed on
handouts, brochures, or perhaps on the program of the play you are
sponsoring.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. May not lead directly to money and sales, but definitely will lead
indirectly to money and sales.
2. Don’t underestimate the quality of your image with your
demographics.
3. You may get invited to speak at an event you sponsor, a great
opportunity for a plug.
Rating: * * * *
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Postcard Mailings

Excellent direct marketing tool. Cheaper to produce
and mail than letters. They don’t need to be opened!
They are already in the prospects face as soon as they
are retrieved from the mailbox. Very challenging to fit persuasive, resultsproducing copy in such a small space, but a skilled copywriter can do wonders.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use eye-popping, vibrant graphics on one side to get attention, hot
sales copy on the other side to get action.
2. Consider using oversized or giant postcards. These can be even more
effective.
3. Key and test them carefully.
4. Follow up with a phone call.
5. Postcards are excellent follow-up tools after your send out full-blown
sales letters.
Rating: * * * * *
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Signs On Buildings

The sign on your building is an image factor of
extreme importance. Signs must attract attention on
the street and make your business look clean,
interesting and exciting. Studies show an uninviting storefront can turn away
80 percent of business! Your sign should also do more than state your name.
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Make it sell! Example: “Acme Beauty Shop–Cuts Are Half Price Every Friday
Afternoon!”
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Bright, colourful, neon or inner-lit signs are harder to ignore.
2. Make your sign readable from all angles, so people coming and going
can see it.
3. The ability to alter or periodically change your sign is a fantastic idea.
You keep it fresh, keep it visible and stop people from ignoring it after
seeing it 500 times.
Rating: * * * * *
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Company Car Or Vehicle
Advertising

If you already drive your cars, trucks or vans around to
get business done, why not advertise on the way? The broadside of a truck or
van is a large canvass that can do a lot of selling and raise a lot of awareness.
Put your Freephone number prominently somewhere. Make it look
professional and not like a 1960s hippy van, though being professional does
not mean it has to look boring.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Look at other examples of vehicle advertising and ask owners about
results.
2. Hire a seasoned pro that will make your vehicle art just what you want
it to be.
3. List a benefit of your product or service; don’t just tell who you are.
Rating: * * *
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In-Store Signs

Draws the eyes to the product on the shelf, and thus
increases sales. Make brief offer: “Buy One Get One
Free!” “75% off Today only!” Very powerful sales
boosters. Should be bright Day-Glo colour. Scream out a deal.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Work the signs heavily. Change them, switch them, and keep them
moving day to day.
2. Strive to test signs carefully. How many sales with the signs, and
without them?
Rating: * * * *
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Moving Display In-Store
Signs

This is one of the latest trends and promises to be the
future of in-store selling. Moving signs do just that–they move! They spin,
blink, and flip–anything to capture attention. Early test results with these in
Europe were spectacular, and are just beginning to catch on in the U.S. See a
moving sign dealer to check out what’s available.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Get these kinds of signs in your store as fast as possible. They’ll
produce results.
2. Don’t overuse. Place them strategically and selectively. Don’t diminish
their effect by having moving signs everywhere.
3. Test results.
Ranking: * * * * *
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Hoarding

Another way to entice more people into your store.
You’re better off with them than without them. Some
city ordinances don’t allow clutter, but most places
allow them. Make an offer to entice people to come in. What do they get if
they stop and walk through your door? The hoarding should hint at this or
promise this.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Your sign must look attractive and professional. Any old sign won’t
do.
2. A big arrow on the sign pointing to your door can be subconsciously
attractive.
3. If the sign makes a good promise or fantastic offer, you’ll get better
results.
Ranking: * * *
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Window Displays

Window-shopping has long been and still is one of the
most pleasant shopping experiences. Where there’s
pleasure, there are sales. When you create attractive,
compelling, enticing, attention grabbing window displays, you attract
customers and hold them like a magnet. Put signs in your windows offering
deals. Provide incentive to do more than window shop–give them a reason to
come in. Offer something free just for coming in to look. Don’t waste your
window space with mere displays of your wares. Do some real selling!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Ask yourself: What exactly will make people come in? Then give it to
them.
2. Change it often. Make your window display an ever-changing and
entertaining display.
3. Put your hottest selling item up front.
4. Actively seek customer feedback about your window display. Ask for
opinions. You’ll be surprised at the ideas some will have–ideas you
may never have thought about because you’re not as objective as an
outside observer!
Rating: * * * *
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In-Store Special Promotions

They’re already inside your store, so throw a special
promotion at them. Run a contest, take a survey in
exchange for a coupon, and give away something free.
How about a prize drawing? Sign people up to receive your newsletter. Get
active with your customers in-store, and don’t forget to give them a good
reason to come back, such as a coupon that says: “15% off on your next visit!”
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Set up right near the front door and draw people to your promo item
right up front.
2. You can do promos in other shopping centres or malls with
permission from the management.
3. Make it fun. Have something free for children – their parents will
follow.
Rating: * * * 1/2
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Start A Newsletter

If you want an ongoing relationship with your
captured customers, create a newsletter and sign
customers up to subscribe. They’ll do so with
incentives, such as advanced or “insider” information on sales and deals, and
coupons. Don’t be bland. Make it fun and interesting. Include compelling sales
pitches packaged as articles. Ask for customer feedback. The idea is to engage
your customers and keep them interacting with you. Hold contests; take
surveys via your newsletter.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You can help pay for your newsletter costs by selling ads to others.
2. A drawback – they’re very hard work, and can be amazingly difficult to
fill with material and get out on time.
3. Every other month to quarterly may be often enough, but once a
month is better – but a far greater challenge to get out on time.
4. Make the newsletter a responsibility of a key employee, or better yet,
hire out for a pro to do it for you.
5. Test.
Rating: * * * *
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Stickers

Every time you buy a bunch of bananas, an apple or a
grapefruit, you find a tiny sticker on each piece of
fruit. Why go through all this trouble? What does it do
for you? It hammers away at brand awareness, but does little selling. If you
could get stickers to do both, you’d have something special. How about
stickers with your Freephone reorder number? Put them on toner cartridges,
fax paper, office supplies, and anything else people must reorder on a regular
basis.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. If they’re bright and vibrant, they will be seen.
2. You’ll need a plan and a method to make sure everything gets
“stickered.”
3. Shop around for best deals from sticker suppliers.
4. Test.
Rating * * *
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Refrigerator Magnets

Put your business card on a “refrigerator” magnet and
it won’t get thrown away, and it may not end up on
just a refrigerator, but on an office filing cabinet or
desk drawer, etc. If it does end up on a refrigerator, make sure your Freephone
phone number is prominent. Then when they need your product, it may
trigger an easy sale. Some refrigerators are cluttered with all kinds of magnets,
reducing their effectiveness.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A small but possible effective way to keep your name in front of the
prospect.
2. On the other hand, may be a waste of time, and may be difficult to
test.
3. Cost effective? Again, difficult to test.
Rating: * *
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Promotional Premiums

A pen with your name on it, a coffee cup, a Frisbee, a
hat, a t-shirt. One of the most used promotional
techniques, but how effective? Sometimes very
effective, other times - well? Has the advantage of giving people something
free, which they always appreciate, especially if it’s an item of higher quality.
The more valuable your premium, the better the impact, but also the higher
your cost.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Many companies specialize in providing these kinds of items. Get a
catalogue and you’ll have a lot to choose from.
2. Ask vendors which have had the most success.
3. Make sure your Freephone number is on it.
4. Test.
Rating: * *
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Sky Writing

If you want people to look and gawk at your message,
skywriting will get the job done, for a few minutes
anyway. Highly novel. Works best for specific
promotions or target markets. Advertise beach products above a crowded
beach, or your brand name above a crowded football stadium, and you’ll get
some penetration. But does this sell? That’s difficult.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use when you really, badly want to seize a moment during a very
special promotion.
2. Possible it may produce absolutely no results other than to flash your
name or brand into the minds of several thousand people.
3. Test results, which should be easy because response, if any will quickly
follow. If you notice a surge, you have a winner.
4. Risky.
Rating: zero stars
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Inflatables

We’ve all seen the ubiquitous blimps that hover above
major sporting events, sporting (pardon the pun)
somebody’s huge ad. If it’s on prime-time TV, millions
upon millions see it. Does it do any actual selling? Not really, but the big
companies that pay for all this can afford this kind of institutional advertising
to build name recognition. Other blimps float about and run electronic
messages across their bottoms. Still other blimp-like balloons can be tethered
and float stationary above a huge car dealer’s lot, or some other business. They
can’t do much selling, just tell people “I’m here!” They may trigger some sales
if people are in a mode to buy when they happen to see your ad, but for the
most part, this is name recognition territory, and not actual selling.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Work best with special event where tens of thousands are gathered.
2. Expensive without inducing sales directly, but they do build awareness.
Rating: Zero stars
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Business Cards

You’re printing up business cards anyway, so make
them carry some extra weight by making them a selling
tool. That means using both sides. Have all the normal
business card info on one side, and on the other a high impact sales offer. A
real challenge in such a small space, but far from impossible, and very often,
very workable.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Definitely put your picture on your business
card.
2. Consider putting rubberized magnets on the
back of some of your cards, they won’t get
thrown away.
3. Never be without them wherever you go.
They’re a prime networking tool.
4. Should look professional but not over-the-top
slick.
5. Make them graphically consistent with all your marketing vehicles.
6. USE THEM! Spread them everywhere. Famous car seller Joe Girard
used to throw them into the air at baseball games when the crowd got
to its feet to cheer a home run!
Rating: * * * * *
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Networking

Strive to master this super-powered marketing and
promotion technique. Get good enough at
networking, and you may never have to buy an ad!
Networking means every single contact in your life is a potential link to sales
and business. Network at trade shows, seminars, parties, private functions,
breakfast meetings – and lean heavily on the ultimate networking tool, the
telephone. If you have 100 names in your phone file, each of those names can
put you into to contact with at least 10 others.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Networking means giving favours as you ask other for favours.
2. Never miss an opportunity to talk about your business to anyone who
will listen.
3. Don’t be a bore, networking means being subtle in many occasions,
and having a sense of finesse.
4. Always follow-up with any contact within 24 hours, or no later than 48
hours.
Rating: * * * * *
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Cold Calling

Strikes fear in the heart of any seller, but cold calling
beats no calling. Many top sellers choose to cold call in
their down time – leave the paperwork for the evening
or weekends, and spend your day pounding the pavement or working the
phone. Hire others to cold call sell for you on a commission only basis. You
can’t lose. Of course, the true secret to cold calling is to pre-warm the prospect
by sending them a letter first, radio advertising, etc.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make a goal to make X amount of cold calls per day, per week, per
month.
2. Always follow up an unsuccessful first meeting with a prospect.
3. Offer red-hot incentives and big rewards to get your staff aggressive
about cold calling.
4. Never make it your sole selling strategy.
5. Cold callers must have thick skins and be able to handle rejection
without getting discouraged.
Rating * * * *
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Sales Personnel

Take out an ad and ask for people willing to sell your
product on commission basis. It costs you nothing up
front, and nothing if they don’t sell anything, but you
gain big if you take on some gifted sellers. Master the art of motivating your
paid or commission-based sales people. Good training, high motivation, strong
incentives all spell a super-powered selling team.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Hire people who match the image of your company. When they sell,
they are representing you.
2. Make strong use of goal setting and planning.
3. Be there for your sales people. Talk to them every day, motivate them
every day.
Rating: * * * * *
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Telemarketing

Probably getting tougher every day. Very high
irritation factor. Banned in some venues. Yet, it still
works. It’s a percentage game. One must be
psychologically prepared to handle the numerous rejections for every sale
made. Calling with a cold list is asking for disaster. The importance of a prequalified, hot list is vital for telemarketing success.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Excellent training and experienced phone staff make a huge difference.
2. Use scripts but let your people have a little leeway once they have the
pitch down pat.
3. Does not work for every product.
4. Success rates can be dramatically improved by softening the calling
territory first with radio advertising, mailers, more.
5. Test results.
Rating: * * *
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Competitions

Invite your public to name your new product, write an
essay declaring the benefits of your product, or to
come up with a new slogan. A proactive way to get
customers more involved with your company and product. Also a good way to
develop a possible blockbuster new selling angle.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Offer an attractive prize to motivate participation.
2. Give all entries a consolation prize, such as a discount coupon.
3. Issue a press release about the competition, the winning entrant and
seek other free media related to your competition.
4. Test results.
5. Advertise the results.
Rating: * * * *
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Host Beneficiary

Choose a company with a lot of employees and seek
an arrangement to promote or sell to them with the
okay of the host company. Offer incentive for others
to become your host – cut them in on profits, show how employees will
benefit. Offer to reciprocate. You can also get your host to write a
recommendation letter for you. A terrific way to make a big chunk of sales
fast.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Look for several hosts, not just one. Hosts must have an “affinity” for
what you do or sell.
2. Be innovative. Make it clear to your host exactly how his or her
company will benefit, and how their employees will benefit.
3. Don’t go into your pitch unprepared. Spell out your joint venture on
paper and in detail.
Rating: * * * * *
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Strategic Alliance

Goes by many names, from joint venturing to
fusion marketing. The idea is to team up with
a complementary business and look for ways
to help each other sell more, cross promote, find new markets, share
advertising costs, trade mailing lists, and much, much more. Can be as simple
as endorsing each other in the media or advertising, to full-blown
arrangements that involve many aspect of business, from production to selling,
from shipping to promotional campaigns.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Choose a company you would be proud to own yourself, and truly
want to be associated with.
2. The worst another business can say is no.
3. You don’t have to limit it to one other business–you can form alliances
with a dozen or more.
Rating: * * * * * plus!
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Publish A Book

When you write and publish a book you
position yourself as an expert in your field.
You gain a significant advantage over
competitors. The book can land you tons of free publicity – TV and radio
interviews, and speaking engagements. All this and you can make money on
sales of your book while it boosts your image and business.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. If you don’t have time to write, hire a ghostwriter.
2. If you write yourself, break it down into 10 to 20 chapters of 10 to 20
pages each. Then get one chapter done at a time.
3. Self-publish it. You retain control over your product, and you don’t
have to deal with publishers who’ll pay you next to nothing for rights.
4. Self-publishing gets your book in print much faster.
5. You can always sell rights to a major publisher later.
6. Distribute or sell your book at seminars and speaking engagements.
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7. Don’t forget to include a back-end product on the back page of the
book–sell a newsletter, or another product.
Rating: * * * * *
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Seminars

Conducting a seminar promising valuable,
needed or timely information is an excellent
way to find customers, build a mailing list,
make sales and promote yourself all at the same time. Many fantastically
successful businessmen and women have used the seminar as their sole
marketing tool – it can work that well, if you do it right.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be the speaker, or invite others to speak while you host.
2. ALWAYS have something to sell to your seminar participants.
3. Charge a fee, or offer it free. You can sell a back-end product at the
event and recover your costs, and even make a profit.
4. Capture every name! Have everyone sign a guest book, and get as
much other info as you can about each person.
5. Invite the media or issue a press release. If your seminar is free, your
press release is almost guaranteed to be used.
6. Send everyone home with your business card, brochure and more.
7. Offer yourself to speak at someone else’s seminar.
Rating: * * * * *
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Trade Shows

Setting up a booth at a trade show is a lot of
work, requires that you have a display,
handouts, demonstrations, and takes a lot of
pre-planning, and staff. Yet, it’s almost always worth it. Trade shows are
primary networking territory. They’re a place to build your customer list, seek
joint ventures or alliances and more. You may also get some media coverage if
a reporter talks to you.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Your booth or display should have a gimmick to attract people to it.
2. Hand out something free.
3. Check out what the competition is doing.
4. Practice your demonstration to perfect your “act.”
5. Distribute your business card far and wide.
6. Test results
Rating: * * * *
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Public Markets

Go where the customers are, at the market.
They go to a market to buy, though some go
just to look. Nevertheless, a great opportunity
to display your wares, make sales, and perhaps best of all, capture names for
your all-important house list! Markets should be festive, or at least your display
should. Capitalise on the good feeling and fun atmosphere of a market.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Not all markets will be appropriate for what you sell, so pick and
choose your events.
2. Perhaps gathering names and setting up future sales is more important
than sales you make on the spot.
3. Have something free to hand out, and have something for children.
4. Use an eye-catching device to make people notice you.
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5. Personally invite a reporter to visit your booth.
6. Network aggressively.
Rating: * * * 1/2

105

Location, Location,
Location

Being on a busy street as opposed to a more
obscure location can make the difference between success and failure of your
business, especially if you rely on walk-in traffic. The best locations cost the
most, which often can be way too much! You’ll have to make a judgment
about how much you can sell versus how good a location you can afford. If
you can’t afford a prime spot, you must make up for it by informing your
demographic about how to find you. Use radio to tell people where you are, or
send them direct mail with instructions, and give them a reason to make an
extra effort to find you.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Negotiate your lease carefully.
2. Where’s the competition? You don’t want to be right across the street.
3. Ask yourself: “What is my customer’s incentive to drive out to my
location?”
4. Wal-Mart stores in the U.S. are always further out, often on the edge of
town, yet droves of people gladly go the extra distance. Why? The
perception that prices are low. But be careful. You may not be able to
compete on price, and you may not want to even if you could.
Rating: * * * * *
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Business Hours

If you’re a
hungry seller
eager to outdo the competition, one way you can beat the
other guys is to be open when they are not.
Takes a commitment and a sacrifice to be
conducting business when everyone else has
gone home. Will also cost you something to keep the light on and pay
employees to work longer hours, although you can hire part timers to handle
your “off-peak” business. But the payoff could be large. You garner customer
loyalty and get extra chances to capture repeat customers when the other guys
are sleeping.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. This can be a unique selling proposition. You’re there for your
customers when the others are not.
2. Advertise your special hours to make sure people take advantage.
3. Weigh all factors to make sure the effort is paying off. Does it cost
more to keep the lights on and pay staff to get the extra business?
Rating: * *
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Referrals

For most businesses, referrals account for
some 80 percent of all business. That’s how
important referrals are. Cultivating a strong
referral system means you spend less on other expensive marketing tools while
you get other people to send business your way. Ask each customer you
contact for a referral. Reward customers and others for every person they send
your way. Satellite TV service Dish Network gives a free service to current
customers for every new customer they bring in. It works.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Seek a celebrity or respected local figures to become an active referral
agent for you.
2. Get other businesses or other professionals to refer their clients to you
in exchange for you doing the same for them.
3. A one-on-one sale is never complete until you ask the person you just
sold for a lead – a referral to a new client.
Rating: * * * * *
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Testing

An absolutely essential element for anyone
spending money on marketing and using a
variety of advertising, promotion and selling
techniques, or even just one technique. You simply must know not only what
works and what doesn’t, but how well each method works with as much
precision as possible. Those who don’t test are doomed to fail. You can’t
afford to dump funds into ad that don’t pull or mailings that get no response.
Also, when testing uncovered a winning strategy, you have it made!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Test every single thing you do.
2. Find out not only what works, but why.
3. Always be in a “testing frame of mind” and don’t forget to write
everything down.
Rating: * * * * *
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Grand Openings /
Special Openings

A grand opening is a nice way to get your
business started with a bang. The trouble is, you only “grand open” once – but
you can still adapt the idea to special events, and create the same atmosphere
of excitement and newness, etc. The idea is to get people to come in based on
the idea that this particular day or event is a big deal for some reason. How
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about a “Grand-Grand Opening” or “Grand Opening 2.0”–be creative and
you can milk this concept.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. These tend to more party and fun than actual hard sell, but the clever
marketer will do both without spoiling the festive atmosphere.
2. Make sure you capture names, sign people up for mailings or
newsletter, give a coupon for discount on the next visit.
Rating: * * *

110

Party Plans

A selling concept that has moved billions of
pounds in products over the past few
decades. Selling via a house party with invited
“guests” as your prospects takes some finesse, and ability to be a good host
and create a light-hearted atmosphere. You must be careful of the irritation
factor – don’t ambush people who thought they were going to a regular party
with hard sell. Has worked well for house wares, cosmetics and other
products, but definitely not for every product.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Good planning and preparation is key. You must be ready both to
entertain, and find some way to sell, without too much pressure.
2. Make sure everyone knows upfront that this is a product
demonstration event, as well as a party.
3. It’s vital to identify party attendees who may be willing to host the next
party to keep your selling parties going and expanding.
Rating: * * *
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2
Section

63 Ways Of Boosting
Conversion Rates
How to turn your prospects
into customers

A

customer is not a customer until he or she buys. Until then, they’re a
prospect, a shopper, a looker. One of the primary keys to business
success is converting a higher percentage of lookers and shoppers into
paying customers.
If you’re converting only 30% of shopper into buyers,
that means that other 70% is a drag on your total effort.
A person who does not buy may take up as much of your
time, or even more time, than a person who buys. Also,
every prospect that does not act upon your direct mail, answer your ad and
buy, or accept your phone call offer is costing you money in ad costs, paper,
time, phone bills, and more.

Keep customers in
the loop during
lead times

Thus, it is vital that you strive for the highest conversion rate as you can. It’s
important! Selling efficiency rates make or break businesses every day. If you
have never paid attention to your conversion rates before, start now ... and
here are 62 ways for you to do just that!
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The Guarantee

How do you PROVE that what you’re selling is a great deal?
One of the very best ways is by offering an ironclad guarantee.
This is vital to overcoming buyer resistance, and eliminates the
biggest fear to making a buying decision. Not offering a money-back guarantee
can dampen potential sales by 50 - 75 – even 100 percent. Try your offer with
and without a prominently displayed guarantee, and you’ll see the difference.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t worry about refunding money. If you’re selling quality and
delivering on your promise, your sales will far outstrip any returns.
2. You prospects must clearly see and understand your guarantee.
3. Put your guarantee in all your ads, all your direct mail, and even on
your business card.
4. Stress that your buyers stand to lose nothing, and take no risks.
Rating: * * * * * Plus!

2

Unique Selling Proposition

What makes you different from all the rest? How do you stand
out from the pack in a crowded field of competitors? You do it
with a killer USP. Just what your USP is, is up to you–you have
a lot of choices. Longer, more convenient business hours, the best guarantee,
the only product of its kind, the best price, or whatever. It’s not enough to
HAVE a USP, the buying public must clearly PERCEIVE and RECOGNIZE
it. It’s up to you and your communication skills to make it happen.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You may already have a USP – you just need to recognize it, and then
tout it.
2. It’s not enough to be merely unique–your USP has to convey and offer
real value.
3. If you can state your USP in a single clear sentence that anyone can
understand, you may have a winner.
Rating: * * * * *
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Carry An Exclusive Line

Don’t want any competition? Then offer something no one else
has. Now they have to buy from you. Not an easy thing to pull
off in today’s world of everyone selling just about anything.
Yet, the position of being first is among the most unassailable in all business.
Look outside your geographic marketing area (even overseas) and find
products or services offered in other areas that may be appropriate for your
customers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Keep your eyes and ears open for what your customers want or need,
and what is being offered in other markets or geographic areas. See if
there’s a match, somehow.
2. When you make yourself “the only game in town”, you have a distinct
advantage over all your competition.
3. Make it worthwhile for a supplier to give you an exclusive. Since they
can’t sell through any other outlet in your marketing area, there must
be some type of advantage to them. The advantage to you is that no
one can purchase the item through any other outlet. So you should be
willing to give up a larger share of the profits for an exclusive
arrangement.
Rating: * * * * * (If you can make it happen)
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Develop An Exclusive Product

Don’t want any competition? Then offer something no one else
has. Now they have to buy from you. Not an east thing to pull
off in today’s world of everyone selling just about anything.
Yet, the position of being first is among the most unassailable in all business.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Take a proven idea or existing product and expand or develop it into
something new.
2. The most unique thing in the world is yourself. Self yourself. No one
else can, they can only copy, follow or play catch-up.
3. A definition of creativity: Two disparate ideas or products combined in
a new synergistic way. You can create something entirely new by
combining two things no one else ever thought of combining before.
Rating: * * * * * (If you can make it happen)

5

Offer Greater Variety

Customers want choices, selection, and variety. Give it to them.
That includes not only different products, but also different
payment options, delivery options, and packaging options.
Variety can be something as simple as one product available in several colours.
(Remember the stunning success of the I-Mac that came in colours like
“blueberry” and “tangerine”?). More choices means more sales.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. How can you diversify? What other products complement your current
products? Find a natural match.
2. Ask your customers for ideas. Ask them what else they need, and what
they’d like to see in your store.
3. Differentiate products based on size, price, colour, warranty, and
service plan – the list is endless.
Rating: * * * *
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Sell Quality

You don’t need to have the lowest price if your customers
know they are paying for what they’re getting – high quality. It’s
easier to compete on quality than price. You don’t need to sell
as much to make more money. The quality of your product reflects upon and
shapes your reputation, and helps build word-of-mouth advertising.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Most people can’t describe quality, but they know it when the see it.
2. On the other hand, quality is mostly a matter of perception.
3. Tell your customers you sell quality.
4. Explain exactly why your product is of higher quality than another.
You need details.
5. Quality should be guaranteed, with a bold and compelling guarantee.
Rating: * * * * *

7

Testimonials

Among the most important and powerful aspects of marketing
and selling. Testimonials from objective parties are another
aspect of “prove it” selling – you get others to prove that what
you sell is the best, or a great buy, by attesting to the fact. All your sales
material and just about all of your ads should contain at least one testimonial.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A sales letter, brochure or ad is not complete, or all it could be,
without a testimonial.
2. Ask your customers for testimonials, and get their written permission
to use their names in your marketing messages, and keep them on file.
3. You’ll be surprised how happy most people are to offer a positive
testimonial. Most are flattered that you value their opinions.
4. Bad testimonials are an opportunity to improve.
Rating: * * * * *
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Demonstrations

A thorough, engaging and entertaining demonstration of your
product is simply a fabulous selling technique. Demonstrating
is a fairly highly developed art. Read up on proper sales
demonstration techniques – it’s important! You can demonstrate live, or do it
in your ads, especially video or television ads.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make the customer visualize him or herself owning the product with
your demonstration.
2. Set up demonstration sites in malls, shopping centres, at trade shows,
fairs and markets.
3. Get the customer involved with a hands-on demonstration.
4. Strive to involve all five senses with a demonstration.
Rating: * * * * *

9

High Quality Brochure

A lot of different things need to come together to make a
brochure work. It must attract interest, get the reader to look,
get them interested, set a hook, and offer persuasive brochure
copy that prompts action. Far too many people think glossy, polished paper
with full colour graphics and photos are the prime ingredients of a good
brochure. We disagree. It’s not the glossy paper that sells, it’s the information
contained within the brochure. That doesn’t mean you should use cheap paper
and blurry print. Make it look professional, but remember what’s important.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. High quality, glossy paper and full colour cost plenty. Is your brochure
pulling that kind of weight?
2. If you’re selling high-ticket items, the full treatment may be necessary
in terms of colour, paper quality, etc.
3. Make sure your brochure informs and prompts people to call, or take
the action you want them to take.
4. Formulate a brochure distribution plan. They do you no good sitting in
your office. Find a way to get them out into as many hands as possible.
5. Prompt people in your ads to request a brochure.
Rating: * * *

10

Making An Offer

It’s amazing how many sellers never make an offer.
Listing price, defining quality, providing testimonials –
it’s all great stuff, but you still need to make an offer.
An offer says: “If you buy, here’s what I’m prepared to give you or do for
you.” Buy one get free is an offer. No questions asked money back guarantee
is an offer. Selling at 50 percent off is an offer to sell at half price! An offer is
something that clearly grabs the prospect and makes them think: “Hey, I’m
being offered this, and I want it!” How clear is your offer? What is your offer?
Do you know? If you don’t, you’ve got a problem.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t forget about LIMITED TIME or LIMITED QUANTITIES
offers.
2. Offer free delivery.
3. Offer helpful and fast back-up and service.
4. Offer to make anything that goes wrong, right again - and fast.
5. Offer to enter customer names in your prize drawing.
6. Offer a free steak for coming in for a test drive.
Rating: * * * * *
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Packaging

It’s a pretty package, but what’s inside? Well, you can
bet that if it’s an ugly package they won’t want to
know what’s inside. A product’s package must sell. It
must look inviting. It can have teaser copy printed on it, something that makes
the prospect want to open it. How about a guarantee printed right on the
package – or your Freephone support number?
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It’s only human to judge a product by its package.
2. The package should be consistent with the look of the product.
3. The package must be functional – make it easy and convenient to
carry, for example.
4. Gateway Computers gained world fame and rock solid brand
recognition with its computer boxes in black and white “cow” motif.
Rating: * * *

12

Awards & Citations

Gives impression of quality and is
one more reason for a prospect to be
impressed and to make a favourable
judgment about you or your product. But the value is limited.
People probably tend to be cynical about awards they have
never heard of before. If you’ve won the Nobel Prize, well,
that’s something. But if your product was rated “best in class”
by X magazine, it’s nice, but does not sell within itself. Still, it
doesn’t hurt.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Prominently display all awards and distinctions.
2. Don’t pin all your hopes on an award doing all your selling for you.
3. You don’t get awards unless you seek them out. Enter competitions
and seek recognition from the proper authorities, whomever or
whatever they might be.
Rating: * *
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Telephone On Hold
Messages

If you’re putting a lot of
people on hold, you’re probably losing a lot of
business. But when “on-hold” is inevitable, get
some extra mileage out of it by using a message
that delivers a selling proposition n or an offer.
Also make sure the holder knows how much you
value their time and business.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be enticing. Here is where you must keep interest and make the hold
time feel like it is worth it.
2. Avoid sappy musical selections.
3. Might be a good place to get in a few testimonials.
4. Minimize irritation factor with pleasant, conversational voice. Be
careful with humour. What may be funny to you, may turn off a
customer or prospect.
Rating: * *
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Set Up An Account

If you’re not offering an opportunity to buy on credit,
you’re losing a lot of business. Let your customers set
up an account with you (after a credit check). Make
the process lightning fast. Use technology to conduct instant credit checks.
Letting people “put it on their account” increases sales possibly as much as
300 percent.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Offer a reward for setting up an account. Give a free gift.
2. Explain the advantages of being a member.
3. Careful management is a must. Swift debt collection is also a must. It’s
a cash flow issue.
Rating: * * * *

15

Mail Order

Depending on what you sell, and the competition you
have in your market area, when you sell from your
store, you’re limited to the people physically located
probably within a three to five mile radius for 90 percent of your business. But
when you sell by mail, you are limited only by your ability to reach customers
with your marketing efforts. It doesn’t just happen. You need to advertise,
create and send direct mail, develop shipping and packaging procedures, worry
about delivery schedules, and such. Yet, if you want to sell a lot more and
open yourself up to markets everywhere, mail order is the way to go.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Keep careful track of all aspects of your mail order efforts, from
shipping and packaging costs, to the labour involved and what you
have to pay to reach your remote markets.
2. Make a boon of the fact that you offer the convenience of mail order
deliver.
3. It may take time for your mail order effort to develop. Don’t give up
on it too quickly.
4. Don’t let your mail order effort detract from the quality of your instore service.
Rating: * * * * *

16

Payment Plans & Financing

We already touched in this with our discussion of
customer accounts, but this is so important it bears
expanding upon. You simply must find a way to
handle credit payments. That means setting up a merchant account and
accepting credit cards. You’ll lose droves of sales without the ability to accept
credit cards. It’s scary that so many people spend so freely with plastic, but
that’s not your problem. You just need to get paid.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Accepting credit removes a major resistance to buying.
2. Not all merchant accounts are created equal. Shop around for the best
deal.
Rating: * * * * *
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Audio & Visual
Demonstrations

What if you could multiply yourself by a few thousand,
and send your army of clones out to sell far and wide? Well, you can do the
next best thing by putting your product demonstration on video, and
distributing them by mail, or other methods. It needn’t be long, even a fiveminute tape can do wonders.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Hire professionals to produce your video. This is no time for amateur
video cameras.
2. Cost is expensive for video production, so plan well. Again, it doesn’t
have to be lengthy, just punchy and effective.
3. Use them to warm up cold calling.
4. Follow up with a phone call to any who don’t respond to the tape.
Rating: * * * * *

18

Copy & Distribute Press
Articles

When you score a favourable article about your
company in a newspaper, you can get extra mileage from it by making copies
and distributing them along with other direct marketing materials. It’s a
fantastic endorsement, many times stronger than an individual testimonial.
People will think: “Hey, these guys are legit! The press has taken notice.”
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You rarely get publicity if you don’t seek it out. Issue press releases.
2. Invite a reporter to your Grand Opening.
3. Post or even frame the really good ones and put them up in your
establishment.
4. Lift quotes from the article and use them in your newsletter, and
attribute them to the newspaper.
Rating: * * * * *
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Send An Action Plan

At the risk of playing a game of semantics, you might
want to send an “Action Plan” to your prospects,
rather than a standard sales letter. How it is different?
An action plan is composed with the format and idea of outlining a series of
steps you want your prospect to take. The action plan is less about price, than
getting the prospect to take action to call you, come in and see you, or allow
you to come to them.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A sales letter is a sales letter, but an action plan is a kind of sales letter
that’s taking a different approach.
2. Make heavy use of benefits. Show (not tell) what they’ll get if they take
the action you want.
3. Stimulus-reward: It’s classical psychology. Motivate for action by
offering a reward.
Rating: * * * * * (If it works) Zero stars (if it flops)

20

Mission Statement – Vision
Statement

A concise statement of what you’re about, what you
do, what your goals are, how you want to treat your clients, etc. Getting it just
right takes some sweat, insight and a core understanding of just what you’ll all
about. It focuses you and your employees, and sharpens goals. Write it along
with your employees – honour them by getting their input. Place the finished
statement prominently where everyone can see it and be reminded of it - let
your customers see it too. Put it on the bottom of your letterhead, for
example.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Some employers have each employee write a personal vision statement
on how they will go about their individual jobs, motivating them to
achieve their own excellence.
2. Use your statement in your ads or sales letter if it’s concise enough.
3. Strive to keep it fresh. Come back to your statement once a year –
judge how well you all did. Update your mission statement if necessary.
Rating: * * * * *

21

Questionnaires

The brilliant philosopher Socrates thought of this
about 450 B.C. The Socratic method involved leading
others to accept your position by asking them a series
of leading questions. It works with customers, too. Ask your prospects a series
of leading questions, with the goal of getting them to say “yes” every time.
After they have said yes a half-dozen times or more, it’s extremely difficult to
say “no” when you ask them to buy. You can create a written form of this by
crafting a questionnaire that leads the prospect to the logical conclusion that
they should buy from you.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Get thee to a library and read up on the Socratic method.
2. Remember: Questions should be tailored to lead to agreement.
3. Negative answers are your fodder for fine-tuning your questionnaire,
and uncovering weaknesses in your product or pitch.
Rating: * * * * *

22

Office Dress Codes

There were many painful lessons learned from the
huge dot-com bust of the late 1990s. One of the most
important was the look and atmosphere of your office
and employees. The dot-com millionaire operations featured jeans and t-shirt
environments, more akin to a college dorm than a real business. The dot-coms
are no more, and now it’s time for everyone to sober up. That means a suit
and a tie. No, you don’t all have to look like undertakers, or wear £1,500
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Italian suits, but a professional look creates an environment for doing business
the levelheaded way. It also bolsters your image with the consumers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You don’t have to be uncomfortable or stuffy to look good.
2. Don’t make a big deal out of it. This is not a philosophical debate, just
a boring old business standard.
3. Some companies require uniforms. It’s your call.
Rating: * * *

23

Try Before You Buy

Let them take it home before they pay for it, or send it
them free and say return it in 30 days if you don’t like
it. The idea is that once they get used to having the
product, they’ll want to keep it. Magazine sellers live on this technique, but can
work for others as well. Carries some risk in that people may not pay. It’s an
aggressive way to market, but often pays off well.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You need highly qualified customers to use this technique.
2. Instruct the prospect in all aspect of products use with a
demonstration of how it works, and how it provides its benefit.
3. Keep careful track of success rate.
Rating: * * * *

24

Sales Scripts

No telemarketer would consider turning loose his or
her team without carefully prepared scripts, so what
about in all other kinds of selling? If you find a sales
pitch or formula that really works, script it out and train your sales staff in its
use. If it works for one person, it will most likely work for many.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. There’s still room to allow originality, so you don’t need to follow your
script like an army of robots. Just make the script the fundamental core
of the pitch.
2. Each script can have much variation while maintaining its central
selling point.
3. Test market a number of different script approaches. When you
uncover a winner, a lot of good things are going to happen.
Rating: * * * * *

25

Instilling Trust

More than price, more than quality, more than need,
people buy from people they know, like and trust. If
they don’t trust you, all is lost. Thus, the importance
of establishing trust quickly is essential. Trust is based on your past
performance. Make heavy use of testimonials, and tell prospects about your
good standing in the community, including being a member of the local
Chamber of Commerce.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A money-back guarantee makes trust possible.
2. Let them know where they can call you or find you whenever they
need to.
3. Be available, resolve any problems quickly, and make any refunds with
a smile and thanks.
Rating: * * * * *
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Rapport

Building rapport with a prospect goes to the heart of
sales success. Rapport means reducing differences
between you and your prospect. Match their tone of
voice, their accent, and their body language. This subconsciously creates a
feeling of kinship. Make eye contact, be a good listener.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Get a book on how to build rapport – there’s plenty out there. Practice
this.
2. Be sure to check out the NLP rapport building method – NLP stands
for Neuro-Linguistic Programming.
3. People buy readily from a person they perceive to be “just like me.”
Rating: * * * * *

27

Sell Value, Not Price

It’s a critical mistake to think all shoppers buy on the
basis of price first, and everything else second. Piles of
marketing studies consistently show that price is not
the top concern of the shopper – value is. Thus, it only makes sense to sell
value, and leave discussion of price to later in the pitch.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A lot of people still believe: “You get what you pay for.”
2. Big retailers and chain stores compete on price and volume because
that’s the big stakes game of the giants. If you’re not a one of them,
don’t try to beat them at their own game.
3. Show and tell exactly why your product is a better value than the
cheaper model. The prospect must see and understand this.
Rating: * * * * *
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Be The Expert On Your
Product

Instilling trust is all but impossible when you don’t
know your business, and it shows. Whenever you can’t immediately field a
question a customer throws your way, you lose an opportunity to impress, and
to sell. A thorough knowledge of your product also greatly aids your ability to
demonstrate effectively, and thus sell. When you feel comfortable in your own
base of knowledge, you can cut loose and wax exuberant about your product.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It takes some work, up-front training. But once you have it , you’re on
your way.
2. It’s not enough to know your product, you must also know how it is
better, or a better deal than the competition’s. That means studying
their situation as well.
3. Shoppers today are better educated and savvy than ever before, You
MUST know a lot more than the customer.
Rating: * * * *

29

The Up-Sell

“Would you like to Super-Size that?” Fast food
restaurants have made this phrase a household word,
or phrase! It’s the classic up-sell. After you make a
sale, go for another sale right away. Not with a different product — just more
of the same product they came in to buy. Up-selling isn’t selling anything
additional l— it’s just selling more.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Your ability to up-sell can mean the difference between a profitable
day, or a loss. It’s that important.
2. Up-selling means you are prepared beforehand with a ready-to-go
script and direction. It takes planning
Rating: * * * * *
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The Cross Sell

“Would you like fries with that?” Another great
selling technique made popular by fast food
restaurants. In this case, you’re not selling more of the
same item (like in up-selling) you’re selling an additional item that your
customer didn’t intend to purchase. All you do is simply switch the focus to a
similar or related product that has application to, or can enhance to purchase
of the original product, even though it’s different.. That’s cross selling.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Also means you need to be prepared.
2. Be alert to the opportunity. Always have a cross-sell idea or product
prepared in your mind when you need to jump to it.
Rating: * * * * *

31

The Down Sell

If the customer is not biting on Model A, down-sell to
the lower priced Model B. You always want to sell
your highest ticket and profit item first. But if it’s
obvious that you’re not going to make the sale, you can offer a lower-priced
item — and that’s often times better than losing the sale altogether.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be prepared with a down-sell pitch and product.
2. Learn to read the customer. If they’re hesitant, it may be price they’re
concerned with. When you pick up on it, trigger the down-sell.
Rating: * * * * *

32

NLP Techniques

We’ve already mentioned NLP in relation to building
rapport, but NLP – Neuro-Linguistic Programming –
is a wide-ranging field involving human behaviour in
terms of motivating yourself, and motivating others, and much more. NLP
builds on well-known psychological techniques to delve more deeply into
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affecting behaviour. Books on NLP are plentiful. NLP techniques have
enabled many to revolutionize their selling capability and results.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You’ll have to do some homework. Get books on NLP and learn how
you can put it to use for you.
2. Many NLP books focus on how this science applies specifically to
sales.
3. Other NLP books can help you indirectly in sales by improving all
aspect of yourself – it’s a science of human improvement.
Rating: * * * *

33

Appeal To Emotions

Most purchases are made on the basis of emotion,
rather than on cool logic. It’s actually a mix, but
emotions tend to dominate in human behaviour,
especially in the case of impulse buys. But because emotions tend to motivate
more strongly than logic, when you appeal to a prospects emotions, you’re
grasping a stronger handle.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. People buy because they have wants and needs – most of them
emotional.
2. You can appeal to a wide range of emotions, from happiness and fun,
to fear and sadness.
3. Selling with negative emotions tends to be more risky than staying with
the positive. In other words, it’s best to show how your product will
make the prospect happier, rather than trying to frighten them into
buying something that can prevent a loss or danger.
4. Frame your questions to illicit emotional responses.
5. Be careful. There is some subtly to this art!
Rating: * * * * *
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Follow Up

Experienced sales professionals know that the vast
majority of sales are made on second, third, or even
fourth contacts. If they say no today, they are less
likely to tomorrow. This is especially true with direct mail. You dramatically
boost response by sending not just a single mailing, but follow up several times
– even a dozen or more times, if it’s cost effective.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Follow-up in different ways. After you send a sales letter, follow with a
phone call, or vice versa.
2. Short-timers take the first rejection as the last. Rather, think of it as the
first step in a selling process.
3. If you don’t want to be a pest, then you don’t belong in sales!
Rating: * * * * *

35

Remember To Ask For The
Sales

“So can I wrap that up for you?” “Would you like to
cash of charge?” When you ask leading, presumptive questions like this, it
makes it difficult for the prospect not to make a decision to buy or not. If you
frame the question so that the answer is one you want, you’ll get the sale more
often. Ask at the end of your sales pitch, and after you have answered all
questions possible. But you should always ask.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Most salespeople say they find this difficult at first because it seems
pushy and presumptive. Well, it is, but be subtle and use some finesse
and you’ll grow to love this technique.
2. Learn to time your question at the proper time. With experience, a
good salesperson can sense when it’s time to ask for the sale.
3. Nearly all salespeople need to get a bit aggressive at some point.
Rating: * * * * *
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Freephone Number

Having a Freephone number removes one more point
of resistance, and makes it easy for a prospect to take
action and to call you. However, not all business
owners or professionals eschew a Freephone number because it doesn’t always
draw serious clients. Often, they’re just time wasters. In general though, most
businesses can benefit from having a Freephone number.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use your Freephone number on all ads, business cards and in the
Yellow Pages. Put it everywhere.
2. Monitor its use. Are you getting quality calls?
3. If you have a catalogue, put your Freephone number on every page.
Rating: * * *

37

Rely Paid Envelope

Include an envelope with postage paid for customer’s
convenience and order. Again, it removes resistance to
taking action. Just the prospect of having to get up,
find and envelope, find a stamp, or pay for a stamp is enough reason for
people to put it off long enough for them to forget about it entirely.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You can reduce your costs with a bulk rate.
2. Test to see if a post paid return envelope makes a significant
difference.
Rating: * * *

38

Entertaining

When you’re seeking a major deal, do part of the
selling while entertaining your guest someplace nice.
Perhaps more major sales negotiations have been
completed over dinner plates than over an office desk. As we’ve said before,
people buy most readily from people they like and trust, while aspects like
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price and convenience take a back seat. Over dinner you can all loosen up and
be real people, and people like to buy from people, not a “company.”
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. If it’s a really important sale go to a quality restaurant and think of the
high price of the meal as a marketing expense. It’ll probably be tax
deductible.
2. This is truly mixing business with pleasure, and don’t forget the
pleasure aspect and be all business.
3. If the deal falls through, at least you’ve had a great meal, and maybe
laid the foundation for future business based on the good feelings you
created.
Rating: * *

39

Sales Training

Not all sales people are born equal. Selling comes
naturally to a few, but to the many, it’s an acquired
skill. That means people need to be trained before you
turn them loose on prospects. Provide one-on-one sales coaching, or do group
seminars. And make it ongoing. There’s enough to know about sales to last a
lifetime. Periodically provide books, tapes, and videos and attend seminars.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Paying the fee for your salesperson’s seminar is a strong incentive
builder while you improve their skills at the same time.
2. Give your salespeople a quiz, that is, ask them what they learned. If
they can’t repeat things back to you in their own words, they didn’t get
much out of the seminar, book, etc.
3. Even the most seasoned sales pros often say: “You never stop learning
about this business.”
Rating: * * * * *
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Incentive Builders

Achieving sales excellence is rewarding enough in itself
– still, it doesn’t hurt to spur your team on by giving
them something tangible to work for, such as weekend
at a spa or resort, cold cash, or anything of value. If you can’t afford pricey
prizes, give psychological awards or a long weekend, or a desk by the best
window in the building. It may work best to focus some of these rewards on
the under achievers, since seasoned sellers or one gifted seller may beat
everyone every time. You can target different groups at different times.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Let your team name their own reward within reason. That way they’ll
be working for what they really want.
2. High praise and strong recognition in front of the entire staff is an ego,
moral and incentive booster.
3. You want your individual team members to compete and be
challenged, but don’t pit them against each other in a way that causes
friction. It’s up to you to keep everybody motivated and having fun.
Rating: * * * *

41

Conduct A Survey

Doing a survey accomplishes two things at once: It
provides you with some valuable market research
while garnering new names for your customer list. If
you ask the proper questions you should also be able to uncover highly
qualified customers, and weed out the less desirable ones. The more you know
about each prospect, the easier it is to sell them.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You must provide an incentive to get people to take time to do your
survey. It can be coupon, a free sample, or even a pound or two.
2. Make your survey as brief and easy as you can, while getting the key
points of information you need.
3. Put your information to good use. Listen to what your subject are
saying – then deliver!
Rating: * * * * *
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First Time Buyer Incentives

First time buyer discounts are simply a terrific
motivator for people to buy. It makes them feel like
they’re getting something not available to others. It
also grants a welcoming feeling to people, and shows them you want them to
be your customer. It works especially well if you say at the end of your sales
pitch: “Wait a minute, you’re a first time customer, right?” “ Then you get an
extra ten percent off.” You should really try this. It works wonders.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It’s the perception that counts, and not necessarily how much you give.
2. Remember, the first sale is not always where the best profits are made.
It’s much smarter to be striving to “create customers” that come back
again and again. Make them feel welcome and valued, and they’ll come
back.
Rating: * * * * *

43

Look Approachable

Studies and vast experience shows that even a messy
parking lot can turn customers away. If the front of
your store looks unappealing in any way, it will drive
away uncounted numbers of people. We can’t stress enough the importance of
an inviting look to your establishment, a place people automatically perceive as
friendly, safe, welcoming, clean and someplace fun and comfortable to enter.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Both inside and outside must evince an instant feeling of comfort.
Most people decide within a few seconds if they want to stay in your
store, or just walk back out.
2. Your employee’s appearance is a major part of the decor. Well-dressed
and professional looking people instil customer confidence.
3. Attractive and enticing product displays toward the front door help
draw people in further.
4. Studies show that the majority of people automatically look or turn
right upon first entering your store.
Rating: * * * * *
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Trade-Ins

When a customer asks if he or she can trade-in their
old product for a new one, and you say, “No, we just
don’t do that,” it almost always throws a wet blanket
on a potential sale. Find someway to accept a trade-in, even if you see little
profit in it. One computer seller offers to sell older models on consignment
for the customer, rather than give them credit for a trade-in up front. Trade-in
items can also be used in other ways for profit, such as a second-hand sale, for
bartering, and more.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use it as an incentive to get people in. Advertise: “We take trade-ins!”
2. Find a discount buyer to take your trade-in items of your hands for
cash or barter.
3. Taking trade-ins means you can charge more.
Rating: * * *

45

Selling In Bulk

If it suits your business model, strive for selling in
bulk, and offer a discount as an incentive. It’s almost
always better to have cash in hand than dead weight
on your shelves or in your warehouse. Selling in bulk also forces a
commitment from a customer–it ties them up so they won’t go to a
competitor for a while.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. To make bulk sales, you must let people know this is something you
can do. Make sure you advertise and inform buyers.
2. Stress the discount to motivate sales.
Rating: * * * * *
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Limited Time Offer

What’s more enticing, a great deal on a product, or a
great deal on a product that can only be had within the
next 48 hours? Using a time limit creates a sense of
urgency. It makes the customer think: “I have to hurry or miss out on this
deal.” A drawback is the heavy use of this technique by millions of sellers.
“Limited time offer!” is printed and said so often, it can be almost invisible.
Still, it’s better than not using it.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be sure “limited time” means limited time. Don’t just say it. It could
cause you real problems later.
2. Give your customers a reason for the limited time. Prices are
increasing, limited supply, etc.
Rating: * * * * *

47

Direct Mail Innovation

It’s often said in marketing circles that when you hit
upon a great ad or a sales letter which pulls terrific
response, the last thing you should do is change it.
That’s true. But NOT innovating is a way to grow stagnant and fall behind
before you realize it’s happening. So always be innovating and testing
variations on smaller sample groups. That way you don’t throw a monkey
wrench into what’s already working, while also allowing yourself a chance to
get even better.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Changing only the headline in an ad or sales letter has been shown to
improve response by up to 2,000 percent!
2. Monitor the competition. Sometimes you have to react to what they
do.
3. But strive to be an actor, not a reactor. Let others play catch-up with
you. It’s a much better position to be in.
Rating: * * * *
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Get Maximum Prospect Data

An American business millionaire got rich selling
envelopes. He says one of the primary keys to his
success was capturing more than 68 points of
information about each of his customers! That’s a lot of data – and the fact is,
the more you know about each customer, the easier it is to sell them
something they need. The more you know about a person, the more needs you
can fulfil.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be prepared with customer data software. These kinds of tools can
make info gathering swift and effortless.
2. Let prospects know you can serve them better by getting key points of
information about them.
3. Be careful! Privacy issues are heating up. Make sure you tell customers
you do not share data.
4. You can’t force people to divulge info. If they refuse, don’t push it.
Rating: * * * * *

49

Give To Receive

Get yourself in the psychological mode of “giving” to
your clients. The important thing is creating the
impression of generosity. Concentrate on telling
customers what you’re willing to do for them and what they’ll get. Giving your
time, advice and going the extra mile to help a customer get what they want –
even if it means sending them to a competitor occasionally - will pay off
handsomely.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Give a free gift, and make sure they know you are giving it.
2. It’s not always about money or material giving; you want to establish
the perception of giving.
3. Remember the “lifetime” value of a customer. Sometimes that means
small, little or no profits on the first sale, but ongoing profits on
numerous repeat sales.
Rating: * * * * *
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Site Tour

Inviting people into your place of business for a tour is
a solid relationship building activity. These days, the
best businesses understand the importance of getting
clients involved. Tours are a great way to show that you are all real people, you
have a nice place, and that you value customer opinion about what you do.
Ask customers for advice, feedback and comments when they come in for a
tour. Flatter them by letting them know you care about what you think.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Inform your employees that a tour is imminent. Have them be chatty
and friendly with your guests. Everyone should smile, make eye
contact, and say hello.
2. Always offer free samples.
3. Prepare the tour well so that it goes smoothly, and that you provide
information in an informative and entertaining way.
4. Don’t forget to have tour participants sign your guest book, and
capture more information about them at the same time.
Rating: * * *

51

Concentrate On High Quality
Prospects

Not all buyers are created equal in terms of what
you’re selling. Many companies waste time, energy and expensive marketing
budgets on groups of people that have a low likelihood of buying in the first
place. Thus, it is vital to carefully select where you’re going to be spending
your marketing budget, and on which population groups.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. This is what marketing research is for. Hire professional help to
conduct research if you can afford it, or do your own.
2. Hold focus groups.
3. Buy your mailing lists carefully. Use a list broker you trust, or get lists
from similar companies to yours – you can often trade mailing lists.
4. Don’t be afraid to do your own market research. Random sampling of
100 people, or so, can provide a lot of enlightening information.
Rating: * * * * *

52

Create & Use A Company
Profile

People buy from whom they know and trust. If you
create an extensive (3-10 page) company profile and make it available to
prospects, they can learn everything they need to know about you. Show and
tell why your company is the one they should do business with – list the
reasons. Writing a compelling and interesting to read profile is essential. This
just can’t be a dry document full of facts.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use a company profile, but remember, for the most part, it’s about the
customer, not you.
2. Hire a pro to write a profile that is a pleasure to read.
3. Make sure you hammer away at the importance of the customer. Make
talking about yourself seem like talking about the customer.
Rating: * * * *
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Direct Mail Stimulators

One company sent out a sales letter in small, brown
paper bags folded flat. Times magazine sometimes
send a stamp and a small pencil in subscription sales
letters. The idea is to get noticed and be remembered. It includes something
unexpected or different in your direct mail pieces – a gimmick – and you may
boost response or be remembered more easily when you follow up with a
phone call.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make it small, delightful, strange or usable.
2. Fitting in your envelope may be a challenge, but you’ll be surprised
what you can get in it.
3. Make it relevant or personalise it.
Rating: * * *

54

Send A Gift Check

If you want to get a direct mail envelope opened, make
it look like there’s a cheque peaking through that
plastic window. Send a cheque payable back to your
company, and let them apply it toward anything in your catalogue or product
line. It’s not nominally different from a coupon or a discount voucher but that
fact that it looks like a cheque –and is a cheque – has a certain psychological
impact.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make sure you use a window envelope so prospects can see the cheque
inside.
2. Make cashing of the cheque an automatic sign-up for your service.
(Complied consent).
3. Include more than one. The original addressee may give it to a friend,
landing you another customer. You get double the value out of each
envelope.
Rating: * * * *
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Have It On Hand

Especially for your hottest selling aims, never running
out is critical. When you have to tell people you don’t
have it in stock, they go away fast. They were ready to
buy, and now they are disappointed. The next call may be to a competitor, and
they may stay with the other guy. If you do get caught short, offer the
customer a “rain check” with a special discount for their agreement to wait.
You can also get payment right away if you let them know they’ll get a
discount.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. In some cases, sending a customer to a competitor to get some they
need badly or right away when you are out of stock can generate
intense loyalty to you. They’ll know you care more about them than
just making a sale.
2. Move heaven and earth to get what they need, even if you have to buy
it from a competitor for them.
Rating: * * * *

56

Exclusive Customers

Consider creating “Preferred Customer” clubs for
your best, high-spending and repeat customers. These
people get special deals, discounts and advance notice
on sales. They may also get an exclusive membership card. Make sure that they
know they are getting things others or not. This produces intense loyalty and
spurs repeat sales from your best, paying customers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Also has the advantage of focusing your energy on high quality
customers, while you spend fewer resources on those who don’t buy
much.
2. “Exclusive” means higher priced. If you are going to grant exclusive
status to anyone, they should pay for it.
3. If you issue Preferred Customer membership cards, charge for them.
Sign up a thousand customers and you’ve made money.
Rating: * * * * *
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Be Reliable, Be Consistent

When you do everything right, most people don’t
notice. “That’s normal,” they think. But when you
make a mistake, it gets noticed big time. “This is not
right!” people think. Studies show that almost no one tells anyone about a
good experience with a company, but they may tell up to 20 people about a
bad experience with a company. You’re always going to slip up, but strive to
minimize problems. When you do slip up, rectify the problem as soon as
possible, and resolve things in the customer’s favour.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You can do 100 things right and make one mistake, and the mistake
will stand out like a sore thumb.
2. Don’t take longtime repeat customers for granted. Treat them special
every time they come in.
3. Regular and reliable service is more essential for some than for others.
For essential items people need every day, or periodically, reliability
and consistency looms even larger in importance.
Rating: * * * * *

58

Keep In Touch With
Customers

Out of site, out of mind. If you don’t keep in regular
touch with your customers, they’ll forget about you. There are many ways to
stay in touch; regular mail, a postcard, an occasional call. The point is to make
an effort to keep all warm customers from going cold, or disappearing
altogether.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. How often you keep in contact depends on your kind of business,
number of customers, etc. You need a plan and a policy on this issue
that fits your organization.
2. Don’t contact only when you want to sell. Why not just call to say
hello? Send a birthday card.
3. Say you’re calling to tell about an “unannounced sale.” That’s a bit of
flattery few can resist.
Rating: * * * * *

59

Expand Your Product Range

Few sellers can survive or prosper dealing in one
product only. But even if you are having success with
one product, you can easily go for more profits by
expanding your product range. If you sell vacuum cleaners, sell carpet
shampoo also. Or tie in with other kinds of household cleaning devices, such
as hand vacs, or car vacuums.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Has the advantage of pre-qualified customers. If you sell them your
original product, you know they most likely will buy a similar product.
2. It’s far easier to resell existing customers than spending time, money
and resources to find new customers.
Rating: * * * * *

60

Planned Obsolescence

The computer industry has a great thing going. As
soon as you walk out the door with your new model,
it’s almost obsolete by the time you get home! Both
computer hardware and software programs need frequent upgrades. That
means constant cash flow and future sales. Can you apply this principle to your
products or service? Even if your product does not depreciate rapidly, you may
be able to enhance it with upgrades or improvements.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Come out with an improvement over what you have already sold every
six months. Get creative if you have to.
2. Watch styles and trends and find a link with your product. Styles and
trends change. Tell your customers their product must change with
them.
Rating: * * *

61

Work With Pre-Payments

Most people these days are
obsessed with “buy now, pay
later,” but you can turn the
tables on this and promote “pay now, get later.”
Implement a lay-away program. Tell those people
who want to avoid credit card hell that you’ll keep a
product on hand for them, and deliver as soon as they’re done paying. You can
also provide incentives for people to pay now in exchange for a discount when
the product arrives.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Selling gift certificates is a way for people to pay now, and get later.
2. Bad debt, especially credit card default is growing rampant. Advertise
to capitalise on this solution. Stress lay-away plans as a way to avoid
debt.
3. Reach out to the millions of people who declare bankruptcy every year.
They may need your lay-away plan, and need it a lot.
Rating: * * * *
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Set Solid Sales Goals

Goal setting behaviour may not be the latest rage or
trend, but the fact is, this is still a powerful way to get
things done and achieve very high levels of success.
When you don’t set goals, you never know where you’ll end up. When you set
fuzzy goals, you get fuzzy results. But when you set specific goals, you more
often reach them.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Setting goals requires a game plan to meet those goals.
2. Set short-term, medium-term and long-term goals.
3. Set SMART goals: Specific, Meaningful/Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic, Time-Bound.
Rating: * * * * *

63

Track Sales Conversion
Rates

A shopper is not a customer, not until he or she buys.
When they buy, they’ve converted to a customer. Many business owners are
happy when they have loads of traffic coming through the door. But that’s not
the ultimate measure of success. If only 10 or 15 percent are converting to
paying customers, that means you’re spending a lot of time dealing with time
wasters. When you start measuring conversion rates, you set a baseline upon
which future goals for improvement can be set.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Requires a policy and procedure to track success rate. Train your
employees to start tracking data.
2. Use computerized software programs to help you manage data, and
examine trends.
3. Set new, higher conversion goals.
Rating: * * * * *
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3
Section

53 Ways Of
Boosting The Size
Of Customer
Transactions
How to get customers
to buy more

W

hat’s better – spending an hour with a customer that spends 100, or
spending an hour with a customer that buys 200? Of course, the
answer is obvious, but this very simple distinction is central to true
business success. If you can make more money on each customer
contact, you bolster your profits and vastly increase your potential for success,
and beyond!
It’s simply much smarter to sell more to a captured
customer right now, than to spend time, money and
resources looking for new, cold prospects to sell every
time you need to make more sales and money. Finding
each new prospect and converting them to paying
costumers is expensive. A captured customer is bought
and paid for, so to speak. The importance of generating repeat sales, more
sales per customer, and getting more money out of each transaction is
absolutely key and essential to business and selling success.

Up-sell, cross-sell –
do what it takes to
get customers to
spend more

So here are 24 ways to get the job done – making more money on each item
you sell, and each customer you meet.
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Raise Your Prices

Too many sellers compete on price. Tons of research shows
consumers have other concerns, such as quality, prestige,
convenience and more. Steer away from low price, raise your
prices, and make up for it with better service, or by selling quality, and the
perception of quality. The idea of “you get what you pay for” still has
resonance with shoppers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It’s up to you to communicate and create the perception that your
product is worth paying more for.
2. Even a small price increase can help your bottom line without
dampening sales.
3. Seek out a wealthy market and concentrate your selling there.
4. Phase in price increases slowly.
Rating: * * * *

2

The Up-Sell

Never miss an opportunity to suggest the higher priced item
when a customer is looking at the cheaper version. Let them
know how the more expensive model may save them money in
the long run, need fewer repairs, etc.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Convince with benefits – make the prospect SEE themselves with the
higher priced unit, making their life better.
2. Appeal to emotions and ego. The higher prices item delivers a boost to
both.
3. Tell the customer that most choose the higher prices unit – everyone
likes to go along with the crowd.
Rating: * * * * *
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Back End Sale

One of the best profit boosting techniques known to man, or
woman for that matter. Any additional sale you make after the
first puts more money in your pocket. Think of it: If you make
two sales in one effort, you can double or triple your efficiency. Never think in
terms of a single sale going in. Have your back-end line up ready in the wings.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Customers may not know they want or need something until you tell
them they do.
2. Plan from the beginning for back-end sales. Tying your hopes to one
product is a risky proposition in just about any business.
3. Back-ending is precisely the technique that has made most sellers true
success stories.
Rating: * * * * *

4

Down-Sell

It’s better to make a less profitable sale than no sale at all. If
you’re not gaining ground on the highest price model, it’s time
to suggest the less expensive model. You need to develop the
intuitive ability to read customers and know when they are not willing or able
to pay higher prices.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Do your very best to sell high, but don’t despair when you ratchet
down. You’re still making money.
2. Just because you down-sell doesn’t mean you can’t back-end or crosssell at the same time.
3. Ask the down-sold client for a referral. It may lead to that better sale
you were looking for!
Rating: * * * * *
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The Cross Sell

“Would you like fries with that?” Another great selling
technique made popular by fast food restaurants. In this case,
you’re not selling more of the same item (like in up-selling)
you’re selling an additional item that your customer didn’t intend to purchase.
All you do is simply switch the focus to a similar or related product that has
application to, or can enhance to purchase of the original product, even
though it’s different. That’s cross selling.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Also means you need to be prepared.
2. Be alert to the opportunity. Always have a cross-sell idea or product
prepared in your mind when you need to jump to it.
Rating: * * * * *

6

Checklist

This is a pretext and a tool to induce an add-on or back-end
sale. Create a checklist of items that can be sold with the first
item, and then go over the list with your customer. For
example, if you sell a mattress, check to see if the customer needs sheets,
pillows, pillowcases, blankets, etc. It takes just a minute or so as you tick off
the items and let the customer answer yes or no.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t make it a mundane list. Use dynamic selling words when you
name off each item.
2. Send the checklist home with the customer.
3. List price of each item.
Rating: * * * *
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Questionnaire

A questionnaire can be used in place of a checklist. Tell the
client you want them to answer a series of question so that you
can serve them better. The more questions you can fit in, the
better, but you must not try the customer’s patience too much. You can send a
questionnaire home with the customer as well, or direct them to your Web
page where they can complete the form and get a reward for doing so.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Put some real thought into your questions. Remember your purpose:
to make more sales.
2. Make it user friendly. This is not an interrogation.
3. Ask leading questions. Lead your customers to where you want them
to go.
Rating: * * * *

8

Terms & Financing

Customers love choices, and the more choices you give them
both in terms of what to buy and how to pay, means you
increase your chance to sell more. Take credit cards, set up
credit accounts and have a payment plan. Very few people are in a position
today to pay cash and carry. Gear your business toward this reality.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Get the customer thinking in terms of small monthly payments, rather
than dwelling on the total cost.
2. Ask them how much they think they can afford each month.
3. Issue your own credit cards.
Rating: * * * * *

9

Capture An Exclusive Position
When you are the only guy in town that deals in a particular
product, you have no competition, at least not locally. That
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means you can charge more and get more – and you should. If you’re not in
that position now, get yourself in that position. Find something that nobody
else is handling, and then handle it.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make sure you advertise your exclusive position, and that people
perceive it.
2. Your exclusive position can be a USP.
3. You don’t have to make an extra effort to work with less qualified
prospects. Concentrate on those with money and the ability to pay, and
make them pay!
Rating: * * * *

10

Expand Your Product Range

Few sellers can survive or prosper dealing in one
product only. But even if you are having success with
one product, you can easily go for more profits by
expanding your product range. If you sell vacuum cleaners, sell carpet
shampoo also. Or tie in with other kinds of household cleaning devices, such
as hand vacs, or car vacuums.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Has the advantage of pre-qualified customers. If you sell them your
original product, you know they most likely will buy a similar product.
2. It’s far easier to resell existing customers than spending time, money
and resources to find new customers.
Rating: * * * * *
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Terms & Financing

Customers love choices, and the more choices you
give them both in terms of what to buy and how to
pay, means you increase your chance to sell more.
Take credit cards, set up credit accounts and have a payment plan. Very few
people are in a position today to pay cash and carry. Gear your business
toward this reality.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Get the customer thinking in terms of small monthly payments, rather
than dwelling on the total cost.
2. Ask them how much they think they can afford each month.
3. Issue your own credit cards.
Rating: * * * * *

12

Set Up An Account

If you’re not offering an opportunity to buy on credit,
you’re losing a lot of business. Let your customers set
up an account with you (after a credit check). Make
the process lightning fast. Use technology to conduct instant credit checks.
Letting people “put it on their account” increases sales possibly as much as
300 percent.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Offer a reward for setting up an account. Give a free gift.
2. Explain the advantages of being a member.
3. Careful management is a must. Swift debt collection is also a must. It’s
a cash flow issue.
Rating: * * * *
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Try Before You Buy

Let them take it home before they pay for it, or send it
them free and say return it in 30 days if you don’t like
it. The idea is that once they get used to having the
product, they’ll want to keep it. Magazine sellers live on this technique, but can
work for others as well. Carries some risk in that people may not pay. It’s an
aggressive way to market, but often pays off well.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You need highly qualified customers to use this technique.
2. Instruct the prospect in all aspect of products use with a
demonstration of how it works, and how it provides its benefit.
3. Keep careful track of success rate.
Rating: * * * *

14

Follow-Up

Call on the pretext of monitoring customer
satisfaction with your product. Let them know you
care deeply about how well they’re getting along with
their purchase. Listen carefully to what they say – any complaints are a golden
opportunity to improve. Best of all, you stay in the customer’s mind and keep
them interacting with you, and increase chances they’ll come back.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t sell right away. Make the first call purely a satisfaction check,
and then quickly leave them. Give customer the impression that you
care a lot about what you sell. It’s excellent psychological conditioning.
2. Remind them about your Freephone support line.
Rating: * * * *
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First Time Buyer Incentives

First time buyer discounts are simply a terrific
motivator for people to buy. It makes them feel like
they’re getting something not available to others. It
also grants a welcoming feeling to people, and shows them you want them to
be your customer. It works especially well if you say at the end of your sales
pitch: “Wait a minute, you’re a first time customer, right? Then you get an
extra ten percent off.” You should really try this. It works wonders.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It’s the perception that counts, and not necessarily how much you give.
2. Remember, the first sale is not always where the best profits are made.
It’s much smarter to be striving to “create customers” that come back
again and again. Make them feel welcome and valued, and they’ll come
back.
Rating: * * * * *

16

Concentrate On High Quality
Prospects

Not all buyers are created equal in terms of what
you’re selling. Many companies waste time, energy and expensive marketing
budgets on groups of people that have a low likelihood of buying in the first
place. Thus, it is vital to carefully select where you’re going to be spending
your marketing budget, and on which population groups.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. This is what marketing research is for. Hire a professional to conduct
research if you can afford it, or do your own.
2. Hold focus groups.
3. Buy your mailing lists carefully. Use a list broker you trust, or get lists
from similar companies to yours – you can often trade mailing lists.
4. Don’t be afraid to do your own market research. Random sampling of
100 people, or so, can provide a lot of enlightening information.
Rating: * * * * *
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The Science Of Store Layout

Social scientists have made amazing discoveries about
the behaviour of people when they walk into a store.
For example, if people don’t like the looks of your
store, or feel uncomfortable, they stay an average of only eight seconds. People
almost always look or turn right first. Thus, if you have your best product to
the right, you catch them right away. The point is, do some research. Find
books and articles on the science of creating a selling environment. The look
of your store is extremely important.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Packaging of your products is part of the look. Remove damaged or
weathered looking outer packages even if the product inside is just
fine.
2. Hire a consultant to design your store for maximum sales impact.
3. Make everything super easy to find. Make it easy to shop, find and buy.
4. Never let people stand in line for long minutes. Check people out fast,
and keep things moving.
Rating: * * * *

18

Set Solid Sales Goals

Goal setting behaviour may not be the latest rage or
trend, but the fact is, this is still a powerful way to get
things done and achieve very high levels of success.
When you don’t set goals, you never know where you’ll end up. When you set
fuzzy goals, you get fuzzy results. But when you set specific goals, you more
often reach them.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Setting goals requires a game plan to meet those goals.
2. Set short-term, medium-term and long-term goals.
3. Set SMART goals: Specific, Meaningful/Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic, Time-Bound.
Rating: * * * * *
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Selling In Bulk

If it suits your business model, strive for selling in
bulk, and offer a discount as an incentive. It’s almost
always better to have cash in hand than dead weight
on your shelves or in your warehouse. Selling in bulk also forces a
commitment from a customer – it ties them up so they won’t go to a
competitor for a while.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. To make bulk sales, you must let people know this is something you
can do. Make sure you advertise and inform buyers.
2. Stress the discount to motivate sales.
Rating: * * * * *

20

Give To Receive

Get yourself in the psychological mode of “giving” to
your clients. The important thing is creating the
impression of generosity. Concentrate on telling
customers what you’re willing to do for them and what they’ll get. Giving your
time, advice and going the extra mile, to help a customer get what they want –
even if it means sending them to a competitor occasionally – will pay off
handsomely.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Give a free gift, and make sure they know you are giving it.
2. It’s not always about money or material giving; you want to establish
the perception of giving.
3. Remember the “lifetime” value of a customer. Sometimes that means
small, little or no profits on the first sale, but ongoing profits on
numerous repeat sales.
Rating: * * * * *
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Point Of Sales Tools

The very latest and powerful tool is moving display
devices that attract the eye of the shopper with lights,
movement, flipping, spinning and more. Results have
been terrific, boosting sales by 80 to 90 percent. Old fashion signs, tags and
labels are still vital and you need to make best use of them.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Work your in-store point-of-sale tools. Change them often, try
multiple varieties, and keep them fresh.
2. Use SELLING words – prompt, urge, ask people to look and buy.
3. Use the element of FREE. Buy one, get one free, etc.
Rating: * * * * *

22

Stimulate Impulse Buying

Place items around the check out counter that tempt
people to buy without thinking about it– sweets,
magazines and cigarette lighters are classic examples,
but can you think of more? Experiment. Also, place natural cross-sell items
along side primary items – car fresheners along side motor oil, fine wines along
side gourmet cheese, etc.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. If you must make people wait somewhere, tempt them with something
while they do.
2. Have a lobby or waiting room? Don’t waste this space. Find something
that might sell here.
3. Be determined to “take a last shot” at the customer – place something
by the “out” door with a sign on something that says “last chance to
buy,” or something similar.
Rating: * * *
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Work With Pre-Payments

Most people these days are obsessed with “buy now,
pay later,” but you can turn the tables on this and
promote “pay now, get later.” Implement a lay-away
program. Tell those people who want to avoid credit card hell that you’ll keep
a product on hand for them, and deliver as soon as they’re done paying. You
can also provide incentives for people to pay now in exchange for a discount
when the product arrives.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Selling gift certificates is a way for people to pay now, and get later.
2. Bad debt, especially credit card default is growing rampant. Advertise
to capitalise on this solution. Stress lay-away plans as a way to avoid
debt.
3. Reach out to the millions of people who declare bankruptcy every year.
They may need your lay-away plan, and need it a lot.
Rating: * * * *

24

NLP Techniques

We’ve already mentioned NLP in relation to building
rapport, but NLP – Neuro-Linguistic Programming –
is wide-ranging field involving human behaviour in
terms of motivating yourself, and motivating others, and much more. NLP
builds on well-known psychological techniques to delve more deeply into
affecting behaviour. Books on NLP are plentiful. NLP techniques have
enabled many to revolutionize their selling capability and results.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You’ll have to do some homework. Get books on NLP and learn how
you can put it to use for you.
2. Many NLP books focus on how this science applies specifically to
sales.
3. Other NLP books can help you indirectly in sales by improving all
aspect of yourself – it’s a science of human improvement.
Rating: * * * *
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Sales Scripts

No telemarketer would consider turning loose his or
her team without carefully prepared scripts, so what
about in all other kinds of selling? If you find a sales
pitch or formula that really works, script it out and train your sales staff in its
use. If it works for one person, it will most likely work for many.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. There’s still room to allow originality, so you don’t need to follow your
script like an army of robots. Just make the script the fundamental core
of the pitch.
2. Each script can have much variation while maintaining its central
selling point.
3. Test market a number of different script approaches. When you
uncover a winner, a lot of good things are going to happen.
Rating: * * * * *

26

Instilling Trust

More than price, more than quality, more than need,
people buy from people they know, like and trust. If
they don’t trust you, all is lost. Thus, the importance
of establishing trust quickly is essential. Trust is based on your past
performance. Make heavy use of testimonials, and tell prospects about your
good standing in the community, including being a member of the local
Chamber of Commerce.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A money-back guarantee makes trust possible.
2. Let them know where they can call you or find you whenever they
need to.
3. Be available, resolve any problems quickly, and make any refunds with
a smile and thanks.
Rating: * * * * *
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Direct Customer Response

When you’re ready to close the sale, we advise you ask
for the sale, but not just ask–direct. Don’t give them a
yes or no option because they might say no! Rather,
ask them if they want to pay cash or charge, or if they want the big model or
the smaller model, or on what day they want delivery to be made. Be
presumptuous. How about: “Do you want me to gift wrap this for you?”
Think of your own leading questions, and try them out.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Always have options in mind so you can offer options, rather than
elicit a yes or no response.
2. Become an expert at leading the prospect. Get them in the mode of
saying yes by starting with questions to which the answer is obviously
“yes.” After saying “yes” five time or more, it’s far more likely they’ll
say yes at the close of the sale.
Rating: * * * * *

28

Use Package Deals

If you want to sell more than one product, then why
not take several products and offer them as a package right up front? People
won’t think of buying multiple items as a package if you are not offering such
a deal! If you offer it, people are going to buy it. Not all, but more than would
have without the same deal. Sometimes it’s simply a matter of telling and
showing people what they want by simply providing it.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Examine your product line and see what you can do to put together
package deals.
2. Some products may move slowly by themselves, but may sail off the
shelves as part of a package.
3. Create the perception that the package deal is a special, limited time
offer.
Rating: * * * *
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Sell Bulk

People will buy a lot more than they need if they
perceive big savings now. That most often means
creating bulk packages. It’s certainly not for every
business. It’s tough to sell cars or computers in bulk, but very easy to sell soap
and soda in bulk. But just because you’ve never made bulk sales before does
not mean you should automatically dismiss this possibility.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Many companies that specialize in bulk sales create the impression that
doing so is a great privilege. For example, Sam’s Club, a division of
Wal-Mart, charges people a membership fee to be allowed to come in
and buy in bulk. Can you do this?
2. This is the risky venue of selling on price – usually the realm of the
giants. Study the landscape and the competition as you contemplate
bulk selling.
Rating: * * *

30

Direct Mail Stimulators

One company sent out a sales letter in small, brown
paper bags folded flat. Times magazine sometimes
send a stamp and a small pencil in subscription sales
letters. The idea is to get noticed and be remembered. It includes something
unexpected or different in your direct mail pieces – a gimmick – and you may
boost response or be remembered more easily when you follow up with a
phone call.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make it small, delightful, strange or usable.
2. Fitting in your envelope may be a challenge, but you’ll be surprised
what you can get in it.
3. Make it relevant or personalise it.
Rating: * * *
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Sell Value, Not Price

It’s a critical mistake to think all shoppers buy on the
basis of price first and everything else second. Piles of
marketing studies consistently show that price is not
the top concern of the shopper – value is. Thus, it only makes sense to sell
value, and leave discussion of price to later in the pitch.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A lot of people still believe: “You get what you pay for.”
2. Big retailers and chain stores compete on price and volume because
that’s the big stakes game of the giants. If you’re not a one of them,
don’t try to beat them at their own game.
3. Show and tell exactly why your product is a better value than the
cheaper model. The prospect must see and understand this.
Rating: * * * * *

32

Keep In Touch With
Customers

Out of site, out of mind. If you don’t keep in regular
touch with your customers, they’ll forget about you. There are many ways to
stay in touch, such as regular mail, a postcard, an occasional call. The point is
to make an effort to keep all warm customers from going cold, or disappearing
altogether.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. How often you keep in contact depends on your kind of business,
number of customers, etc. You need a plan and a policy on this issue
that fits your organization.
2. Don’t contact only when you want to sell. Why not just call to say
hello? Send a birthday card.
3. Say you’re calling to tell about an “unannounced sale.” That’s a bit of
flattery few can resist.
Rating: * * * * *
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Have It On Hand

Especially for your hottest selling wares, never running
out is critical. When you have to tell people you don’t
have it in stock, they go away fast. They were ready to
buy, and now they are disappointed. The next call may be to a competitor, and
they may stay with the other guy. If you do get caught short, offer the
customer a “rain check” with a special discount for their agreement to wait.
You can also get payment right away if you let them know they’ll get a
discount.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. In some cases, sending a customer to a competitor to get some they
need badly or right away when you are out of stock can generate
intense loyalty to you. They’ll know you care more about them than
just making a sale.
2. Move heaven and earth to get what they need, even if you have to buy
it from a competitor for them.
Rating: * * * *

34

Incentive Builders For Big
Purchases

If you want people to spend more, give them an
incentive. Offer a gift, something free, special privileges, free delivery, free
upgrades, or a longer warranty. Rewarded behaviour is repeated behaviour.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Give away slow moving items and dead weight in your storehouse.
2. Joint venture with others to offer incentives. A car dealer buys a steak
dinner for a new car buyer – the restaurant kicks in on the deal to
capture the business.
Rating: * * * *
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Offer Greater Variety

Customers want choices, selection, and variety. Give it
to them. That includes not only different products, but
also different payment options, delivery options, and
packaging options. Variety can be something as simple as one product
available in several colours. (Remember the stunning success of the I-Mac that
came in colours like “blueberry” and “tangerine”?). More choices mean more
sales.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. How can you diversify? What other products complement your current
products? Find a natural match.
2. Ask your customers for ideas. Ask them what else they need, and what
they’d like to see in your store.
3. Differentiate products based on size, price, colour, warranty, and
service plan – the list is endless.
Rating: * * * *

36

Sell Extended Warranties

For most products, the average use of an extended
warranty happens only about 12 percent of the time.
That means that 88 percent of every extended
warranty you sell is pure profit in your pocket. An extended warranty can easily
be 25 and more, depending on the product. When you think about selling
hundreds of these per year, that’s a lot of extra income – a whole lot!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Push the warranty on the idea that the customer’s product is now a
much better deal because any breakdowns are covered much further
into the future.
2. Extended warranties are best offered at time of sale, and not mailed
out later.
3. Try making it a limited time offer, though you may never want to limit
this terrific moneymaking idea.
Rating: * * * * *
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Demonstrations

A thorough, engaging and entertaining demonstration
of your product is simply a fabulous selling technique.
Demonstrating is a fairly highly developed art. Read
up on proper sales demonstration techniques – it’s important! You can
demonstrate live, or do it in your ads, especially video or television ads.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make the customer visualize him or herself owning the product with
your demonstration.
2. Set up demonstration sites in malls, shopping centres, at trade shows,
fairs and markets.
3. Get the customer involved with a hands-on demonstration.
4. Strive to involve all five senses with a demonstration.
Rating: * * * * *

38

Carry An Exclusive Line

Don’t want any competition? Then offer something
no one else has. Now they have to buy from you. Not
an easy thing to pull off in today’s world of everyone
selling just about anything. Yet, the position of being first is among the most
unassailable in all business. Look outside your geographic marketing area (even
overseas) and find products or services offered in other areas that may be
appropriate for your customers.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Keep your eyes and ears open for what your customers want or need,
and what is being offered in other markets or geographic areas. See if
there’s a match, somehow.
2. When you make yourself “the only game in town”, you have a distinct
advantage over all your competition.
3. Make it worthwhile for a supplier to give you an exclusive. Since they
can’t sell through any other outlet in your marketing area, there must
be some type of advantage to them. The advantage to you is that no
one can purchase the item through any other outlet. So you should be
willing to give up a larger share of the profits for an exclusive
arrangement.
Rating: * * * * * (If you can make it happen)

39

Educate The Customers On
All Your Products

Business owners hear this very often: “I didn’t even
know you sold that!” Or, “I didn’t know you could do that!” The fact that
such questions are asked means that customers are not being informed very
well about all a particular business has to offer. They can’t buy it or ask for it if
they don’t know about it! So educate your customers about everything you sell
and everything you can do, if you are providing a service.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Never assume. Make strenuous efforts to advertise and promote your
complete product line and service.
2. Train your sales staff to cover all the bases with each customer every
time.
3. Before people leave, put a flyer in their bag that tells all.
4. Try ads that say: “Did you know ...?’ and fill in the blank.
Rating: * * * *
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Audio & Visual
Demonstrations

What if you could
multiply yourself by a few thousand, and send
your army of clones out to sell far and wide?
Well, you can do the next best thing by putting
your product demonstration on video, and
distributing them by mail, or other methods. It
needn’t be long, even a five-minute tape can do wonders.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Hire professionals to produce your video. This is no time for amateur
video cameras.
2. Cost can be expensive for video production, so plan well. Again, it
doesn’t have to be lengthy, just punchy and effective.
3. Use them to warm up cold calling.
4. Follow up with a phone call to any who don’t respond to the tape.
Rating: * * * * *

41

Incentive Builders

Achieving sales excellence is rewarding enough in itself
– still, it doesn’t hurt to spur your team on by giving
them something tangible to work for, such as weekend
at a spa or resort, cold cash, or anything of value. If you can’t afford pricey
prizes, give psychological awards or a long weekend, or a desk by the best
window in the building. It may work best to focus some of these rewards on
the under achievers, since seasoned sellers or one gifted seller may beat
everyone every time. You can target different groups at different times.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Let your team name their own rewards within reason. That way they’ll
be working for what they really want.
2. High praise and strong recognition in front of the entire staff is an ego,
moral and incentive booster.
3. You want your individual team members to compete and be
challenged, but don’t pit them against each other in a way that causes
friction. It’s up to you to keep everybody motivated and having fun.
Rating: * * * *

42

Consult For Your Own
Product

Why not? You’re providing a service to your client –
helping him or her use your product better, get more satisfaction, or be more
efficient. And you can charge for your time. Most people who buy home
computers would love even more support – it’s better than calling some help
line and have to wait on hold for 45 minutes before they get help from a
disembodied voice over the phone. Help them in person and charge them for
the consultation. This can work for all kinds of businesses.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Sell the perception of your consulting offer as a benefit worth paying
for.
2. The worst they can do is say no, and many won’t.
3. Consulting may bring you many times more cash than the original sale.
Rating: * * * * *
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Service Contracts

Similar to acting as a consultant for your products, you
sell a service contract, again as a confidence building
incentive for the client. When they know they can
depend on getting service when they need it, it’s worth paying for. Some may
never use it, but all will pay for it. Either way, you win.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Prearrange times for service calls. It’s a great opportunity to make
contact with clients and make future sales.
2. When you make service calls, you can be in a position to know when
it’s time to sell the customer a new unit.
3. Be efficient and helpful. When you help the customer get better use of
what you sold them, you increase customer loyalty and satisfaction.
Rating: * * * *

44

Testimonials

Among the most important and powerful aspects of
marketing and selling. Testimonials from objective
parties are another aspect of “prove it” selling – you
get others to prove that what you sell is the best, or a great buy, by attesting to
the fact. All your sales material and just about all of your ads should contain at
least one testimonial.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A sales letter, brochure or ad is not complete or all it could be without
a testimonial.
2. Ask your customers for testimonials, and get their written permission
to use their names in your marketing messages, and keep them on file.
3. You’ll be surprised how happy most people are to offer a positive
testimonial. Most are flattered that you value their opinions.
4. Bad testimonials are an opportunity to improve.
Rating: * * * * *
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Make Home Delivery
Available

Lots of people are busy, and
some simply don’t like to go out and shop. Home
delivery appeals to this market segment. It’s a
convenience, and people expect to pay for convenience.
Home delivery of groceries, furniture, kitchen
appliances all make things easier for customers. Strive
to be the only one who home deliveries – an excellent
unique selling proposition.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Home delivery revolutionized the pizza business.
2. Advertise it prominently.
3. Train your staff in proper manners and etiquette when you’re
delivering to a home, you’re a guest while you’re there. Don’t leave
mud on the carpet, pick up the paper from the packaging, etc.
4. Leave behind discreet marketing material package.
Rating: * * * *

46

Build Rapport – Appeal To
Ego

Dale Carnegie said the sweetest sound in the world to
a person is the sound of his own name. Learning and using a person’s name is
just the beginning in building fast rapport with clients. Matching voice tone
and body language, listening, repeating back what you have heard in your own
words–it all works to make a customer like you, trust you and feel comfortable
so they’ll buy from you, and buy more often.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be real. The only true way to win people over is to REALLY like
people. Most can spot a fake 10 miles away.
2. Use NLP rapport building techniques.
3. Use a light touch. For example, learn a person’s name and use it, but
don’t overdo it by using it too many times.
Rating: * * * * *

47

Instilling Trust

More than price, more than quality, more than need,
people buy from people they know, like and trust. If
they don’t trust you, all is lost. Thus, the importance
of establishing trust quickly is essential. Trust is based on your past
performance. Make heavy use of testimonials, and tell prospects about your
good standing in the community, including being a member of the local
Chamber of Commerce.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A money-back guarantee makes trust possible.
2. Let them know where they can call you or find you whenever they
need to.
3. Be available, resolve any problems quickly, and make any refunds with
a smile and thanks.
Rating: * * * * *

48

Have A Goal

We guarantee that if you go into each customer
contact with a specific sales goal, and a specific price
amount, you’ll achieve getting your result much more
often. A specific goal focuses your mind and approach on exactly what you
want to accomplish. Also set goals for each day, week and month. Measure
your result after each time period. Try this – it really works like magic.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Goals are best achieved by careful planning.
2. Make your goals reasonable and achievable.
3. Always challenge yourself to up your goals.
Rating: * * * * *

49

Send An Action Plan

At the risk of playing a game of semantics, you might
want to send an “Action Plan” to your prospects,
rather than a standard sales letter. How it is different?
An action plan is composed with the format and idea of outlining a series of
steps you want your prospect to take. The action plan is less about price, than
getting the prospect to take action to call you, come in and sees you, or allow
you to come to them.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A sales letter is a sales letter, but an action plan is a kind of sales letter
that’s taking a different approach.
2. Make heavy use of benefits. Show (not tell) what they’ll get if they take
the action you want.
3. Stimulus-reward: It’s classical psychology. Motivate for action by
offering a reward.
Rating: * * * * * (If it works) Zero stars (if it flops)

50

Be The Expert On Your
Product

Instilling trust is all but impossible when you don’t
know your business, and it shows. Whenever you can’t immediately field a
question a customer throws your way, you lose an opportunity to impress, and
to sell. A thorough knowledge of your product also greatly aids your ability to
demonstrate effectively, and thus sell. When you feel comfortable in your own
base of knowledge, you can cut loose and wax exuberant about your product.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It takes some work up front, training. But once you have it down,
you’re on your way.
2. It’s not enough to know your product; you must also know how it is
better, or a better deal than the competition’s. That means studying
their situation as well.
3. Shopper today are better educated and savvy than ever before, You
MUST know a lot more than the customer.
Rating: * * * *

51

Remember To Ask For The
Sale

“So can I wrap that up for you?” “Would you like to
cash of charge?” When you ask leading, presumptive questions like this, it
makes it difficult for the prospect not to make a decision to buy or not. If you
frame the question so that the answer is one you want, you’ll get the sale more
often. Ask at the end of your sales pitch, and after you have answered all
questions possible. But you should always ask.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Most salespeople say they find this difficult at first because it seems
pushy and presumptive. Well, it is, but be subtle and use some finesse
and you’ll grow to love this technique.
2. Learn to time your question at the proper time. With experience, a
good salesperson can sense when it’s time to ask for the sale.
3. Nearly all salespeople need to get a bit aggressive at some point.
Rating: * * * * *
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Use The Element Of Free

It’s still one of the most powerful motivators known
to the science of selling. Working in some aspect of
FREE! gets people’s attention, gets them interested
and gives them a reason to buy, and buy more. The element of FREE! can be
used in many different ways– buy one, get one free, buy 10, get one free, free
delivery, free upgrades, free 3-month supply of consumable - and many others.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. The perception of FREE! is more important the price of what you give
away free.
2. Use the word FREE! in your ads and other sales materials.
3. Strengthen the element of FREE! by putting a time limit on getting the
free offer.
Rating: * * * * *

53

Minimum Order Amounts

Many businesses use this successfully if they are in a
position to do so. For example, a propane delivery
company will not send out a truck to a house unless
they buy a minimum amounts worth of fuel. You inform the customer that a
minimum purchase is necessary to make it worth your while to deal in the
product. The drawback is that you lose the ability to down-sell, which is better
than selling nothing at all. However, if your conversion rates are high enough,
you may not have to worry about the need to down-sell, and you can always
cross-sell and up-sell as well.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Won’t work for every business.
2. Try minimum orders with certain products, but be more flexible with
others.
3. Deal with only Class A customers.
Rating: * * *
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4
Section

68 Ways To
Boost Profit Margins
How to increase your
profit margins

Y

our profit margin is the money you have left over after accounting for
all your costs. This is the cash in your pocket, the real money you get
to keep. This is the ultimate figure you want to make larger, and when
you focus more specific attention on this magic number, you have a more
clear-headed way of making it bigger.
This is where it all comes together; this is what you do all the work for, this is
what determines what kind of lifestyle you can choose for yourself. Thus,
dwelling on your profit margin and finding ways to make it bigger is a worthy
activity, fuels your motivation, and generates excitement.

1

Across The Board Price Hikes

We know a man who owned a construction business that went
bankrupt. When asked what happened, he said: “I was always
the lowest bidder.” That meant he worked his brains out, did
more projects than his competition, but still went bust. His mistake was trying
to compete on price. Let the other guy play the “I’ve got the lowest price
game.” You play: “I’ve go the best profit margin game.” That means not
dwelling on price, but raising your prices and then providing quality, excellent
customer service, while creating the perception that your price is still very
competitive. In selling, perception is everything.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Find the courage to charge more. You may be delighted to find it
doesn’t change your customer flow one bit, while you simply make
more money.
2. Have the lowest price on a few items, but maintain higher prices on all
else. That way you can promote low prices, while mostly selling high.
3. Try a 10 percent hike across the board, then monitor traffic flow.
Rating: * * * * *

2

Deal In High Margin Products

Calculate net profits on everything you sell. Even a less
expensive item can have a better profit margin than higher cost
items. It’s the margin that matters. Cut the drag by eschewing
very narrow profit margin items and put your time and energy into that which
makes you the most cash.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. If you don’t know your profit margins, you’re working blind.
2. Low profit margin items can help you by bringing in customers, but
you only make it worthwhile if you have a plan to steer those
customers to your real profit producers.
Rating: * * * * *

3

Forget Discounting

Why do business owners discount? They think it will bring in
more people and sales because people want a discount. That’s
true, but people want a lot of others things as well, such as high
quality, good service, prestige and more. If you focus your marketing messages
on the latter, you simply don’t have to play the discount game because you will
have made that agreement with your customer base via your marketing
messages. You want them to think: “I’ll come here when I want the best, I’ll
go to the discount store when I’m strapped for cash.”
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It’s up to you to mold customer perception about what kind of dealer
you are. Strive to be a quality dealer, not a discount store.
2. Guarantee satisfaction. To get higher prices, you have to convince that
you deliver the best, or their money back.
3. Target your efforts on high quality customers.
Rating: * * * * *

4

Create Your Own Label

When you sell other people’s products on their label, you don’t
have as much control over price than you do when you own
the label. Remember that your supplier is also supplying your
competition. If you’re all selling the same brand under the same label, you
have no distinct advantage. But when you have your own label, you set the
price. You can raise the public image of your label’s quality, and get more
money for it.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You don’t necessarily have to create the product itself – only the label.
2. Do people pay “just for the name?” All the time! It’s the price shopper
that wants generic brands, but don’t assume that’s everybody.
Rating * * * *
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To Sell Right, You Have To Buy
Right

If you’re going to offer your customers prices that are
competitive, you must first buy competitively. Attend wholesale
auctions, buy factory direct where possible, and establish a buying co-op with
other small but non-competing businesses.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Establish networks of suppliers, vendor and even competitors who can
lead you on to good deals.
2. If you sell “seconds” or slightly damaged goods, be sure to make that
crystal clear in any advertising or promotional materials you send out.
3. Let your customers know that you have good prices, why you were
able to get them, and why it is of benefit to them to purchase from
you.
Rating: * * * * *

6

Keep Your Customers Coming
Back By Treating Them Right

There’s no question that customer service pays off in higher
profits. Your customers are responsible for everything you know own, or that
you will ever own. And not only you, but all your employees and staff as well.
Their current salaries and future increases and/or bonuses are dependent on
how well they treat your customers and keep them loyal to you and your
business.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Regularly educate and train your staff and employees in good customer
service principles and techniques.
2. Offer rewards such as “Employee of the Month” for the employees
who do the best jobs, or who gets the most return or repeat customers
or sales.
3. Create an easy-to-use form for your customers to fill out detailing their
experience in dealing with your business, and have a question or two
about their experience with a particular employee. Reward (or correct)
the employee accordingly.
4. Give your customers rewards for completing surveys that help you
control or grow your business.
Rating: * * * * *

7

Learn From Other’s In Business

Develop a circle of friends in similar businesses in your area or
even around the country to discuss ideas and business
problems. You’ll learn what others are doing to manage
problems with sales, marketing, inventory, receivables, personnel, fixed assets,
computers, etc.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Have a regularly scheduled luncheon meeting with local business
owners or managers. Get away from your offices or stores. As a
courtesy to everyone in attendance turn mobiles off. It’s only a couple
of hours once a month. Any messages can wait.
2. Schedule regular teleconferences with other business owners in distant
places.
3. Hold a once a quarter get-away meeting at a desirable location
centrally located for everyone. Get away for a planning, idea exchange
session.
4. Once a year, get away to Hawaii, the Bahamas, or some other exotic
location with spouses and hold a couple of business sessions. Write the
trips off for tax purposes.
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5. The “ticket” for inclusion in these business sessions, is to come
prepared with your very best business-building, or business problemsolving idea to share with the others.
Rating: * * * * *

8

Innovate

No one says you have to do things the same way all the time, or
the same way other businesses in your industry or profession
do them. Look outside your industry and see what’s being done
in other totally unrelated businesses. Then see if you can adopt and adapt them
to fit your business.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Banks in America got the idea of drive-through windows from fast
food restaurants. Totally unrelated businesses, yet the same concept
can apply to both of them.
2. Keep your eyes and ears open for new, innovative or unusual ways to
operate your business.
3. When you find a new idea, act on it right away. The longer you wait
until you “perfect” it, the less chance you’ll have of implementing it,
and your competition might beat you to the punch.
4. Sell your employees and staff on the benefits of providing this new and
unique service.
5. Inform and educate your customers and prospects of your new
innovations, and let them know how they will benefit from them.
Rating: * * * * *
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Your Employees Can Be Your
Eyes & Ears

Make your employees part of your team – an integral part.
When you include them in your operation, both in planning, suggestions and
decisions, they’ll feel that you really care about them, and will help care for
your customers better. Use them to look at other businesses and see what’s
working for them. Then carefully evaluate their suggestions and implement
them into your operation if they fit.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Employees – there are more of them than there is of you. Use them as
a small army to check out your competitors, as well as all other types
of businesses. Have them look for new and innovative things you can
do to offer better service to your customers.
2. Offer your employees rewards for the best suggestion or idea that you
actually implement in your business. Be careful not to reward for mere
suggestions. But when you get something you can use, make sure it
doesn’t go unnoticed.
3. When your employees are part of your team, and are recognized for
their contribution, they’ll often enlist the aid of their family and friends
as well. And this comes to you at no cost.
Rating: * * * * *

10

Overheads & Costs Concern
& Affect Everyone

How much money a business brings in (their top line)
is of little consequence when compared to how much money they earn after
expenses (bottom line). Every time an employee or officer of your company
takes something that belongs to the business home for their personal use, it
hurts the bottom line profitability of the business.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Bottom line profits are what runs a business. The more profits a
business has, the faster it can grow, the more technology it can
implement, the more customers it can handle, the better service it can
render, and the more salaries, bonuses and commissions it can pay its
employees.
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2. Implement a bonus system based on bottom line profits, rather than
gross sales or top line income.
3. Educate your employees as to how it will benefit them.
4. Reward them on their willingness to contribute, and well as the actual
monetary figures and increases realized.
Rating: * * * * *

11

Control Billing & Collections

Allowing accounts to get behind in the payment of
their bills can create real cash flow problems. Without
a constant stream of cash flowing into your business,
you can’t pay your expenses and salaries, and can’t provide the selection of
products or level of service your customers want and expect. This is one of the
most critical areas in business, yet it’s also one of the most overlooked and
easiest to let get out of control.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. If possible, consider requiring (or at least asking for) payment at the
time a product is purchased or a service is rendered.
2. Reduce the time between shipping a product or rendering a service and
when you send the invoice or bill.
3. Include a bill with the product.
4. Offer discounts for payment within a certain time period.
5. To bring errant accounts current, offer discounts for immediate
payment, or payment by a certain date.
Rating: * * * * *
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Collect Past-Due
Receivables

Many businesses have outstanding accounts that have
gone unpaid, unnoticed, or have had nothing done about for extended periods
of time. This inattention to the situation or inability to collect monies that are
rightfully yours can cost you more than you know. When you sell a product or
render a service, you have a right (and should expect) to be paid for that
product or service. When a customer holds back on their payment, it rewards
them for being delinquent, and at the same time penalizes both you and your
other good and well-paying customers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Get in touch with your past due accounts. Let them know that you
need for them to bring their accounts current.
2. If necessary, offer them a discount or some other type of bonus for
bringing their account current by a certain date.
3. As a secondary effort, negotiate a payment schedule to bring the
account current.
4. Institute a follow up schedule so you can keep track of them on a
regular basis.
5. Be relentless in this area. You can’t afford to give your products or
services away for free. And when you allow others to take advantage of
you by not keeping their accounts current, that’s exactly what’s
happening.
Rating: * * * * *

13

Watch Your Expenses

What you haphazardly pay out, without a plan or
accountability, can hurt you as much, or more than,
what you allow others to cheat you out of by not
paying their bills. Every expense you make for your business should be
planned, have a definite purpose, and be accounted for. It’s not okay to even
once in a while spend something expectedly – even on a seemingly small item.
You’re in business. And the purpose of your business is to make a profit. It’s
the little leaks that sink big ships. This is an area that you have to be
completely hard-nosed about and not let slip in the least.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
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1. Check your bills. Don’t pay more than once for the same invoice.
2. Check all invoices to make sure they’re actual expenses. Oftentimes,
companies will send what appears to be an invoice with an amount for
you to pay. Your bookkeeper may simply go ahead and pay it without
realizing that it was only a solicitation for a subscription or product
that looked deceptively like an invoice.
3. Keep close track on any charges you make with a debit card, and
deduct them from your account as soon as you can so you can keep
accurate records of your finances.
4. Make sure all charges on the invoice are accurate as agreed upon at the
time of purchase. If you’ve negotiated shipping or installation charges
to be paid by the vendor or supplier, make sure they don’t appear on
your invoice.
Rating: * * * * *

14

Monitor & Control Employee
Costs

Perhaps the largest expense in most businesses is that
of paying the help. Employee’s costs and expenses can add up to tremendous
sums, especially if not monitored and controlled. It’s so easy to get softhearted and want to give your employees raises, bonuses and other monetary
awards. This is not to say that you shouldn’t do those things, but you also need
to recognize that being soft-hearted is not the way to run a successful business
– especially when your business may not be doing as well as it could (or
should) be doing.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Weigh the costs of doing certain types of work in-house with your own
employees, versus subbing the work out to outside vendors or services
that can perform the same work. In some cases you may have to pay a
little more, but what you’ll save in employee benefits may more than
offset the costs. And you won’t have to deal with vacations, sick leave
and employee disagreements or hassles.
2. Temporary services can be used effectively for short term projects.
Again, you may pay a little more, but when the job is done, or if you
need to cut back on expenses, it’s easier to stop using the temporary
service than it is to fire, lay-off or let an employee go.
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3. Medical and dental insurance plans are nice to offer employees, but
their costs can add up very quickly. If your employees require (or
would like to participate in) an insurance plan, have them pay for a
portion of the premium, and you pay the difference.
4. Part time employees are usually not subject to the same benefits as
their full time counterparts. Insurance benefits and other employee
benefits, may not be necessary if the employee works fewer than full
time hours.
5. Get competitive bids for your insurance and other employee benefits
from outside sources every few years to make sure you’re getting value
for money.
Rating: * * * * *

15

Measure & Monitor Financial
Statements

You can’t control what you don’t monitor, and you
can’t monitor what you don’t measure. Keeping close and accurate track of
your expenses, overheads and incomes is critical to the success of any
business.
Every product or service you have or offer must stand on its own. That is, it
must be a profit centre, independent of any other product or service you have.
If a certain item isn’t profitable, it’s not often a wise move to use the profits
from other products to offset the original product’s losses. It may work for a
short time while you’re introducing a new product or service, but long term,
each product or service must create their own stream of income and profits.
All of your expenses should likewise be monitored. This includes any
purchases for equipment, furniture, fixtures, inventory, employees, marketing,
sales efforts – any monies that are paid out for any reason whatsoever. Your
quarterly P & L reports should be carefully and accurately prepared and pored
over, and any problem areas marked, questioned and acted on with immediate
haste.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Monitor every activity your business does that relates to incomeproducing and expenses.
2. Make sure you have a regular (at least every quarter, and preferably
every month) financial (Profit and Loss) statement.
3. Review these statements with a fine tooth comb.
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4. Make immediate changes and corrections to problem areas.
5. Hold each employee accountable for what they do, how they treat the
company’s assets, and their attitudes concerning them. You want team
players for the good of the whole, not independent thinkers with a
“It’s-only-me” attitude.
Rating: * * * * *

16

Establish Benchmarks For
Future Plans

One of the best ways to plan and prepare for the
future, is by reviewing and analyzing your past financial statements and
activities records, then projecting into the future, based on your past
performance. Here’s a statement that is wise to understand: “The best
predictor of the future is the performance of the past”.
Too many business owners and managers make huge plans and attempt to do
things they have never done in the past, and then wonder why they failed so
miserably. Einstein said it best when he said, “To do something you’ve never
done before, you’re going to have to do things differently now, and you’re
going to have to become someone you’ve never been before.”
This is not to say that someone can never do or become something or
someone different than they are now. It’s just to say, that statistically, the odds
are on the side of the one who does what he or she has experience doing in
the past, and can tweak and improve so they can do it better in the future.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Go over your past performances. See what you have done well. Then
lay out plans based on the results you have already accomplished. But
be sure to bump it up a notch.
2. If you want to go to completely new levels, look for ways to improve
yourself, your skill, knowledge or abilities.
3. Look for outside help from sources that may be better than you are at
doing a certain job, task or project.
Rating: * * * * *
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Enlist The Help Of Advisors
Or Mentors

Very few people can do it all themselves. That’s why
there are specialists in nearly every field. You should have a cadre of specialists
around you and your business as well. When it comes to certain areas of
technical expertise, you should have well-trained and competent experts who
understand you and your business, and who can advise you accurately.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Choose carefully, and make good friends with a good accountant,
insurance agents (property and casualty, business, life, health, disability,
and benefits), banker, lawyer, and investment broker.
2. Include these on your board of directors.
3. Meet with them on a regular basis to discuss your business and get
their collective input regarding your business.
4. If one doesn’t participate and bring opposing views or business
improvement suggestions to the table, fire him or her and get another
one. You don’t want “Yes” people. You’re in business. This is serious.
You want people to give you ideas and input.
Rating: * * * * *

18

Bypass Low Quality
Customers

Speaking of people who buy quality, there may be
fewer of them, or not. But the bottom line is they are easy to sell higher priced
products with better profit margins. This means buying only lists which are
guaranteed to deliver high-income people advertising in publications the well
to do are reading, and more. Find the market first, and then deliver a high
margin product to them. Low quality customers take a lot of time to serve,
they buy less, but also take as much time to sell as wealthy people, if not more
time.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It’s not impossible to make high margin sales to lower quality
customers, but there is simply less margin for error.
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2. When you sell higher you may sell less, but you’ll also spend less on
labour, marketing, etc., and come out better in the end.
3. Go over your client list. You’re sure to find some “dead weight.” Stop
wasting your time on them. If they beg to come back and buy, name
your price.
Rating: * * * * *

19

Monitor Your Presentations

You may have dead people in your database right
now, or former customers that have moved to Serbia,
South America, or to the moon, but your automated
system may be spewing out catalogues, mailers and other expensive stuff to
them anyway. Clean your database often. Also, good database software should
be able to tell you at a glance who your highest margin customers are
compared to the lower margin customers. Use this knowledge to cut away the
dross, and focus on the best.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Get the computers and the software that makes analysis of customer
buying habits easy.
Rating: * * * * *

20

Record Your Presentations

Make the exact same presentation time and time
again. Simply record what you want to say – the
features of your product or service, the benefits and
advantages it provides to your customers, and why they should buy from you.
Then either pass them out, or send them to prospects who are interested
(targeted). You (or your sales team) will never make a bad presentation again.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use both video and audio tapes and CD-ROM’s for this purpose.
2. Make sure you don’t just “throw away” the tapes or CD’s. Treat them
with value, and your prospects will likewise do the same.
3. Just after the customer agrees to buy, stop and say: “Oh by the way, do
you want me to knock another 10% off?” When they say yes, tell them
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distributing the tapes or CD’s allows you to do it by keeping your
expenses in check.
Rating: * * * * *

21

Use Direct Mail

A compelling, response-generating sales letter can
have the value of a whole team of paid sales people –
but you only have to pay for it once. It an also
eliminate the need for advertising, and just about anything else you have to pay
for. Pound for pound, direct mail can be the most efficient, cash-generating
way to market–good enough to enable you to slash your marketing
expenditures in many other areas.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Direct mail is a science in itself. Do your homework before you plunge
in. Failure with direct mail is both costly, and psychologically defeating.
2. You must hire a professional copywriter. If you want to experiment
writing your own sales letters, go ahead, but don’t risk too much.
Sample with very small mailing lists.
3. Your mailing list for direct is extremely vital – without a good list, even
the best direct mail piece will fail, and fail big.
4. Read at least two or three books on direct mail before you start – or
hire a consultant to handle it for you.
Rating: * * * * *

22

Use A Web Page

A Web page is a tool that
can be used to increase
your profit margins, but
just how to do this is very tricky. Should you try
dirt-cheap mass e-mailings? No, because they
don’t work, and spamming is nothing less than an
annoyance to the person receiving the spam.
Should you buy banner ads, pop-ups? Very risky. Since everyone should have a
Web page – no one can afford to ignore this – it’s perhaps best to use it in
support of your existing marketing efforts. For example, you can get extra
mileage out of your ads by putting your Web page on them – same for your
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business cards, signs, radio ads and more. Getting your ads to bring more
people to your Web page where you can make more sales means you use your
ads more efficiently, increasing your profit margin.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You’ll still have to spend money to maintain the page, but this can be
next to nothing with free Web hosting, etc.
2. Set up merchant account on-line, take orders.
3. Capture more names for your mailing list – you don’t have to buy
them.
4. Approach with extreme caution.
Rating: * *

23

Operate From Home

Resting expensive office space? Maybe you can move
your operation home. It’s more accepted today than
ever. Internet, telephone and fax are your links to the
world. You project an image to the outside world based on the work you do.
Won’t work for everyone, of course, but can work for many. You save the
office rent for your bottom line
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Create a “work only” space in your home – off limits to distractions of
kids, dogs and neighbours.
2. Maintain your professionalism. Just because you get to stay home
doesn’t mean you’re not operating in the “real world.”
3. Multi-billion pound Amazon.com started in Jeff Bezos’ garage.
Rating: * * * *
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Trim Staff

No one likes to fire an employee, but as a business
owner, this is reality. When the big corporations get
into a pinch, their first action is almost always layoffs.
It trims the bottom line fast. You might consider doing the same, especially if
there’s anyone or more than one person on your team that’s not as productive
as the rest. Very often, income does not change when a company runs leaner
and with less payroll, so this is an area that always has to be looked at.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Instead of salaried staff, use commission only people.
2. Look into high-tech solutions. Machines can reduce need for labour.
3. Reassigning work to one or several other employees, or do more
yourself.
Rating: * * * *

25

Reduce Management

Cutting from the bottom is not the only way, and
maybe even not the best way to reduce payroll.
Management staff have higher salaries, and tend to
have a less direct role in actual sales. A strongly trained staff, all of whom
know how to do their jobs needs less supervision, and thus management.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Stress a self-starter, minimum supervision approach with your
employees.
2. Use self management techniques in training sessions. Motivate your
team with incentives to bolster peak performance.
3. Increase your own management efficiency by exploring new
techniques, such as NLP management methods.
Rating: * * * * *
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CEO / Director

The recent collapse of several American giants, such
as Enron, WorldCom and others revealed a typical
problem – the CEO drawing off crippling amounts of
cash and putting it into their own pockets. These are extreme cases, but most
analysts agree that CEO salaries are crippling thousands of organizations. The
bottom line is, if you trim your own income and invest the difference in
marketing, debt reduction and other business boosters, you increase profit
margin and may put some charge into your company’s ability to make even
more money.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Taking less pay means you pay less tax.
2. Taking less money now means you’ll get more in the future if it boosts
your bottom line, stimulating growth.
3. If not pay, cut perks.
Rating: * * * * *

27

Engineer Efficiency

A poorly tuned car wastes a lot of petrol. An
inefficient business is certainly losing money it could
easily hold onto. Do a top to bottom examination of
how efficiently you’re running. You can hire an efficiency consultant, or
educate yourself by reading up on ways to engineer efficiency in business
organizations.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Get employee input on how everyone can work smarter, not harder.
2. Leave no stone unturned. Look at all areas of your business.
Rating: * * * * *

28

Make Margins Everyone’s
Business
It’s a big mistake to make margins the business of the
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boss alone. If your employees from top to bottom don’t understand your goal,
or the purpose of how you’re trying enact change, they can’t help out. But they
should also all take their own steps to increase their individual margins. Make
more sales in less time, sell more higher profit items, etc.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Educate your employees on the importance of margins.
2. You may want to pay higher commissions to motivate your people to
sell more.
3. Ask everyone to submit their own margin boosting ideas. Have a
reward for the best.
Rating: * * * * *

29

Budget Monthly

When you set a budget, it’s like setting a goal. You
know how much you are going to spend each month,
and then you make sure you don’t go beyond it. If you
have no monetary figure that tells you to stop spending and when, you most
often won’t. This is tricky because you have to spend money to make money.
A budget that is not well planned can cripple your ability to market. But that’s
all part of the game. If you have to, take a budget management course or
attend a seminar on the latest techniques.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make employees get purchase orders and approval from you before
they buy anything.
2. Don’t be pound wise and penny foolish.
3. It’s tempting to cut ads and other marketing expenses, but be very
careful – this is what brings in customers and sales. But you may be
able to drop ads if you strive for and get free publicity.
Rating: * * * * *
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Costs As Percentage Of
Sales

You can calculate how much each sale is costing you,
and you should. This should be your guide in how much you spend, and on
what. It includes everything, from the cost of paper clips to advertising to
employee wages. When you know your costs, you know how many sales you
have to make to get X amount of profit. Now you can play with the formula
and see what you can cut without losing sales; you can set goals to make your
cost per sale ratio more efficient.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It’s vital you explain this cost to sales ratio to all employees so they can
help meet goals.
2. Experiment with cost-cutting each month and monitor the results.
You can always put back in place what you really need, and dump
forever what you don’t.
Rating: * * * * *

31

Sell Consignment

You don’t have to pay anything up front, and you get
paid when you make the sale. You still have to spend
something to sell, though – advertising, staff time, etc.
Storage may also be a factor. You need to get a good commission to make
consignment sales really work, so drive a good bargain for yourself with the
seller.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. If you can get a large number of items, say in bulk, on a consignment
basis, this can be a very effective way to make money.
2. Many consignment arrangements require very tough negotiations on
who gets paid how much. Drive a hard bargain – the seller most likely
needs you more than you need him.
Rating: * * * *
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Repackage With Your Own
Label

An excellent way to get more out of what you buy for
resale is to repackage in smaller containers using your own label, and charging
a higher price. Packaging creates the perception of the quality of the product in
many ways. Of course, the packaging will be an expense, but it still makes it
easy for you to have far more control over price, and you can often go much,
much higher.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Your packaging source will be a critical element in this effort. Take
bids from many providers to get the best deal.
2. Crunch all the numbers well. Choosing the size of the package will be a
critical decision.
Rating: * * * *

33

Make Better Use Of Down
Time

Just about every business has a “slow time” of year.
Those in the service sector are well aware of what times of the day and year
tend toward low demand. In these times, it’s better to being doing something,
rather than nothing. That means price slashes and bargaining a lower rate for
your service. Making a smaller amount of money beats making nothing in the
dead times.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It takes careful planning. When you’re very busy, you tend not to think
about the slow times, and thus, most fail to plan for them.
2. Be careful about spoiling your customers. Cagey shoppers will learn to
time when they can get lower rates, thus preventing them from coming
in at normal times. Make sure they know your lower price is a limited
time deal, may never happen again, etc.
3. Idle time can also be used for busy work, like paper work, so that you
can use your busy times more productively for selling. For example,
managing your customer database, cleaning out bad names, looking for
trends, etc., can pay off big in the future.
Rating: * * * *

34

Buying Groups

If you don’t have the purchasing muscle to make big
bulk buys on your own, team up with a group of other
companies and buy as a group. Together, a lot of small
companies can match one huge entity. There may already be a buying group
organized in your area. If there isn’t, start one. This is an excellent way to
enjoy the advantages of the big guys without being big, yourself.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Every member needs to pull its weight. That means ability to pay when
payment is due.
2. Let supplier know you represent a large block of buyers, and thus you
bring clout.
3. Be the point man – take the position of buying power.
4. Contact a lot of suppliers and let them know a powerful new buying
cartel is in he game!
Rating: * * * * *
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Loan Consolidation

Get a handle on your debt and monthly payments by
consolidating your loans. Very often you can reduce
your payments considerably, and you can also
refinance with lower interest rates. This puts more money in your pocket both
short term and long term.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Shop around with lenders and drive a hard bargain. Lenders are as
competitive and as hungry for business as anyone else.
2. Interest rate is not always everything. Easy terms can be a real benefit
as well, giving you more wiggle room with debts.
3. Maintaining a Class A credit rating makes lenders more anxious to deal
with you.
Rating: * * * * *

36

Consider A Factoring
Arrangement

What is factoring? This is when you sell your debts to
a third party in exchange for a lump sum cash payment up front, in exchange
for selling your accounts receivable. The benefit is that you get the capital you
need now to grow and expand your business. Paying a factoring agent means
you give up some of the interest your customers owe you, but having money
in hand is very often worth more than waiting for money to trickle in from
customers over time.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Not something you should do often – only when you have a very
strong need for liquid cash.
2. Not all factoring agents are created equal. Shop carefully. Some
factoring agents are slippery.
3. Factoring is an ancient practice – used heavily by the British Empire in
its trade with the American Colonies with great success.
4. Use the cash wisely. Retire other debt, or use it to bolster marketing to
bring in more sales fast.
Rating: * * *

37

Charge Your Own Finance
Fees

When you offer credit to customers, go for more than
interest payments. Charge a fee for the privilege of financing. You’re doing
them a favour, so capitalise on it. Get the finance fee upfront. This way, even
if customers pay off early to avoid interest, you still have captured some
income on the deal.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Promote this as a benefit. Financing is always a favour.
2. Can put some customers off, so test carefully to measure response.
Rating: * * * * *

38

Fees For Service

Everyone is doing it, especially banks, credit card
companies, telephone service providers, and more. It’s
little fees tagged on everywhere. It made the banks
billions. ATM machines were originally created to save banks millions in
labour costs, but then they started charging users a fee to use ATMs because it
was a “convenience.” No one likes it, but it works because it’s what the market
bears. You can tag fees onto the “little things” you do. More and more people
expect them and pay them. Don’t forget late payment fees.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. The risk is alienating some customers.
2. The benefit is potentially a significant new income stream.
3. Some companies now charge a fee for the privilege of paying by mail
rather than by Internet, or automatic withdrawal.
4. Won’t work for everyone, but if you think creatively, you may find
ways to add fees for services.
Rating: * *

39

Manipulate Your Credit
Terms

There are many ways to increase your income by
manipulating credit terms, many of which will be invisible to customers. Use a
lightly higher interest rate, or decrease the calculating period of interest to
bolster interest income. Hike interest rate at any late payment. Be sure to spell
out full disclosure of terms, as legally required. Those customers who don’t
look closely at how credit terms are calculated don’t know the difference, and
sadly, most don’t.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Again, be careful. The true danger is in thinking of too many ways to
fleece your customers without providing any real benefits other than
convenience. Do you really want to do that?
2. Attack your competitors for their own Draconian or mercenary credit
terms, and tell your customers about your “kinder, gentler” terms.
Rating: * *

40

Clean House – Sell Off
Unneeded Equipment

An amazing number of businesses keep machinery,
hardware, outdated inventory laying around – it’s been around so long it
become easy to ignore and invisible. Why not make a thorough inventory and
hold an auction, or sell second hand to all comers? It’s cash you can use. You
might also rent anything you’re not using for steady income.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Consider trade or barter of your old stuff for what you need.
2. Give something away free as a sales stimulus.
3. Monitor your inventory at least once a year. Run a lean, mean machine.
Rating: * * * *

41

Increase Your Efficiency
Through Systemization

You certainly have a lot of routines, now–things you
do every day, the basic functions. Take another look at them and see where
these can be made to work more efficiently through implementing systemized
procedures. Some jobs can be lumped into one. And there’s always
multitasking – doing more than one thing at the same time.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Not as easy as it looks. Some studies show that multitasking actually
leads to less efficient results. So be careful and measure results.
2. Remember the human element. People are not machines, but maybe
machines can help free humans to concentrate on human tasks –
especially dealing with customers.
Rating: * * *

42

Reduce Your Tax Burden

You might be amazed at what you can get a tax break
on – you need a professional to help you find out. For
example, equipment can be depreciated and the
difference is most often tax deductible. Losses can be deducted, as can travel,
Internet service and related expenses, and much more. Get an aggressive,
efficient accountant to gain maximum tax advantage.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Shop around for the best accountant, and be sure to get a
recommendation from a respected business colleague.
2. Inform your accountant of your goal to gain absolute maximum tax
advantage.
3. The best accountants don’t come cheap, but don’t be intimidated.
They can save you even more.
Rating: * * * * *

43

Government Programs

Depending on the country you conduct business in,
the amount of grant money and government assistance
that is available to you can be enormous. Did you
know that the U.S. government gives the McDonald’s corporation a quarter of
a billion dollars a year free, to spend on foreign advertising? They do. The idea
is to help American businesses stimulate overseas trade. Whatever kind of
business you are in, check to see what the government is willing to do for you
to help you succeed in business and create jobs for your fellow citizens. You
may easily qualify for tens of thousands of pounds in grants and business
stimulus programs.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Consult with a professional to see what’s available.
2. Write a letter to your government representatives seeking aid.
3. Use an Internet search to find out about local, regional and national
government business stimulus programs – then get your share.
Rating: * * * *

44

Export Labour Costs

Can you hire production workers in another country?
This is how the athletic shoe company Nike crafted a
multi-billion pound empire. Underdeveloped countries
have labour pools that work for a fraction per hour of what modernised
nation’s citizens will accept. Of course, this is controversial. The allegation of
slave labour has been levelled at Nike frequently, a charge Nike denies. The
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point is: You don’t have to hire foreign slaves, simply shop around for a better
deal on labour.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Could be a bureaucratic nightmare – involves import/export
implications, shipping, regulations, etc.
2. Seek help from your government on rules, regulations and procedures.
3. Always be a good global citizen; treat every human being as a valued
human being.
Rating: * * *

45

Get A Deal On Fixed
Expenses

If you use a particular supplier or service on an
ongoing basis, you deserve a better deal. As a steady customer, you may be
able to negotiate better terms. Many service providers may gladly agree to be
put on monthly retainer to get more steady income in exchange for lower
overall fees.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Variable costs are another matter, but you can still negotiate each time
you buy.
2. Shop around for the lowest bidder for what you need, fixed or
variable.
Rating: * * * * *

46

Employ Your Own Skills &
Talents

Sometimes it costs less to employ people with the
skills you need, rather than hire consultants or professionals as you need them.
For example, an engineering company hired a hydrogeologist and paid him
65,000 a year, even though they didn’t have work for him all the time, and
indeed, only about half the time. But an outside consultant with the same skill
charged 190 an hour, costing the firm nearly 100,000 a year.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. What skills do you hire out for now, how much does it cost you, and
can a paid employee save you money?
2. Someone already in your organization may already have the skill you
need.
3. Hire on a trial basis only if you’re unsure of the ultimate result. Let
your new employee know it’s a temporary situation.
Rating: * * *

47

Outsourcing

The opposite of what we just talked about in the
previous item. When you hire an outside consultant or
professional, you pay only their fee, not for their
benefits, pay raises, sick days, lunch breaks and comfort breaks. It all depends
on the ultimate cost to you.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Outsourcing means you may need less equipment in-house for your
expert to use.
2. Negotiate carefully with your outside consultant for the best fee, and
don’t forget to shop around.
3. Consider a retainer arrangement.
4. Set deadlines and anticipate outsourcing overruns, and have a preagreement on how much additional time will cost, if any.
Rating: * * *

48

Your Location

If you can’t move your business home, you may find a
cheaper commercial space to rent or buy. If you rely
on walk-in traffic, higher rents are most often worthy
it for a good location, but if you don’t, you may be wasting significant money.
Being closer to shipping sources, suppliers, etc., might also save considerable
cash.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Being easy to find can sometimes be two-thirds of your success, so
think carefully about where you locate.
2. Studies show the look of your building and part of the city your
business is located in is extremely important to shoppers. Both should
be pleasant for maximum in-store traffic.
3. But if you’re less in-store oriented, go cheap and poorer location.
4. Storage costs are a major element to consider, as is making best, most
efficient use of your interior space.
Rating: * * *

49

Cash Only

The smartest way to build a
business is to pay cash as you
go and as you grow. Whenever
you finance, you take on the burden of debt, which can
be an amazing drag on any business. Of course,
sometimes not spending what you need to conduct
business can hold you back even more, making
financing a necessity – but interest payments are the price you pay for doing
business. If you can do without interest, this is the best way to go.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Pay off loans early and as fast as possible.
2. Seek interest-free arrangements if you buy a lot from a specific supplier
or suppliers.
3. Credit card purchases for business needs should be a last resort.
4. Consider a factoring arrangement to pay off debt, or for growth needs.
Rating: * * * * *
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Minimum Stock & Storage

Cash is weightless, unlike the stock that is sitting in
your storage area. The more you have tied up in
physical stuff, the less liquid cash you have on hand.
But it’s not just stock, it’s anything you buy to conduct business, from pencils
to raw materials. Buy only as you need, and don’t tie up money in something
you aren’t using today – unless you get a fantastic deal on a bulk purchase that
saves you in the long run.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It takes discipline and even a certain ruthlessness to run as lean as you
can day in, day out.
2. Those who plan have an enormous advantage over those who fly by
the seat of their pants. It avoids “purchase by crisis.” Be an actor, not a
reactor.
Rating: * * * *

51

Pay Slow, Collect Fast

The longer that money stays in your account, or gets
into your account, the more interest you collect on
that money. Never pay late, but only issue a check on
the very last day of the time your debt is due. On the other hand, collect as fast
as you can, when you can. The idea is to keep the maximum amount of cash
“floating” in your account at all times, giving you an interest earning
advantage.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use the credit card with the longest interest-free payback period –
some are 50 days, or more.
2. Avoid late fees and penalties with strict attention to payment
schedules.
3. Use credit cards with reward points, frequent flyer mile offers, etc.
4. Credit card statements make for easy accounting, records, etc.
5. Resist temptation to pay only minimum in exchange for mercenary
interest fees.
Rating: * * * *

52

Renting Can Be Cheaper
Than Owning

In terms of tax burden, rent might be your best bet.
That’s because you can write off rent for tax purposes. If you own your
building, you pay property tax and it also may be taxed as an asset in other
ways. Still, in some situations, owning can be cheaper if it means you pay no
rent – it’s a numbers game!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Crunch the numbers with your accountant.
2. Shop around for best rent or cheapest property that meets your
standards.
Rating: * * *

53

Use Per Inquiry Advertising

When you buy an ad, you only pay for each customer
that converts to a buyer. You don’t pay for the
shoppers and all the people the ad failed to attract. It’s
almost like getting free advertising, especially if the ad bombs. You get no
customers, but you don’t have to pay for the disaster. Getting a “per inquiry”
agreement from an ad seller isn’t always easy, but if you sell it as a win-win
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situation, you can prevail. The more money you make, the more money the ad
seller makes.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Requires you to pay no cash upfront.
2. Per inquiry ad arrangements force the ad outlet to put their money
where their mouth is.
Rating: * * * *

54

Dump Inefficient Or doNothing Marketing

If you have ads that are doing nothing, or bringing in
less than they cost, well, this is something that you just can’t have. If you’re
not testing each ad each time, you don’t know if you’re making money or
losing it. And what about your other marketing materials? Do you know what
your brochures are really doing for you? Do they bring customers in, prompt
orders, or merely inform? This can be tricky because sometimes you need to
inform to lay the groundwork for future selling, but again, you have to make
the link for what it costs to what you get.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You may have to lose money by testing ads until you find one that
works, but sooner or later, you have to make a decision to keep trying,
or go to Plan B.
2. Drop your ads and switch to direct marketing.
3. Get all the free advertising you can muster with press releases,
promotions, etc.
Rating: * * * * *

55

A Better Accountant

Do you have an accountant that understands business?
Look for an accountant who also has a business
degree, or an MBA. Such an individual will know more
about saving you money on business related expenses, taxes, etc.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. The final analysis is how much they save you, not whether they
graduated from Harvard or Oxford.
2. It’s okay if they cost more, if they save you even more.
3. This is an area where you don’t shop around for the lowest bidder, not
necessarily.
Rating: * * * * *

56

Watch Fixed Monthly Costs

When you buy as you need with cash, you reduce debt,
but when you enter into long-term contracts, you most
often end up with monthly payments to retire debt.
The more items you get on your monthly payment schedule, the more drag
you place on your business. Set a goal to keep monthly payments at a
minimum. In your slow time of year, you’ll learn the value of not having to
worry about monthly payments that always loom ever so closely.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Avoid leasing or renting. Own or pay cash.
2. Reverse the effect. Have others owe you monthly payments, but also
collect as fast as you can.
Rating: * * * * *

57

Bill Fast Or Take Cash

It’s really best to get paid cash up front, even before
you deliver your product or service. Of course, most
businesses must offer credit terms to stimulate sales.
Cash demands can scare away business. But get it when you can and offer
incentives for customers to pay cash first. When you do issue credit, bill
quickly and frequently. If they know you don’t mind waiting, they’ll make you
wait even longer. This happens every time.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t be afraid to be aggressive in billing and collecting, as long as you
stick to terms. This is business, after all.
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2. Automate your billing procedures to make sure they go out on time
and on a regular basis.
Rating: * * * *

58

Monitor Your Billing, Bank
Accounts

How often do you double check your bills and
statements; phone, checking account, supplies for billing errors? They are
relatively rare, so most of us never bother to check, but they certainly do
happen. Computers are not perfect. Put time in your schedule to regularly, or
at least occasionally, scan for billing errors and overcharges.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. File everything carefully. You need to prove with documentation when
you have been overcharged.
2. Get software to do the checking for you. Such programs are available.
Check with your software dealer.
3. If you’re not sure if there’s an overcharge, don’t assume you’re wrong.
Give a quick call to check, and don’t forget to be polite, but also put
your suppliers on notice that you’re watching.
Rating: * * *

59

Constantly Test, Measure &
Monitor

One of the best known methods
to getting wealthy or staying that way for an individual is
to carry around a notebook and write down every single
penny they spend, even if they tend to spend carelessly.
There is just something about being consciously aware of
where your money is going that makes it stay with you
longer. The same goes for a business. When you monitor where every penny is
going, take nothing for granted, and do it every day. You automatically get
control over your own money.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. When you have precise knowledge of how your money is flowing in
and out, you place yourself in a position of power over that money.
2. Money management belongs in the realm of logic, not emotion. When
you sell, appeal to emotion, but when you buy, use only logic.
3. Make a game of it. How much can you keep opposed to how much
you bring in.
Rating: * * * * *

60

Get Paid For Your Time

A friend ran into his accountant on the street, and
stopped and asked him a tax question. They chatted
for five minutes and went their ways. A few days later,
my friend gets a bill for 48! What he thought was a friendly conversation was a
consulting session in the accountant’s mind. This is a bit extreme, but if you’re
a professional, don’t give away too much of your time too freely. It’s common
for many people to call, ask 20 minutes worth of questions, and then hang up.
That’s your time, your money. Capture it. Don’t go to extremes like our greedy
accountant – but do make it known you’re in business, and not a free,
unlimited advice service.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Never underestimate the value of all your knowledge, experience and
your time.
2. Wave the consultant fee if they buy something from you.
3. Be upfront about your fee and times. Give fair warning before you set
the meter running.
Rating: * * * *

61

Franchising

Franchising your name or brand is a sure path to
riches, if you can pull it off. The devil is in the details.
Requires great powers of organization. You must
develop a system and model that others can plug into effortlessly, and a
product and name people would be excited to be a part of. Franchising runs
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from merely the sale of a name and nothing more, to providing training, back
end support, technical assistance, and putting together a headquarters for all
members to interact with on a regular basis.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Deciding to franchise is a major decision, and will take far more money
than you realize to make happen.
2. If you decide to buy a franchise, investigate the parent company down
to the last nail – talk to other franchise owners and get their full
account.
3. Deliver what you promise, and only promise what you know you can
deliver.
Rating: * * * *

62

Efficiency / No Duplication

Nothing kills profits like having to do something
twice, or having go back to make something right after
the job is first completed. For example, if a plumber
charges 50 an hour to fix a tap, and it takes him three hours, he earns 150. But
if he botches the job, and the tap springs a leak, he must go back and set it
right. If it takes him another three hours, he cuts his earnings in half.
Carpenters have a popular saying: “Measure twice, cut once.” The point is,
take the time to get the job done right the first time, and you reduce losses that
may result from having to go back and do it again.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Slow down so you can speed up! If you think and plan before you act,
you increase your efficiency and reduce costly error.
2. Keep a monthly log of your error or efficiency rate, and then challenge
yourself to beat it next month, next year.
3. Training pays! Investing in training for your employees, and yourself,
will cost upfront, but save you uncounted money for years to come
because of increased efficiency.
Rating: * * * *
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Across The Board Cuts

Maybe it’s time for a top to bottom review of all your
costs. Find out what you’re spending and then set a
goal to cut everything by 10 percent. Look at
everything – phone bill, faxes, fuel, raw supplies, wholesale purchases, travel,
advertising, and more. You may be astounded where you can easily make cuts
without sacrificing quality of service or sales.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Break the task down into individual parts. Take one expense item at a
time –maybe one or two each day, and see where you can cut.
2. Knowledge is power. When you know where every penny is going, you
gain power over how to control every pound better.
3. Hire an efficiency consultant. They may charge a hefty fee, but they
may save you even more.
4. Find a cheaper supplier for the same product.
5. Try bartering. Exchange your service for what you need instead of
cash.
6. Go for free advertising using publicity instead of paying for ads.
7. Choose the cheapest phone company.
Rating: * * * * *

64

Negotiate

When you need to buy something, why pay the first
price you are given? Why not haggle? If you don’t like
the term haggle, then call it negotiating. The point is,
you can often cut yourself a better deal on just about anything you need to
conduct business –from the cost of advertising to your raw supplies. But you’ll
never know how low you can get something until you ask! The worst that can
happen is that you’ll be told “No” by a supplier. The best that can happen is
that you save huge amounts of money on what you need!
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. If you don’t ask, you will not receive.
2. Bone up on your negotiating skills. The only thing between you and a
bargain may be your ability to convince and persuade.
3. Drive a hard bargain – suggest to a supplier that you will switch to a
competitor.
4. Challenge your suppliers to meet or beat a lower price.
Rating: * * * * *

65

Recycle

Most newspapers today contain about 60 percent
recycled paper. Imagine if they used 100 percent new
paper each time! The cost would be staggering! What
about your operation? What can you make double or triple use of? Some
grocery stores are supplying customers with reusable bags for groceries – and
are able to cut paying for plastic and paper bags by 40 percent!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Challenge your staff to come up with recycling ideas, offer a reward for
the best.
2. See how others or your competitors are recycling and match their
effort.
3. Little things count. Use copy paper on both sides; don’t use throwaway
coffee cups; use rechargeable batteries; get more energy efficient
equipment.
Rating: * * *

66

Favor Fast Moving
Merchandise

Anything you have sitting in storage takes up space
and earns you nothing as long as it sits there. Does it really pay to store those
items, and have your liquid cash tied up in them? Examine your product lines
and figure out which ones move the fastest. Gear your business toward those
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items, and back off on the slow items – unless they produce very high profit
margins. Why waste your time handling, storing and having cash tied up in
items that don’t sell fast?
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Monitor all items for speed of sale. You must know what sells fast, and
what doesn’t.
2. If an item sells slowly, it must have a very high profit margin to make it
worth the space it takes up, and the money it ties up.
3. Liquidate your slow moving items by cutting prices. You’ll cut profits,
but get fast cash in your pocket.
4. Arrange a business-to-business barter to exchange your slow items
with a firm that wants them for another product that you know you
can sell faster.
Rating: * * * *

67

Use Purchase Order System

If you don’t know what your employees are buying,
when and why, you’re not in control of what they’re
spending. Even if you monitor budgets at the end of
every month or quarter, that’s after the fact. It’s better to gain control on the
front end by requiring authorized purchasing orders before something is
bought. This way you can say yea or nay before money goes down the drain.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Establish a purchase authorization procedure for your organization
and among your employees.
2. Sell it to your employees as a way to focus on spending by thinking
first – not as a way to play watchdog on them, or question your trust in
them.
Rating: * * *
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Negotiate employee Pay

Perhaps no other item in your total budget is more
flexible than payroll. Cutting employees is the way
most companies control costs. But you don’t
necessarily have to fire anyone to cut your costs. Look at things like overtime
pay and salaries. Many people would gladly accept lower pay for more flexible
hours, for example. A more attractive benefits package can offset the need to
pay higher wages. Two people can time-share a single position. These two
part-timers may forgo benefits in exchange to work only half time.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A fun job, a bright a cheerful working environment, and work that is
rewarding or prestigious can substitute for higher pay rates.
2. Negotiate wages and salaries. All is fair in love and war. Don’t pay
anyone more than you have to. It’s all a matter of negotiating the best
contract you can with each employee.
3. Base pay on performance. Hire employees to work on commission
basis only – you only pay them for what they already earn for you.
Rating: * * * *
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5
Section

55 Ways Of
Increasing The
Frequency
How to encourage your customers
to keep coming back for more

T

he fastest way to make more money is to induce your captured
customers to buy more, and more often. Never think of any customer
as only “one sale.” Go into your sale with the predetermined goal, plan
and idea that the first sale is only the beginning. You need strategies,
techniques and methods to make it happen – it rarely just happens by itself.
Also, a customer has bought and left the premises still
exists out there in his or her own world. You need to
reach out into that world and go to where the customer
is so you can entice them back for more. Out of sight
should never mean out of mind to you. But when you
are out of sight of the customer, you soon will be out of
their minds – but only if you let it happen. Keep your
name in the customers mind, make them think about you, and give them
reasons to come back.

Top of mind refers
to the brands
consumers first
consider when
thinking of a
product

Finding new customers is 5 to 10 times more expensive than selling existing
customers multiple times. Getting customers to buy more often is the big
“secret” to business success, which really shouldn’t be a secret at all – yet for
an amazing amount of sellers, it might as well be. Don’t be one of them.
Actively plan and work to generate repeat sales and more frequent buying
behaviour, and you’ll see spectacular results. Here are 27 good ways to get you
started:
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Get Maximum Use From Your
Customer Database

“Hidden” within your customer database is the key information
you need to make people buy more, and more often. A database that contains
maximum information about each customer can be examined for trends,
behaviours, patterns and more. By sifting through the data, you can find some
amazing things – you’ll find individuals who already buy a lot – they’re ripe for
buying even more if you focus some selling energy on them. Not only collect
copious data on customers – use the information for the specific purpose of
getting them to buy more.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Buy software programs, such as “Relationship Manager,” that helps
you to effortlessly contact customers multiple times – you set it in
motion, and it takes off from there. USE this technology!
2. Create an “ideal” customer profile based on your best customers as
shown by your database, then seek more of the same.
3. Keep building and adding to your database. It doesn’t have to be done
all at once. On each customer contact, enrich the information about
that customer.
Rating: * * * * *

2

Demand Better Ad Placement

When your Yellow Pages ad is on the right side of the book,
and on the upper half of the page, it will be seen more often
and lead to more business, more purchases. An ad placed there
brings more new customers, but also leads to more sales from repeat
customers. The latter is true because even if people forget you after buying
from you, their memories will be jogged when their eyes more easily and
frequently land on your ad when they seek buying information. When they flip
open the Yellow Pages, the customer’s “hidden memory” knows where it’s
easy to look, and the eyes know were to land – and that happens most often
on the upper right hand page.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t let the YP sales person decide where your ad will be. Demand
the right page on the upper side, or don’t pay.
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2. This is true of ads in other publications as well.
3. In newspapers or magazines, strive to get your ad placed next to
related articles, and away from the clutter of other ads, if possible.
Rating: * * * *

3

Get Customers To tell You What
They Want

If someone comes in to buy, they may have already
predetermined their need. But after that first sale, or even before they buy, ask
the customer what they want – about ALL the things they want, need or desire
If you don’t ask them what they want, you may be working your tail off to sell
them something they don’t need! Ask them first – then sell them, and the
selling can be effortless. If they mention more than one item on their “needs
list” you open the door to more sales.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It’s about LISTENING! People just loved to be listened to. It’s a
great warm-up for a sales, and a way to get them to buy more, and
more often.
2. Also ask what they DON”T want. That way you waste no time trying
to fulfil a need that is not there.
3. Ask for opinions and suggestions. Ask: “If you could buy anything
right now, what would it be?” Or, “What product line would you like
to see us add to our line?” You may already have it, or you may be
able to get it for them later.
Rating: * * * *

4

Cold Cash Instead Of Discount

If you are currently sending out 10% coupon discounts or
giving away your product free to clients in return for referrals,
calculate how much that discount translates into cold, hard cash
– then consider giving cash instead of the other. If it’s 50 – why not send
them two twenties and a ten pound note? It has a tremendous psychological
impact, and costs you the same, and may even be tax deductible.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Money itself is an excellent motivator.
2. This makes your referral makers more than just customers – in effect
they become your sales force working on cash commissions.
3. Can prompt excellent word-of-mouth buzz.
Rating: * * * * *

5

Make Use Of Key “Trigger”
Phrases

So much of selling gets down to using the kind of language the
works almost magically to prompt buying behaviour in customers. A good
one is, “What else can I do for you?” Another is, “This product will cut your
(name tedious chore here) time in half.” Still another is, “Did you know this is
the very same (product) used by (famous celebrity) in the movie (name)?” Or
how about, “Would you like X to g along with that?” Make liberal use of sales
triggering phrases – try the standards and invent your own. You’ll make more
sales more often with a simple turn of a phrase.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Experiment with a wide variety of phrases, track results and hone in on
the best phrases that suit your product, business and selling
environment.
2. Ask leading questions that are tough to say no to.
3. Study NLP – Neuro Linguistic Programming to find out more about
how language can control behaviour.
Rating: * * * * *

6

The WOW! Factor

People will make referrals if they get a “WOW FACTOR!”
feeling from your business. And you have to find some way to
deliver that. It might be a truly spectacular low price, a product
no one else in town – or the country – is selling, or doing something truly
unusual or even bizarre on site, such as having a celebrity on hand, an exotic
animal, or powerful theme.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Surprise people, WOW! them and they’ll want to tell their friends
about the experience.
2. Capitalise on emotion. When a client is “WOWED!” seek a referral.
Rating: * * *

7

Establish A Frequent Buyer’s
Club & Card

This is not a terribly new idea, but still a good one. Issue
frequent buyer cards which you punch every time a customer buys. After 10
punches, or so, they get a freebie, or some kind of tangible reward. And it has
to be tangible to keep the customer interested.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Go high tech. You can get electronic frequent buyer cards that have
more appeal and higher perceived value.
2. As a bonus, electronic cards can double as data capturing devices for
your database.
3. Tie a newsletter or mailing list to the card.
Rating: * * * *

8

Keep Customers Informed

Never let a customer leave without having a plan to keep in
touch with them and to keep them informed. Put them on your
newsletter list, send them flyers about your specials, let them
know about new products that are coming out and when. Don’t be a pest –
strive to package your contacts as a favour to them – a “service” to keep them
up to date on latest developments. Give them the idea: “We value you so we
wanted you to be among the first to know ...” Inform them about your
product line or the extent of your service while they are in front of you, and
keep them informed to communication tools when they are away.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Send a customer a personal letter now and then to tell thank them for
their business – and to tell them about a great new product, sale or
deal.
2. Use e-mail or the telephone to make frequent contact.
3. Clip and copy press articles and send them to customers in case they
missed it.
Rating: * * * * *

9

Telemarketing

Probably getting tougher every day. Very high irritation factor.
Banned in some venues. Yet, it still works. It’s a percentage
game. One must be psychologically prepared to handle the
numerous rejections for every sale made. Calling with a cold list is asking for
disaster. The importance of a pre-qualified, hot list is vital for telemarketing
success.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Excellent training and experienced phone staff make a huge difference.
2. Use scripts but let your people have a little leeway once they have the
pitch down pat.
3. Does not work for every product.
4. Success rates can be dramatically improved by softening the calling
territory first with radio advertising, mailers, more.
5. Test results.
Rating: * * *

10

Work Within A Niche

When you identify and focus on a niche, or a very
specific market group consisting of like-minded
people, you tap into a referral system that is very
intense and reliable. That’s because like-minded people joined in a common
bond readily accept suggestions from each other based on mutual trust. For
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example, a company, organization or group that are involved in a particular
political party, religious orientation or activity will readily take cues from each
other. When you make in-roads into such a group and ask for referrals, you’ll
get them after providing an excellent product or service that does your client
well.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Strive to identify groups bonded by a deep commitment to an issue,
cause or religion, sell to them, and get them started referring their
associates to you.
2. Converting that first successful and satisfied customer is key to
breaking in.
3. You don’t necessarily have to agree or belong – just provide a good
product or service – leave their issues to themselves.
Rating: * * * * *

11

In-Package Advertising

A very good way to take another sales stab at a client
who has already bought from you. No longer a cold
customer, prospects may give your in-package ad more
than a little inspection, especially if you’re making a terrific offer. Include your
latest catalogue inside your package, but also other offers on post cards, flyers
or other mediums. A coupon will boost response most of the time.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. It makes no sense NOT to put sales material inside a package that is
being mailed or delivered anyway – it’s like free direct mail.
2. Don’t forget a “Thank You” message inside your package, with a
marketing message on the other side.
3. Get your Freephone number and business card in there as well.
Rating: * * * * *
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Customer Appreciation Day

Organize a special event and call it a “customer
appreciation” day. If you’re a professional, provide an
aspect of your service free. A optician can give a free
eye test, a dentist a free check up or cleaning. If you sell things, give away free
samples – a restaurant can offer free coffee and/or deserts, for example. Give
it a “grand opening” feel - make it festive, even a party. Tell customers to bring
friends and families. Make a point of letting all who attend how much you
appreciate them – the referrals they send your way.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Kills two birds with one stone – you get extra business if your current
customer’s bring friends, and also bolsters referral behaviour.
2. Make it exclusive if you want and target your best, repeat customers
and call it a “preferred customer” day.
Rating; * * * * *

13

Superior Customer Service

Nothing instils more confidence in you and builds
customer appreciation than customer service that is
over-the-top good. When customers realize that you
are about more than getting their money and then cutting them loose – but
rather about backing up your product, handling problems, and being there for
when they need support, they are going to feel good about buying from you
again, and buying more frequently. Make excellent customer service happen
and watch them come back fast to buy more from you.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Take every customer complaint or request for help and information
seriously and act upon it quickly.
2. Complaints or problems with your products are a golden opportunity
to resolve problems in your customer’s favour, and thus create intense
customer loyalty.
3. Provide intense training for you employees. Customer service doesn’t
just happen. You need a specific plan and set of procedures to make it
work.
Rating: * * * * *
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Overdeliver On Your Promise

When you provide just a little something extra which
the customer did not expect, and something they
didn’t directly pay for, they will be strongly motivated
to buy again to see what their next benefit might be. The impact of this cannot
be underestimated. You don’t have to bust your budget with an extra – the
perception is more important than the cost. Think creatively about how you
can do to make this happen. One of the best ways is to plan beforehand to
deliver something that was not in your original ad or offering.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make sure you tell the customer they are getting something extra.
2. Delay the extra by a day or two, and then spring it on them. The
surprise factor is amazingly powerful.
3. Even if it costs you a bit more, think long term – think extra sales. If
your careful with your pricing and being sure to make a profit, you’ll
make all kinds of extra money.
Rating: * * * * *

15

Use Service Contracts

A service contract can lead to more frequent sales in
many ways. If you sell products that use consumables,
you sell not only that product, but what the product
vends, delivers or supplies to the end user. Servicing can mean refilling – for
example, a sweet dispenser needs sweets, a water softener needs salt. When
you are called in to perform a service, you will be first in line to know when
they need to update, upgrade or buy a new machine. You can also suggest
additional items that will enhance and support the original.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. The service contract itself is another sale because you can charge for it.
2. Clearly explain the advantage and benefit of a service contract.
3. Offer it monthly, yearly – 1 year, 2 year, 5 year, etc.
Rating; * * * * *
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Freebies For 9th Customer

A hotel offers a free stay in their best
room, plus dinner, after a customer
sends nine new customers their way.
Many other kinds of business can do the same thing – give
them a premium product, or something free for sending
along x amount of new customers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be ready by setting up an easy confirmation system to make sure you
know who your referrals are coming from.
2. Advertise the deal. Get as many people seeking your free offer by
getting them all into the referral game.
3. Give each customer who comes through your door the opportunity to
participate.
Rating: * * * * *

17

Find Out Everything You Can
About Customers

The secret to selling additional products to a customer
is to know what all their needs are. Have a system for capturing items of
relevant and significant information. When the customer is in front of you, ask
them to fill out an information sheet, or ask them questions and then write
down their answers later. Contests are another way to motivate customers to
reveal more about themselves. Also, you can buy such information from list
brokers and database dealers.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be aware of issues of privacy. Get information, but work hard at
making it totally non-threatening.
2. Train your sales staff to capture 8 - 10 key items. Let them know
they’re not done until they have performed this vital task that leads to
future sales.
3. How much information is enough? American millionaire Harvey
MacKay gets 62 points of information on each client! What can you
achieve?
Rating; * * * * *

18

Target Top Performing
Customers

If you’re paying attention, you’ll soon realize that some
customers are more gifted at referring than others. When you identify heavy
referral making customers, nurture that relationship, and strive to make it even
more rewarding for them to keep up the good work.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Keep a referral data entry log.
2. Take your heavy referral customer out to lunch – to reward them, but
more importantly, to pick their minds to see what makes them tick.
Ask why and how they make so many referrals.
Rating: * * * *

19

Newsletter Inserts

Contributing to other business’s newsletters with
articles or inserts is an inexpensive and excellent way
to reach new markets and tap into the captured
customers of another business. Most newsletter publishers welcome
submissions from others because finding content for newsletters is an ongoing
challenge. If you provide them with non-competing information, you can
easily gain access to another company’s newsletter. Newsletter inserts have the
strong advantage of delivering highly focused markets. When you insert in a
regular newspaper, you’re getting a general audience.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Newsletter inserts are likely to be far cheaper than general publications.
2. Arrange and exchange or barter – get your insert free in theirs if you
accept an insert from your host in your newsletter.
3. Find a company that has an affinity and synergy with yours.
Rating: * * *

20

Back-End Selling

Perhaps among the top two or three strategies of true
selling success – sell on the back-end. Some call it addon sales, and it goes by other names, but it means
having a second product to sell immediately upon selling the first. You strike
while the customer is hot and still has his wallet open. When you sell a leather
coat, you sell the leather protection spray that to extend the life of the coat.
When you sell a car, you sell mud flaps and rust coating. When you sell a
hamburger, you sell some french fries with it. Very few businesses can subsist
on a single product alone. Very often, it’s the back-end sales that creates the
real profit, sometimes after a loss leader to lure the prospect in. Take care of
your back-end and your front end will handle itself.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be ready before you even start. First, you must HAVE a back-end
product. Second, you must have a PLAN for selling it.
2. Even if you’re making a fine profit on your first sale, not having a
back-end offer is lost opportunity to go for more.
3. Good back-end products have an affinity with the primary
product.
Rating: * * * * *

21

Pre-Sell After First Sale

Here is a twist on back-ending. A back-end sale is
when you make an additional sale right after the
original sale. But if you can’t do that, try pre-selling.
Get a deposit now for a product you will have for your customer at some time
in the future. Tell them you can get one before anyone else if they pay now to
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“guarantee you’ll hold one for them.” Push the idea that they’re getting a jump
on their neighbours, or an exclusive deal.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Pre-selling means you make a sale even when you have nothing to sell
at the moment! That’s aggressive selling!
2. Once you have gotten to the point of sale with a first product, people
are in the buying frame of mind. Capitalise on it.
Rating: * * *

22

Start A Newsletter

If you want an ongoing relationship with your
captured customers, create a newsletter and sign
customers up to subscribe. They’ll do so with
incentives, such as advanced or “insider” information on sales and deals, and
coupons. Don’t be bland. Make it fun and interesting. Include compelling sales
pitches packaged as articles. Ask for customer feedback. The idea is to engage
your customers and keep them interacting with you. Hold contests; take
surveys via your newsletter.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You can help pay for your newsletter costs by selling ads to others.
2. A drawback – they’re very hard work, and can be amazingly difficult to
fill with material and get out on time.
3. Every other month to quarterly may be often enough, but once a
month is better – but a far greater challenge to get out on time.
4. Make the newsletter a responsibility of a key employee, or better yet,
hire out for a pro to do it for you.
5. Test.
Rating: * * * *
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Competitions

Invite your public to name your new product, write an
essay declaring the benefits of your product, or to
come up with a new slogan. A proactive way to get
customers more involved with your company and product. Also a good way to
develop a possible blockbuster new selling angle.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Offer an attractive prize to motivate participation.
2. Give all entries a consolation prize, such as a discount coupon.
3. Issue a press release about the competition, the winning entrant and
seek other free media related to your competition.
4. Test results.
5. Advertise the results.
Rating: * * * *

24

Previews

A sneak preview of a product is a way to generate free
publicity and street buzz. Wets the public’s appetite
for the product or service, generating desire and
anticipation. A preview is also a chance to test market your product and get
early response. If you get negative feedback, you still have a chance to make
things right before you release the product for general sales. Much like an
unveiling, it’s a great chance to land some free publicity if you give your media
providers a heads up. The press lives for something like this because it’s newer
than new, so to speak.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Send press releases and follow up with a personal call to editors
and/or reporters.
2. Be ready to capitalise on free press and public anticipation by being
ready to sell and ship.
Rating: * * *
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Send Gifts

Rewarding people to bring you referral is important
before – and AFTER they do what you ask. If a client
refers a friend to you, send a gift, a thank you note, a
certificate for a free meal at a restaurant, movie tickets. Along with the gift, be
very specific about thanking them for what the gift is for – to thank them for
the referral. You don’t have to make your gift expensive, just meaningful.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Buy gift items in bulk to save cash.
2. Joint venture with others to provide gifts – team up with a restaurant
to provide free dinners in exchange for sending more people their way.
3. It’s the thought that counts.
Rating: * * * *

26

New Offers Every Week,
Month

Think about it – if you offer a new product every week
of the year, that’s 52 opportunities to make another sale. This is a great way to
keep in touch with captured customers and keep them informed, and provides
a reason for continued contact. With a new special every week, you’ll
eventually get a repeat sale – if not this week, then perhaps the next, or the
next. This gives you 52 new opportunities a year to make a sale! If you make a
third or only a quarter of them, that’s a lot of new, repeat sales.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make sure each featured product is a sale, or a great deal.
2. Advertise and use direct mail, or use your newsletter to keep customers
informed about the “Deal of the Week.”
3. Could be a Unique Selling proposition.
Rating: * * * * *
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In-Store Signs

Draws the eyes to the product on the shelf, and thus
increases sales. Make brief offer: “Buy One Get One
Free!” “75% off Today only!” Very powerful sales
boosters. Should be bright Day-Glo colour. Scream out a deal.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Work the signs heavily. Change them, switch them, and keep them
moving day to day.
2. Strive to test signs carefully. How many sales with the signs, and
without them?
Rating: * * * *

28

Personal Letters

If you want your direct mail piece opened and looked
at, then hand lettering the address will get it done
better than typed labels, which scream out “junk mail!”
Hire people to do it. It won’t cost you that much, and the results will speak for
themselves. The rest of your letter will have to be typed, but personalise the
address – it’s “Dear Bob” not Dear Friend. Computers can do this for you
effortlessly and automatically.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Hand sign the closing for added personal effect – can also be done by
machine but made to look real.
2. Easier for consultants and professionals seeking smaller numbers of
new clients.
3. Follow-up with phone calls for much better response and sales.
Rating: * * * * *
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Bag Stuffers

Easy and inexpensive, and your customer is forced to
confront the bag stuffer, if only for a few seconds as
they remove items from the bag. Another advantage is
that they never go to a cold customer. The people who see them have already
purchased from you! Use stuffers to give customers a reason to come back,
such as a coupon or promise of an exciting sale.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Create the stuffers on your own computer and print in-house to save
costs. Many easy to use software programs can make this quick and
easy work.
2. Stuffers don’t have to be extra fancy. They just need to deliver a fast,
punchy offer and induce action.
Rating: * * * *

30

Networking

Strive to master this super-powered marketing and
promotion technique. Get good enough at
networking, and you may never have to buy an ad!
Networking means every single contact in your life is a potential link to sales
and business. Network at trade shows, seminars, parties, private functions,
breakfast meetings – and lean heavily on the ultimate networking tool – the
telephone. If you have 100 names in your phone file, each of those names can
put you into to contact with at least 10 others.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Networking means giving favours as you ask other for favours.
2. Never miss an opportunity to talk about your business to anyone who
will listen.
3. Don’t be a bore – networking means being subtle in many occasions,
and having a sense of finesse.
4. Always follow-up with any contact within 24 hours, or no later than 48
hours.
Rating: * * * * *
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Thank You Money

If you have a national or international market, reach
out to your customers in remote locations and ask
them to distribute your brochures, cards, posters, or
whatever, where they think appropriate, and where they think other potential
customers will find them. Send each customer your materials and have them
coded to that you know which customer successfully placed your materials,
resulting in new customers. Then send your helpful customer “thank you
money ” which they can use to buy products from you in the future. It’s a
great motivator.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Works great for mail order operations.
2. Educate and give clear instruction on where to place your materials to
give them the best chance of being seen and acted upon.
3. Print up money-like coupons that have the look of real money – but of
course, stop well short of counterfeiting!
Rating: * * * *

32

Fax Sales

This is not junk faxing, but using the fax to inform
your best customers, or any customer, that you’re
having a sale. If they know you, they won’t mind
getting a fax because it’s not from some anonymous entity. List the hot deals
on the fax – you may want to create a sense of urgency by indicating items are
limited. Tell them the reason you’re faxing is to give them advance notice and
they need to get in fast to take advantage.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. The fax is more than a notice. It must have hot, compelling sales copy
that really sells.
2. Don’t fax more than one or two pages. Fax more than a couple of
pages and you start to get irritating.
3. If you can, personalise it, address the person you are faxing to by
name.
Rating: * * * *
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Reminder Schedule

A florist saved a lot of guys from the wrath of their
wives by sending them reminders of important dates,
such as wives’ birthdays, wedding anniversary dates,
and Valentine’s Day. Another florist arranged for automatic delivery of flowers
and gifts on key dates. Men could sign up for the service by coming in and
providing all the days necessary. The florist even handled the message on the
cards. They billed the busy men at their offices, and everyone was happy.
Works great for car mechanics, soft water companies, and anything where
regular upgrades, tune-ups or refills are needed.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Set up super convenient reminder systems. Don’t forget to try
automating the task. Your computer can automatically send an e-mail
or prompt you to send reminder via regular mail.
2. Explain the advantages and tell your customers WHY they need this.
Explain how it can make their lives easier, and help avoid future
problems with their product.
3. Don’t forget to up-sell and cross-sell with each reminder.
Rating: * * * * *

34

Outgoing Calls

Cold calling is hard work, but warm calling makes sales
happen. Thus, strive to “warm up” calls before you
make them. Send a direct mail piece to a prospect first,
and then call them and ask about, “the free report I sent you three days ago”
or the “newspaper article I sent you.” Buy radio ads in the area you are going
to call and tell listeners to expect your call.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Always get the first name of a prospect, or have it before you call.
2. Call prospects by their name, and if you can, tell them you were
referred to them by a person they know.
3. Use open-ended questions when you call a prospect. That means
asking questions that start with “Why,” “What,” Or “Tell me...”
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4. Make sure you listen and wait for a customer response. A good
benchmark is to let the customer do 80 percent of the talking, while
you do 20 percent .
Rating: * * * * *

35

Practice Customer
Differentiation

It’s important that you recognize customers who buy
less and are hard to sell, and distinguish them from customers that buy a lot
and are easy to sell. That way, you can put more time and effort into selling the
easy ones, and stop wasting time and resources on the slow buyers. Use your
frequent buyer’s cards to help you identify hot buyers, examine your database,
and just keep track in your head. You’ll get more frequent sales by putting your
most valuable time into frequent buyers. The effort you save by cutting loose
the lookers will make a significant difference in your bottom line, save you
resources and time.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Shift marketing budgets to customers who bring high return and away
from low return customers.
2. Offer shopping and price privileges to frequent buyers, and reward
them often.
3. Create a proportional reward system – big rewards to the biggest
buyers, medium rewards to medium buyers, and small or no rewards to
cold or infrequent buyers.
Rating: * * * * *

36

Promotional Premiums

A pen with your name on it, a coffee cup, a Frisbee, a
hat, a t-shirt. One of the most used promotional
techniques – but how effective? Sometimes very
effective, other times – well? Has the advantage of giving people something
free, which they always appreciate, especially if it’s an item of higher quality.
The more valuable your premium, the better the impact, but also the higher
your cost.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Many companies specialize in providing these kinds of items. Get a
catalogue and you’ll have a lot to choose from.
2. Ask vendors which have had the most success.
3. Make sure your Freephone number is on it.
4. Test.
Rating: * *

37

Issue Exclusive Phone
Numbers To the Best

Why not give your very best frequent buying
customers their own exclusive phone number when they want to get in touch
with you? Don’t ever make them wait on hold like the bulk of your customers
sometimes have to. Your best customers should have a “hot line” that goes
right to a living, breathing person who can take care of whatever they need
right away. If you want repeat sales from loyal customers, try this. The impact
will be huge.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make sure you can handle exclusive callers without EVER putting
them on hold.
2. Make sure they know they’re getting a special privilege.
3. It will be well worth it to grant this service to the true big spenders and
the cream of the crop.
Rating: * * * *

38

Use “Bounce-Back” Tools

When a customer makes a major purchase, give them
a generous “bounce-back” incentive, such as a 20 gift
certificate they can use on their next purchase. Stuff
bags with coupons, free offers and more if they come back within a limited
number of days.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. How about a flat out cash bribe? Tell your customer: “If you come
back the day after tomorrow (or whatever) we’ll have a 10 bill waiting
for you to spend on your next purchase.
2. Bounce back offers are always made stronger by limiting the time of
their use.
3. Come up with your own creative bounce-back offers, and watch
people come back again and again.
Rating: * * * * *

39

Private Unveilings

If you’re getting ready to bring out a new product,
consider making the event an exclusive, private affair,
inviting only those folks who can make things happen
for you like no other. Create some buzz and add a little drama to the event. Be
sure to invite the press – they live for “what’s new” and a scoop. A little
showmanship can go along way in free media coverage, and also get word-ofmouth buzz going on the street. When that happens, you may find dozens of
people lining up to be the first to get your new item so they can have the
bragging rights, and tell others about it. That’s the kind of word of mouth you
want to generate!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Push the media angle strongly. Free ink is an incredible sales booster.
2. Good planning is key: select your guests well.
Rating: * * *

40

Use Continuity Techniques /
Products

Make the first purchase a part of a set which will not
be complete until the customer comes back a number of times to buy and
complete. The first item in the set can have the most attractive price, then
boost the price up as the customer nears completion of the total set. Works
well for things like dishes, a set of action figures, toys and games.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Can also be a free offer. Keep them coming back to get the next free
item to complete their set, but make a purchase a part of the free offer.
2. Big operators like McDonald’s have been doing this for years, using
action figures based on popular movies, toy fads and more.
Rating: * * * *

41

Statement Stuffers

Make your billing statements do extra work by using
them to carry along a marketing message. It’s almost
like free advertising because you’re doing the mailing
anyway, and the customer is most likely paying for carriage. You can also get
other companies to agree to stuff your message into their billing statements.
It’s far easier than you think. If the company likes your idea, if your stuffer
delivers value to the customer, many agree without a hitch.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Tell the customer something they don’t know about your business.
2. A contest entry form guaranteed to get customers to respond, and also
give you more information about them.
3. Announce an upcoming sale
4. Stuff an ad for a back-end product, or an up sell message.
5. Ask your customer to attend a charity event you are sponsoring.
Rating: * * * *

42

Bring A Friend Free

Tell your new customers that they are allowed to bring
in 10 of their friends to your place free for one day –
no cover charges, fees, or whatever, depending on the
service you are providing. If 10 of those people bring 10 people – that’s 100
freebies you need to hand out. But if 40 or 50 of those people come back as
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Works well for entertainment providers – a shooting range, for
example, or a bowling ally.
2. Can work for a wide variety of service oriented businesses.
3. You might have some difficulty in that some of the friends your
customers bring over have already been to your place, and are just
coming back for a freebie. In this case, you’re not getting a new
customer. Still, this is a minor problem because even a person merely
taking advantage is still coming back, and may come back next time as
a paying customer.
Rating: * * *

43

Stop Competing, Start
Creating

Famous military man General Douglas McArthur had
a brilliant military strategy he called: “Hit ‘em where they ain’t!” The idea was
basically to attack a position the enemy never expected to be attacked, or even
where the enemy had no actual presence. But once McArthur moved his
troops in there, the enemy suddenly had to deal with it, which often disrupted
their entire battle strategy. If you want people to buy from you more
frequently, you have to do something to get around the competition, and get
the customer to come to you more often, rather than going to the other guy.
The trouble is, most competitors compete on all the same fronts – on price,
on quality, or service. So the customer is constantly comparing you – all based
on the same criteria. But stop competing, and start creating! Hit ‘em where
they ain’t! Come up with an idea before anyone else does, offer something you
know no one else is offering, do something differently – and make it very
different and unusual. Then keep throwing out new things as often as
possible. When you “out-create” your competition, they have no way to
compete with you directly, and you also stand out from the others.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You must compete, but don’t get stuck in a “compete” mind set.
Rather, nurture a “create” mind set and see what happens.
2. Read up on creativity techniques – learn to think outside the box.
3. Sid Friedman, listed by Forbes as one of the nation’s top sales
people, had this motto: “If it isn’t broken – go ahead and break
it!”
Rating: * * * *

44

Surprise Others

When you first connect with new people and other
business people, don’t be pushy and overly aggressive
at your first meeting. After you meet, let things cool
off for a couple of days – and then surprise them two or three days later with a
letter or phone call. Spring a new idea or suggestion on them – make sure you
let them know there’s something in it for them, including referrals to new
customers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Classic networking techniques suggest follow-up contacts with 24
hours. But sometimes a well-timed delay provides an element of
surprise.
2. Skilled networkers master the art of subtlety and timing.
3. ALWAYS offer to do something for them – give to receive.
Rating: * * * *

45

Start A Speciality Club
Focused On Your Brand

A pasta company in England started a cooking club
based on ways to use pasta creatively, and in a variety of different recipes.
They issued free recipe books and invited groups to come in for cooking
classes using the pasta. This created intense brand awareness and loads of
ongoing and repeat purchases. Can you start a club or educational seminar
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based on better use of your product? If you can, you’ll create a core of repeat
buyers who will be intensely loyal, and buy over and over again.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. This is different from a frequent buyer’s clubs – it’s more focused and
with a more specific purpose.
2. Hire gifted teachers who not only instruct, but entertain and make it
fun.
3. Takes a lot of pre-planning, must be advertised and other efforts – but
the pay-off can be huge.
Rating: * * * * *

46

Gift Certificates

When you sell a gift certificate, the buyer pays now
and gets the product later. That’s a strong cash flow
advantage for you. Just about every business uses gift
certificates, but few of them use them as creatively as they might. Most
companies are too passive in offering gift certificates. Rather than simply
letting customers know you have gift certificates available, use a proactive
approach. One way to do that is to design a direct mail piece dedicated to
pushing gift certificates. Send your mailer two months before Christmas, for
example, and tell prospects they can get their shopping done early and
effortlessly buy purchasing a gift certificate now.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Inform your customers that your gift certificates will get them a 15
percent discount over a regular purchase for increased motivation.
2. Bribe the customer into buying a gift certificate. Offer a free gift
certificate with the purchase of another gift certificate.
3. Gift certificates are a good marketing tool that should be modified for
maximum potential, and not used in the “same old way.”
Rating: * * * *
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Master The Art Of Saying
Thank You

Merely saying “thank you” is not enough. Rather, we
want you to think of “thank you” as a major marketing tool, and a powerful
weapon in creating repeat sales. How you say thank you is important. It must
be personalised, special, and it has to be heard and felt by the customer. The
idea is to make the customer feel special and appreciated through a sincere
expression of gratitude. There are many good ways to do it – personal, handwritten notes, a phone call, an in-person surprise visit with a thank you gift in
hand.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Why not hire a “thank you” squad. Get some kindly, retired people to
go around and pay personal thank you visits to your customers.
2. A tow-truck company sent a card of “sympathy” to people who had
their cars smashed up. That’s creative!
3. A powerful and sincere perception of appreciation has a deep impact
on just about any person, and especially for a customer who is not
expecting it.
Rating: * * * * *

48

Make Your Customers Feel
Guilty

Now before you balk at how negative and
manipulative this sounds, listen first. Let’s say a customer comes in to make
some purchases and forgets his or her money at home. Rather than requiring
the customer to leave the product with you and come back, say: “Look, just
take the product home and come back and pay when it’s convenient for you.
We trust you.” Such a gesture can have a deep impact – even make the
customer feel a bit guilty about ever going to the competition again. When you
treat customers so wonderfully, they’ll feel guilty about going to the
competition – and that’s just the way you want them to feel.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Do favours, go the extra mile. Make them feel a need to return to you
to repay the favour.
2. Tell customers frequently how much you appreciate and need their
business.
Rating: * * *

49

MLM

Multilevel marketing – the much vaunted and the
much dreaded MLM! Is it a true path to wealth, or an
endless scam with endless appeal that never goes
away? The vast majority of the time, it is far more scam than legitimate
business model. That doesn’t mean you should throw the baby out with the
bath water. Many principles of MLM can be made to work, but it should be
approached with great sobriety, hard work and with astute attention to details
and brutally efficient planning. But a primary advantage of MLM is that is can
result in more frequent sales to captured customers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Investigate carefully before you take on an MLM oriented company or
product.
2. Competition is ferocious, so expect to fight it out.
3. You’re better off developing your own MLM model with your own
product than joining an established operation.
4. Those who master the art of motivating others will fare best.
Rating: *

50

Post Card Mailing

Excellent direct marketing tool. Cheaper to produce
and mail than letters. They don’t need to be opened!
They are already in the prospects face as soon as they
are retrieved from the mailbox. Very challenging to fit persuasive, resultsproducing copy in such a small space, but a skilled copywriter can do wonders.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use eye-popping, vibrant graphics on one side to get attention, hot
sales copy on the other side to get action.
2. Consider using oversized or giant postcards. These can be even more
effective.
3. Key and test them carefully.
4. Follow up with a phone call.
5. Postcards are excellent follow-up tools after your send out full-blown
sales letters.
Rating: * * * * *

51

Loss Leaders

In selling, sometimes you plan to lose money on your
first sale, so you can make money on the next, and
then the sale after that. It’s not crazy – just a good way
to capture customers. It’s those secondary strings of sales that really get the
money ball rolling. When you offer an initial fantastic product at an
unbelievable price, you get great response, and valuable customer names for
your list. You may break even, or even lose money on that terrific first offer.
But the list you gain can be used to go after literally dozens of repeat sales.
Each name on your list has a lifetime value – the amount of purchases each
name makes over a period of months or years, or for as long as they remain
your customer. When you keep this enormous value in mind, the loss leader
starts to make a lot more sense.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Smart marketers build the loss of their loss leader into their overall
budget.
2. It’s risky, but often the biggest rewards go to the big risk takers.
3. Always keep your eye on the future, and plan to make multiple sales,
rather than just one.
Rating: * * * *
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Distributors & Agents

You can license other individuals or companies to deal
in your products. It’s difficult to see any downside in
this. It’s an excellent way to get others working to
move your merchandise, and pay you for the privilege on top of it. If there’s
any drawback, it’s one of your agents making some bad moves, and having
that negativity rub off on you. Yet, most business owners dream of having as
many distributors and agents as possible – a virtual selling army raking in the
profits for them.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Work only with individuals or companies you know, respect and trust.
2. Work out your partnership or licensing deal in great detail. You don’t
want any arguments or disagreements down the road.
3. You may have to offer a lot before you start getting a lot, but once one
or two find success with your product you’ll be working from a
position of strength.
Rating: * * * * *

53

Sell The Experience As
Much As The Product

Make buying fun, pleasant and exciting. When people
shop, they are doing it as much for the experience as to obtain a particular
product. What can you do to make your store a circus of delights? There are
many ways: Conduct “theme” days, such as Hawaiian Days; Hold in-store
contests complete with games of chance and competition; Provide day care so
the parents can shop with ease and get away from the kids for an hour or two;
Conduct a spring, fall, winter or summer “festival.” Some people go shopping
to brighten up their day or simply something to do. Give them something to
do and they will come in and buy.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Give a free something to anyone who comes in dressed as Spider-Man,
or a pirate, or Hobbit.
2. Advertise your fun day well – and send out personal invitations.
3. The experience can be serious or sober as well – it depends on your
image, product and environment.
Rating: * * * * *

54

Create A Newsletter

A monthly or quarterly newsletter is a terrific,
multifaceted tool that can accomplish a lot of things,
including generating repeat sales. A newsletter sent
free can be seen as a premium. Put coupons in it, and people will use them.
Announce special deals. Include articles that say exciting things about your
products. It can carry advertising, product photos, articles on how to get the
best use out of products already purchased.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Run contests or put games and puzzles in your newsletter to increase
chance it will be used.
2. Print recipes or emergency phone numbers people can clip and tack to
their refrigerators.
3. Must be well written and attractively composed graphically. You may
have to hire out for a professional writer and graphic designer.
4. If you handle it in-house, assign specific staff to the job, and set hard
deadlines.
5. Invite your customers to contribute articles, photos, or anything else
they want to.
6. Here’s how you determine how much time it will take to produce your
newsletter in-house: Estimate the amount of time it will take to
complete one issue. Then double that time, and add a day. We’re not
being cynical, just realistic.
Rating: * * * * *
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Direct Mail

Pound per pound Direct mail may be the best
marketing tool of them all. Direct mail can easily
outperform other advertising by 300 percent to 2,000
percent! You can’t afford not trying direct mail, but you must do it right.
Direct mail is easy to get wrong – a bad sales letter, a poor customer list, the
wrong demographic - any of these things can destroy any hope you have of
being successful. Hire a seasoned pro to create your direct sales copy. This is
vital! Test your mailings rigorously before spending a lot on a huge mailing.
When you find a direct mail package that works, stick with it and use it with a
vengeance, or until it stops working.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Test whether or not to use teaser copy on outside of your direct mail
letters. You must get prospects to open!
2. “Can’t Resist” headlines are key to capturing prospect interest and
getting them to read more.
3. Never forget a “P.S.” Some say that after the headline, it’s the most
read part of your sales letter.
4. Make it look like a letter, a typed letter–and personalise it. Address
your reader by name.
5. Always follow up mailing with a phone call within a 10 of those who
do not respond. This can increase success rate by 300 percent – 400
percent.
Rating: * * * * *
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6
Section

38 Ways Of
Increasing The
Number Of Years
Customers Do
Business With You
How to secure your customers
for life

I

t’s a prime rule of selling success: You need to make repeat sales. The
reason is simple. It’s much less costly to sell a captured customer than to
spend time, money and resources on finding new, cold customers.
Estimates vary, but it can be safely said that finding a new customer can be 4
to 10 times more costly than simply selling an existing customer.
Experienced sellers know that nothing is more valuable than their own “House
List” –the database of customers whom you have already sold, gathered deeper
information about, and who already know you.
People are far more likely to buy from a business or person they already know.
It’s just plain common sense to take advantage of this, build relationships, and
deepen your relationships with each captured customer. So the following are
tips to help you do just that.
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Excel At Customer Service

Excellent customer service is hardly a new concept, but that’s
not the point. The point is the measure of how well you get the
job done. Excellent customer service doesn’t just happen. It
starts with your mission statement. From there it becomes a policy and a very
specific set of procedures. What exactly must each of your employees do in the
face of each and every customer to make sure “excellent customer service”
really happens? It’s more than a concept, more than a catch phrase - delivering
real, quality customer service is something you need to think about deeply,
plan for carefully, train your employees to achieve, and measure results.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t try to recreate the wheel. Study the science of customer service.
Examine an organization that knows how to do it, and emulate them.
2. Each employee must be involved, no matter how lowly or humble.
Customer service is teamwork.
3. Your entire survival may hinge on how well you do with customer
service.
Rating: * * * * *

2

Implement A Customer
Reactivation Program

Customers leave or go away for a variety of reasons. They
become inactive. It pays to try to get them back. Do this by developing a
customer reactivation program. One of the best ways is to send letters with
headlines like, “We Want You Back!” or “Wanted: Reward for Missing
Customer.” Then the text of the letter should ask for the customer to return,
offer rewards and benefits for doing so. Systemize the process and do it on an
ongoing basis.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Tell them how you have improved, changed or about new
development in products or services since they were away.
2. Clean your list often so you don’t waste time on customers that are
never coming back because they may no longer be among the living.
3. Introduce new people on your staff, and tell inactive customers what
they bring or add to your business.
Rating: * * * * *

3

Deliver More Than Expected

When customers get something more than they expected, and
something they didn’t pay for, the effect can be enormous.
They’ll love you for it. Better yet, they’ll come back again. If
you consistently deliver just a little more than you promised, you can’t go
wrong. If you under deliver on what you promise, the result will be a lost
customer, and maybe disaster, if you do it too many times.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. That “something extra” doesn’t have to break the bank. It’s the
thought that counts.
2. The surprise factor is important. When they get something they didn’t
expect, it gets noticed, and they come back for more.
Rating: * * * * *

4

Use Service Contracts

A service contract accomplishes two thing, both good for your
business. One, you can charge for them, and you make money.
Second, it keeps a customer tied to you. If they know you’ll
service what you sold them, they’ll stick with you – if you do excellent work,
and honour all terms of the contract. Also, you’ll be in a better position to
know when service is not enough, and it’s time for a new purchase. At that
time, you can offer incentives for your customer to “re-up” with you – and
also extend their service contract, for a fee.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Offer different levels of service, based on time, or other criteria.
2. Use service calls as an opportunity to make a new sale.
Rating; * * * * *

5

Know Your Customers Well &
Make Sure They Know You Well

The more you know about a customer, the more opportunity
you have to sell to them longer. For example, if you own a restaurant, and you
know a couple’s wedding anniversary, send them a card and an offer for free
desert if they celebrate with a dinner at your place. But knowing customers is
about more than just making sales. If you have taken your car to the same
mechanic for ten years, he will know all a lot about you, and you him. The
result is a relationship based on trust, with few unknowns. Ever take a car to
an unknown mechanic? The first thing you think is: “Can I trust this guy?”
People like to go back to people who know them, and whom they know.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Keep a clean and up to date database with pertinent records on each
customer and their buying habits.
2. Test various offers to see which pull the best.
3. Make sure the offers you present have high perceived value to your
customer.
Rating: * * * * *

6

Highlight Weekly Deals

This is a great way to keep in touch with
captured customers and keep them
informed, and provides a reason for
continued contact into the future. With a new special
every week, you’ll eventually get a repeat sale – if not this
week, then perhaps the next, or the next. This gives you
52 new opportunities a year to make a sale! If you make a
third or only a quarter of them, that’s a lot of new, repeat sales.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make sure each featured product is a sale, or a great deal.
2. Advertise and use direct mail, or use your newsletter to keep customers
informed about the “Deal of the Week.”
3. Could be a Unique Selling proposition.
Rating: * * * * *

7

Invite Them Back

Very often you hear a quick, automatic: “Come again, please!”
But does it really mean anything? What about the “thank you!”
printed in faded ink at the bottom of a checkout receipt? It
hardly has a major impact. If you want people to come back, ask them to come
back, invite them – and do it in a way that makes you sure to be heard. There
are other ways. For example, make the next appointment as soon as the
current one is finished. Tell people that you want them back, and give them
incentives to do so.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Behaviour that is rewarded is behaviour that is repeated. Reward your
customers to come back, and they will.
2. Send a personal, handwritten letter or card to a few customers each
week. Tell them thanks for their business, and ask them to come back.
Rating: * * * * *

8

Create Longevity Psychology,
Perks

CitiBank Credit Card for a long time ran TV commercials
which ended by showing the name of a customer on a card which also said,
“Member since 1991.” You can issue similar cards or devices to your
customers, and they’ll like it. People most often won’t develop a sense of
belonging to your organization until you make and issue of it. But when you
start showing them how long your association has lasted, it truly instils a sense
of loyalty and pride – customers like to go where they are known, feel
welcomed and feel they belong. Also create perks and rewards for longevity.
Create a 1-Year award, or 5-Year “Buyer’s Advantage” club.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. In your newsletter, create a series of headings with 1 Year, 2 Year .. 5
Years, etc., and list customer names under each. People love to find
their own names like this.
2. Send letters of thanks and congratulations when customers reach
benchmarks based on time.
Rating: * * * *

9

A Key Ring, A Pen, A Calendar

So you get a key ring that says Bob’s Auto Repair on it? Is this
going to make you go to Bob every time you hear a knock in
your engine? Not very likely. Key rings, pens and other
premiums are okay, but don’t expect them to bring you an explosion of new
business, or produce customer longevity. But if you make it different and more
exciting, you get stronger impact. For example, a key ring that has a little light
on it that shines on a lock on a dark night is useful and is more appreciated.
The customer may show their little toy to a friend. Again, you get more
impact, but probably not significant punch.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. If you’re going to give a premium, make it different and just a little
exciting.
2. Actually, calendars are still a pretty good idea. They hang where people
see them and look at them every day – the very definition of a good ad.
It keeps your name in front of them all year and each year you issue a
new calendar.
3. Include action information on your items; Freephone phone numbers
and short punchy sell words, if you can fit them in.
Rating: * *

10

Retainers Or Contracts

Being on retainer means you get paid every month
whether you do any real work or not. You just have to
be there for your client when he or she needs you. It’s
not a bad arrangement if you can handle it. You can also sign contracts to
conduct X amount of business, sell X amount of product according to the
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needs of your client. Both are arrangements determined by the details, the
nature of your business, and the needs of both your and your clients or
customers. Just negotiate a win-win relationship, and everything will be all
right.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Retainers and special contracts to do business means you have a
captured customer with guaranteed repeat business for the duration of
your contract or retainer arrangement.
2. Sell the retainer concept on the basis that the client will save money in
the long run.
Rating: * * * *

11

Till Further Notice
Arrangements

Arrange to deliver your product to your customer
automatically, and on an ongoing basis, until they tell you to stop, or until
further notice. The premium coffee company, Gevalia, has been running this
kind of deal successfully and with stunning profits for almost two decades. It
offers a free coffee maker to induce initial sign up. The coffee keeps coming
by the month, conveniently delivered to the customer’s post box. They don’t
have to go to the store to get coffee. Gavelia keeps sending coffee as long as
the customer keeps paying or signs off, which they don’t do often.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. The free upfront offer is the hook and the key to luring people into the
arrangement.
2. Works best for items that are used regularly, and which have an
addictive quality, like caffeine!
3. Captured customers are prime candidates for cross-selling or up-selling
additional products.
4. Monitor customer satisfaction, issue occasional surveys or “quality
checks,” and capture further customer information.
Rating: * * * * *
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Prearrange Future Sales

Once you’ve made a sale, why not lay the groundwork
for a future sale, or a future cross sell. Upon the selling
of a new car, a car dealer issues the customer a 20page booklet. On each page is a coupon for future service; oil changes, tuneups, and other maintenance. He captures the maintenance business while he
customer is on hand. A stereo equipment dealer offers an “exclusive”
opportunity for customer to get first chance at early releases of new CD’s.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make it a policy to do this every time. Ask to set up future upgrades or
cross-sell, and give customers reasons and incentives to agree.
2. Secures a customer before they have a chance to go elsewhere.
3. Send the post card, newsletter or something the remind them of when
it’s time to come in and buy.
Rating: * * * *

13

Take Trade-Ins

Many business owners are resistant to the hassle of
taking or dealing in trade-ins, but this is a missed
opportunity to boost repeat sales. A computer seller
doesn’t want to be inundated with obsolete machines, but some creativity can
uncover all kinds of ways to unload the used stuff for a profit, or even charity.
Trade-ins can be given to underprivileged schools or individuals, or taken as a
tax write-off. Then a press release can be sent touting the good deed. You get
free advertising and publicity, a tax break – and you make more sales of new
products because trade-ins dramatically spurs customers to trade-up.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t automatically dismiss trade-ins as a hassle. It’s an opportunity
for the savvy entrepreneur.
2. Sell parts of the trade-in items to various second-hand dealers.
3. Conduct a huge trade-in auction day. Promise red-hot buys. Sell new
stuff to auction-goers while they’re on site for the event.
4. Could be your USP if no one else is doing it.
5. Advertise your trade-in policy.
Rating: * * * *

14

Jack Up Their Credit

Your best accounts – people who pay on time and are
never late – can safely be offered more generous credit
terms. Credit card companies do this all the time
because they know it works. You get an unexpected letter that says, “Because
you’re a great customer, we have increased your spending limit X amount
...etc.” Do this for your customers as well and you entice them to use their
new buying power.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Only for your cream of the crop customers.
2. Don’t just inform them of their new credit limit, show them a product
they can buy with it right away.
3. May increase your bad debt accounts, so don’t be overzealous or too
quick to offer to less qualified customers.
Rating: * * * *

15

Massage Your Best Repeat
Customers

This technique relies on your effort to keep a rigorous
and updated customer database. Use software that helps you sift through
purchasing patterns to reveal the most frequent buyers, then take measures to
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get them coming in even more. Find out what they buy most often and
prompt them to come for more. Issue Preferred Customer cards. Target them
with special “thank you” sales.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Cross-sell items closely related to their favourite items.
2. Tell them that you know they are one of your best, and thank them
personally with a card or phone call.
3. Ask your super frequent buyers for ideas on how you can serve them
better.
4. Induce them to tell a friend and refer others to you.
Rating: * * * * *

16

After Purchase Affirmation

Reinforce the customer’s feelings about their purchase.
Tell them they are a smart shopper, got a great deal,
and that they have great taste. Tell why they are lucky
to have what they bought. People need to know they have made the right
decision, especially after the purchase of a big-ticket item.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Clip and send favourable media articles about the purchase and send
them to the buyer.
2. Show them how to get the best use from the product to increase their
satisfaction with it.
3. Tell them about famous people or celebrities that use the same
product, Coffee companies and Apple Computers had a great run with
this idea.
4. Lays the down the psychology that induces repeat purchases.
Rating: * * * * *
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Explain Additional Benefits,
Uses

To bolster customer satisfaction, instruct them how to
get better use and increased pleasure from their purchase. A newsletter or an
info sheet is great for this. Show them what other customers did or are doing.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. An opportunity for a cross-sell or up-sell while you’re at it.
2. Tell them about clubs or activities related to the product.
3. Conduct seminars or workshops based on products use.
4. Build a Web site devoted to your product and how to use it, have more
fun with it, etc.
Rating: * * *

18

Keep The Direct Mail Coming

It’s still the easiest way to keep in contact with
customers, and to keep them in the mode of coming
back. Well-written, periodic mailings in multiple
formats, each taking a unique selling angle or proposition. Send post cards,
letters, brochures, special reports, and newsletters.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Takes considerable effort to produce lots of varieties of written direct
mail pieces. You need a plan and resources to get the task done.
2. Carefully test results. You must discover which mailings work best, and
which seem to be a waste of time.
3. Use computerized, automated systems to make the task easy and
automatic.
Rating: * * * * *
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Follow-Up

Call on the pretext of monitoring customer
satisfaction with your product. Let them know you
care deeply about how well they’re getting along with
their purchase. Listen carefully to what they say – any complaints are a golden
opportunity to improve. Best of all, you stay in the customer’s mind and keep
them interacting with you, and increase chances they’ll come back.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Don’t sell right away. Make the first call purely a satisfaction check,
then quickly leave them. Give customers the impression that you care a
lot about what you sell. It’s excellent psychological conditioning.
2. Remind them about your Freephone support line.
Rating: * * * *

20

Phone Call Contacts

Make use of the good old telephone for frequent
repeat contacts. Don’t be one-dimensional with your
attempts to keep in touch. Direct mail alone won’t be
as good as mail, plus a phone call, plus and e-mail, etc.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be careful not to be smothering or too pesky. But alternate contact
methods–direct mail one week or month, a phone call the next.
2. Set up a customer service hotline with a Freephone number.
3. Organize your phone contacts by scripting key points to touch on
every time.
4. Monitor results. How many new sales are triggered by your phone
contacts?
Rating: * * * *
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Customer Appreciation
Contests

Show customer appreciation and surprise them by
entering them in a customer contest–or tell them they will be automatically
entered to win if they make a purchase – or maybe win the money back for
their purchase. Make it fun, make it interesting, even challenging.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. The more desirable the prize, the higher the motivation to enter.
2. Announce the winner in your newsletter, or send a direct mailing to all
who entered with picture of winner-tell-all “better luck next time” –
and don’t forget to up-sell and cross-sell at the same time.
3. Winner announcements are a great pretext for customer contact.
Rating: * * * *

22

Free Trial Offers

Half the battle of getting customer’s to buy is getting
them to understand how great your product is and
how much they’ll like it if they’ll only try it. Letting
them try it free is a “can’t resist” offer. If your product is good, it may sell
itself, but don’t count on this. Include selling information with the free sample
– explain and list the benefits. Free trials also generate more takers, and breaks
down resistance to confronting or considering the product.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You may want to limit free trials to proven, best repeat customer. It’s
also a way of showing your appreciation for their continued business,
and make sure to tell them you’re rewarding them with this freebie.
2. When it’s time to give the product back, work hard not to take it back.
Offer an incentive for them to keep and pay for it instead.
3. Works great with food. That’s why grocery stores put all those things
on a cocktail stick – but is this a good strategy for you? Can you afford
or work out the logistics of a free trial offer. It may take some
planning, and test trials.
Rating: * * * * *
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Train For Repeat Selling
Behaviour

Don’t assume your sales staff are in-tuned to the
power and vast importance of going after repeat sales. This is not something
to be taken casually. Train vigorously and specifically in repeat sales
techniques. Set goals and explain the tremendous significance of what repeat
sales does for a business. Tie their own bottom line to this policy – when they
sell more, they make more money, too.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Again, it’s about motivating! Surveys of the rich and successful in
business consistently report the same thing: “He who can motivate
others holds the key to success.”
2. Hold regular feedback meetings among sales staff to share ideas, tell
about successes and failures, and brainstorm ideas on how to improve.
3. Provide heavy incentive and reward policy geared very specifically
toward repeat sales behaviour.
Rating: * * * *

24

Invite Customers To Buy
Stock In You

We really like this idea: Get your customers to be
more than customers – give them stakes in ownership by selling stock to them!
Tough to pull off? Not as hard as you might think. Talk to your lawyer or
accountant to see how this can be accomplished. But when customers gain an
interest in your success, they not only have HUGE reason to keep buying,
they’ll be motivated to tell all their friends and others to buy from you, too!
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Study this from all angles before you move ahead. Are you ready to
share a stake in your own operation?
2. Creates a whole new capital/cash flow stream through sale of stock or
shares.
3. Can load you down with a whole new layer of paperwork or
bureaucracy, and take your focus of selling, so be careful.
4. Certainly not for everybody.
Rating: * * *

25

Deal In The Consumable

Car sellers make as much and sometimes more money
on repair service. Sell a water softener, and then sell
the salt. Sell the vending machine, and the goods. It’s
one of the best ways to keep the customer coming back, and to sell them the
next machine when it’s time for a new one.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Become a “full service” operation.
2. It doesn’t just happen. You have to “tool up” your operation to deal in
consumables.
3. Offering free consumables and point of purchase is excellent
motivator to make the original sale.
Rating * * * * *

26

Schedule Of Communication

Set up a schedule immediately upon making a first
sale. The schedule times future contacts. Computers
are tailor made for this, but whatever method you use,
do it. The point is that the repeat sales effort starts at Ground Zero – the point
of first sale.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You need a system, a process. What time of the day is your sales
person going to sit down at the computer and work the system? Don’t
be scatterbrained about it.
2. Takes planning and thinking about what mode of communications are
going to be used and when.
Rating: * * * * *

27

Make Friends, Socialize With
Clients

After all, they’re people, too. This is what you do
when you network. You meet people in all venues and all walks of life and
promote your business, directly or indirectly. Invite a customer for a round of
golf, invite them over for dinner, or buy them a cup of coffee. A customer
who becomes a friend is going to be a loyal customer – and a repeat customer.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. The most successful business people are PEOPLE-people.
2. It’s not you against them. We’re all members of a community.
3. When you make a friend who is a customer, spend a lot of time
listening to them.
Rating: * * *

28

Stickers

They’re especially good for replacement parts, like
toner cartridges, oil change schedules for cars,
batteries. A bright sticker with your Freephone
number is right in the customer’s face when whatever they need is ready to be
replaced.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make them bright, simple, and printed with easy contact information.
2. Include more than one way to contact you: phone, Web, mail.
Rating: * * * * *

29

Catalogues

A catalogue naturally lends itself to makes more than
one sale because it offers a variety of products. So if
you don’t have a catalogue, consider getting one. Offer
free carriage with orders above a certain amount, or multiple orders. Send
them out frequently.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Super easy-to-use, and non-confusing order forms are vital for good
catalogue performance.
2. Provide multiple, easy ways to pay.
3. Freshen and change catalogue look often.
4. Catalogues do not have to be 50 or 100 pages. Many are three to five
pages, and still pack in a large variety of products.
5. Hire a pro to compose your catalogue and write compelling sales copy
for each item.
Rating: * * * *

30

Co-op Selling

Maybe you are limited in your product line, and you
can’t think of other products you can add, or at least
not right away. In this case, consider selling someone
else’s product for a commission. You already have your own customers.
Approach another business and offer to sell their products for them. Most will
be thrilled, and so will you if you can work out a fair agreement allowing both
of you to profit.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
Think win-win situations with companies you have an affinity with, or who are
complementary.
1. Your relationship with your partner will be heavily based on trust and
fine points of detail concerning procedure that you both stick to.
Rating: * * * * *

31

Rent Your House List

Many individuals practicing mail order discover
something amazing – the mailing lists they compile
can be worth more than the products they sell!
Anyone who compiles a significant number of names that are fresh and
contain additional information can rent that list to dozens or hundreds of
other sellers, and get a good price every time. Selling mailing lists can be a
terrific income stream, which you can add to your primary business.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Check out the legalities in your area. There may or may not be privacy
issues involved in selling personal information.
2. Your customers may not appreciate having their names sold to others,
although it’s often difficult for them to find out.
3. Your house list is your most valuable commodity. Think twice before
you sell or rent your names to too many others, and never rent or sell
to competitors.
4. Trading your mailing list with other businesses is a great way to find
new customers.
5. Your list can be printed on paper labels, or computer disc, or CD.
Rating: * * * * *

32

Clean Your List Often
A “clean” mailing list saves you money and wasted
effort. Today people are more mobile than ever. If you
haven’t cleaned and purged your list in more than 6
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months, it’s time to do it. You must eliminate as many moved or deceased
people as you can to cut the dead weight out of your list.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Computer software for handling lists makes the job easier than ever.
2. Contact everyone on your list periodically to check their information,
and take the opportunity to make a sale.
Rating: * * * * *

33

Create A Database – Beyond
The List

We just talked about lists, but today a list alone is
simply not enough. What you really need is a database. That means not just a
name and address, but as much additional information as you can gather on
each client. Find out birthdays, anniversaries, number of children, political
party, religion, and more. Such information can be gotten directly by asking,
although privacy is getting to be a bigger issue, so you must tread lightly.
Survey’s and contests are an excellent way to sign up people and gather
information.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Automatic info gathering devices like magnet cards and scanners that
capture customer info automatically are the most efficient and less
obtrusive way to gather large amounts of data.
2. It may be easiest to purchase this kind of information from those who
deal in it.
3. Every person who comes into your store always leaves some
information behind. Capture all data – each visit can add an item to the
customer’s file.
Rating: * * * * *
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Customer Appreciation
Events

Throw a party for all your past and present customers.
It can be a cocktail party, a banquet, or anything. The idea is to invite
customers, meet them, speak with them, and just let everyone have a good
time. It’s a great way to promote yourself, and do something nice for your
customers, while you keep your name in front of them.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. How big? It can be a small event with a dozen people or less, or a held
in a rented hotel room with catered food and all the works.
2. Plays games, encourage people to mix. Tell them it’s a chance to
network for their own business.
3. You can have some company promo material on hand, but definitely
don’t make this a Tupperware kind of selling event. This is different.
It’s simply interacting socially with your customers.
4. But be sure to tell them all how much you appreciate it when they
come in and buy from you.
5. Leave the hard sell at the office and have fun.
Rating: * * * *

35

Unadvertised Sales

Sometimes also called “closed door sales,” this is an
exclusive opportunity for your best customers to get
“insider” deals to reward them for being your best
customer. If you do it after hours, or in the evening hours, you create an even
greater feeling that this is strictly for the elite. Have some real deals, but don’t
be afraid to have your high profit items on hand so that your preferred
customers can get ideas about buying.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Work hard to get people there – you need to convince them this is a
special occasion that doesn’t happen often, and is not offered to just
anyone.
2. Allow each preferred customer to bring one, or maybe two friends.
Rating: * * * * *

36

Promotional Premiums

Give your customers something they use every day –
an ice scraper for the car window, a calendar they’ll
look at daily, a hat – but it should be more than just
the usual junk, which unfortunately may include some of the things we just
mentioned. Strive for something different and meaningful. Get creative and
search the market for something your customers will really like, use, and
remember you by.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Cost will be a factor. Choose carefully. If you must, issue the “same
old”– it’s still better than nothing.
2. Personalise it.
3. To save cost, you may want to limit it to your preferred customers.
Rating: * * *

37

Sneak Previews

A terrific idea, again to give your best customers the
idea that they are getting special treatment. Invite them
to a closed-door preview of your latest model or new
products. Make it an “unveiling.” Put a tiny bit of show into it, if you want to.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Go for the sale on the spot, follow up later, or sign people up for presales, and take deposits.
2. Get opinions or have folks fill out review forms. Tell them you need
and value their opinions.
3. If you want to put on a show or a demonstration, get help from those
with talent for a bit of theatre.
Rating: * * * *

38

Upgrade For Free

If you make enough profit on the initial sale, you may
be able to afford to offer a free upgrade. It’s a terrific
incentive to induce the initial sale. It also all but
guarantees the customer will be back for the free upgrade, at which time you
can cross-sell and up-sell.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You may want to reserve free upgrades for your preferred customers.
2. Tie free upgrades to the purchase of package deals, or premium priced
products.
3. An upgrade may cost you nothing, but your customer doesn’t have to
know that. It’s all about perception.
Rating: * * * * *
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7
Section

57 Ways To Get
More Referrals
A referral is the one of the most
powerful marketing tools available

H

ow important are referrals – getting customers and other people to
send more business your way? Absolutely huge! For starters, there is
the “Pareto Principle.” This is the internationally know marketing
principle which states that 80% of your business comes out of your existing
data base. That means a key 20% of your customers must be actively telling
other about you – referring new business to you. If they’re not doing that, you
simply aren’t going to survive, or at least not prosper.
Furthermore, an amazing amount of existing, successful businesses report that
no less than 90% of all their business comes from referrals. Go back and read
that again. That’s an amazing figure – 90% of all business comes from
referrals! Granted, it’s more true of service oriented businesses, but it almost
as important for all others.
But you might ask: If 90% of business can come from referrals alone, why do
all the other expensive stuff – like buy advertising, or use direct mail. Well, the
problem is referrals are often a by-product of all other methods of marketing.
You need new customers to recommend and make referrals. So definitely
don’t stop doing everything else. On the other hand, if you’re not working
very hard to cultivate referrals, you’re simply losing tons of business, and you
may be making all those other things you do weaker, and maybe even beside
the point.
So put referrals at the centre of your marketing efforts
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Put Them At Ease

When you ask someone to make a referral, you are asking them
to put their faith in you. You are asking them to stake their
reputation on yours. Think about that. If a person is to send a
family member to you, he or she wants to know you are going to treat that
person right – no one wants to send a friend or family member to some kind
of hatchet man! Thus, you need to create the impression and perception that
you are a good company that deals in quality and has a fair price. You
accomplish that by treating your customers like gold. That way, they can feel
confident that the person they refer will get the same treatment.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. How you treat your customer is how they perceive you will treat the
people they send to you in turn.
2. Make it known that you will be enhancing the reputation of the referral
maker – they’re going to get some credit from their pals when they also
get a great deal and treatment from you.
Rating: * * * * *

2

They Owe It To Others To Refer

You can state your referral request this way: “You owe it to
your friends to get them in on this incredible deal.” Strive to
get this idea across in your presentation. “If you really want to
help your friends get in on this limited opportunity, get them over here fast!”
Make it seem like they are helping a friend get an “insider” deal. This is an
appeal to a very specific intellectual and emotional response in your customers.
Master it, and you’re going to realize amazing results and a lot of new business.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Practice makes perfect. As you attempt this approach, study your
results. Find the best way to instil this perception.
2. Limited time offers or “unadvertised sales” are a great aid to this
approach.
Rating: * * * * *
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New Residents

Ask your customers if they know anyone who has just moved
into town. New people have a lot of special needs. Also, you
want to get first shot at them, and capture their business before
anyone else does. You can also get off to a good start with a new resident by
sending them some kind of “welcome” gift. Make it a point to ask about
anyone that is new, and ask your current customer to send them over to you,
for a great deal or a welcoming gift.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Look for other ways to find new residents – check with estate agents,
for example.
2. Advertise to get “new people” business.
3. When you contact a new resident, don’t forget to ask them where they
last lived, and if they know someone back their you might be able to
sell.
Rating: * * * *

4

Previous Business Contacts

Ask your customer what they do for a living, and then ask them
what they did before that. Many people still know a lot of
previous customers they no longer do business with, but still
have a connection to. Explore that connection and see if you can get a referral
to those people. Your customer may still remember a lot about one of their
own previous customer needs, which can easily trigger a referral.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. This is true of your own employees as well. What did they do before
they came to work for you? They most likely have a ton of contacts
with previous customers – who will not be cold customers.
Rating: * * * *
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Join A National Organization

If your industry has a professional organisation with branches
spread throughout the country, get involved with it and form a
local chapter if you have to. Many such organization exist
almost entirely to provide referrals to each other. You give referrals to others,
and you get them in return. For example, if one of your customers tells you he
is moving to London, call your fellow member there to give a heads up on a
new prospect coming to town. They’ll do the same for you.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. If your professional organization has a Web page, it can serve as an
ideal and effortless referral tool.
2. Call a fellow member in another part of the country now and then to
check for leads and referrals.
3. Can result in new business from all parts of the country – or even the
world.
Rating: * * * *

6

Concentrate On A Core Referral
Group

There is some reason to believe that limiting your referral base
to 10 or 20 specific people can be more effective than scattering your referral
effort to any and every customer. Choose a specific core of customers who
have demonstrated some ability to send you new business. Then focus on
them – massage them (not literally, unless you think it will help!), reward them,
instruct them in advanced referral gathering techniques. By focusing your
energy on a core referral group, you may magnify the ability to each, and thus
get all the business you can handle.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Compare and contract the performance of each referral maker in your
group – see what you can learn.
2. After some advanced study, you may be able to apply what you learned
with your focused group to every customer, and see your referral rate
sky rocket.
Rating: * * * *
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Provide A Tape

If you want to make it super easy for a customer or others to
make referrals, give them a supply of cassette audio tapes with
your best information/sales pitch on it. Just give a small box of
tapes and ask the person to hand them out to friends who might also be
interested in what you sell. This way, the person doesn’t have to say a thing –
just hand over a tape.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use both video and audio tapes for this purpose.
2. Include a reward system to give the referral maker more incentive to
distribute the tapes for you.
3. Just after the customer agrees to buy, stop and say: “Oh by the way, do
you want me to knock another 10% off?” When they say yes, tell them
distributing the tapes makes it happen.
Rating: * * *

8

Offer A Group Rate

Here is a terrific referral idea. Tell a customer who is interested
in a product: “I’ll tell you what. I can get you a much lower
price on this if you come back tomorrow with three other
people, and if you all buy, you’ll all get a lower price.” Get the word around
that if people come in to your store in groups of five or 10, and if they all buy
at once, everyone gets a lower price.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. You can advertise this as a “bring a friend” sale, or better yet, “bring a
group” sale. You get people to come in droves.
2. Be well prepared with stock. This technique can fill up your store fast,
and clean out your warehouse faster.
3. Tell every customer about your “bring a group” for a discount,
including every person who comes in as part of a group – you can
expand your sales geometrically.
Rating: * * * * *
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Bring A Friend Free

Tell your new customers that they are allowed to bring in 10 of
their friends to your place free for one day – no cover charges,
fees, or whatever, depending on the service you are providing.
If 10 of those people bring 10 people – that’s 100 freebies you need to hand
out. But if 40 or 50 of those people come back as repeat customers, you’ll
build your business fast.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Works well for entertainment providers – a shooting range, for
example, or a bowling ally.
2. Can work for a wide variety of service oriented businesses.
3. You might have some difficulty in that some of the friends your
customers bring over have already been to your place, and are just
coming back for a freebie. In this case, you’re not getting a new
customer. Still, this is a minor problem because even a person merely
taking advantage is still coming back, and may come back next time as
a paying customer.
Rating: * * *

10

First Time Quota

Tell people who call you that in order for you to meet
with them and offer your services, they must bring in
at least five people, otherwise you charge a fee for an
individual consultation. The risk of this approach is that you’ll turn a lot of
people off who might otherwise come in alone. It depends on your service –
this will work well for something that is badly needed, or in high demand.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. On the other hand, if demand is already high, you may not be as
concerned about referrals.
2. This is a risky technique, so experiment carefully, or only when you can
afford to.
Rating: * *
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Get A Publisher To
Recommend You

Let’s say a small town has a newspaper with a
circulation of 2,500 subscribers. Pay the publisher of this paper to refer every
subscriber to you – how they do can be a number of way. Have them send an
endorsement letter along with the subscription bill, have them send a letter
directly to each subscriber name, etc. You’ll have to pay something for this
deal, but it may be worth it. Newspapers have intense and personal
relationships with their readers, especially in smaller towns. The newspaper
comes into their house like a regular visitor, once or twice a week. A direct
recommendation from the publisher or editor can have great impact.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Try this with a number of different publishers and media.
2. Work this in as part of your agreement to buy advertising in the
publication over a long term.
3. You write the recommendation letter – the editor or publisher just has
to sign it after reviewing it.
Rating: * * * *

12

Spiritual Leaders

If you already attend a church, temple, or whatever,
why not approach your spiritual administrator to ask
for referrals? After all, one more prosperous member
of the flock benefits everyone, right? Also, a referral from a pastor, rabbi, or
monk should carry some extra weight among the faithful, most of the time,
anyway. Your fellow congregation members should have good reason to buy
from one of their own.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Strengthen your cause by paying for ads in church bulletins,
publications, etc.
2. Your level of activity and contributions to your spiritual community
bolsters your image and chance for successful referrals.
3. Tie your profit generated efforts with support of your religious
community.
Rating: * * * *

13

Use A Variety Of Referral
Letters

Maybe you already send letters to customers asking for
referrals. But are you using the same old letter over and over again? This is
not using the letter technique to its fullest potential. Strive to target and tailor
referral letters to match the make-up and characteristic of your target market.
Try different types of referral letters. Some businesses actually use more than
100 different referral letter formats, each tailored to a specific situation. Also,
referral letters should not be form letters, but personalized. Develop a wide
variety of referral letters and employ them to specific situations, and where
they apply the most, based on where they end up.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A luxury auto dealer send letters to the neighbours of a person who
has just purchased such a car – telling neighbours if they are aware of
how the image of the neighbourhood has been approved by the
presence of a fine automobile. Get the idea? This is a very creative
approach for referral letters.
2. Keep a database of different referral letters types and formats. Make
them available to your staff so they can judge which might work best
in each situation.
3. Send out dozens per day, if not more. Some send out hundreds a day.
Ranking: * * * * *
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School Tours

Invite school classes to come in an tour your
operation on a regular basis. Call it a learning
experience. Call it “career day”, or anything you want.
Send each student home with some kind of marketing message – in effect,
attempt to make each student a referral to their parents. Improve your effort
by giving away free samples or gifts to the students which they can take home
to show and tell their parents about.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Organize it well – make sure both the teachers and students have a
great time, and have something exciting to tell mum and dad when
they get home.
2. Don’t hard-sell the kids – don’t come even close to that. You don’t
want to trigger a backlash.
3. Send a letter to each parent, thanking them for their child’s visit, and
tell them you’d like to see them some day, too!
Rating: * * * * *

15

Thank You Money

If you have a national or international market, reach
out to your customers in remote locations and ask
them to distribute your brochures, cards, posters, or
whatever, where they think appropriate, and where they think other potential
customers will find them. Send each customer your materials and have them
coded to that you know which customer successfully placed your materials,
resulting in new customers. Then send your helpful customer “thank you
money” which they can use to buy products from you in the future. It’s a
great motivator.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Works great for mail order operations.
2. Educate and give clear instruction on where to place your materials to
give them the best chance of being seen and acted upon.
3. Print up money-like coupons that have the look of real money – but of
course, stop well short of counterfeiting!
Rating: * * * *
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Gear Up Your Web Site As A
Referral Tool

Take a look at your Web site right now. What
specifically is it doing to generate referrals? How about a bright and tempting
click button that says: “Click Here to Earn Cash Now!” When they click, you
give them instructions on how to send referrals your way, and they’ll get cash
rewards for doing so. This alone could stimulate thousands of referrals. But
what else can you do? How about an automated e-mail referral system your
customers can use to e-mail their friends? The e-mail doesn’t come from you,
but from a friend, so it’s not spam. What other way can you use the power of
the Internet to charge your referral effort?
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Study other Web sites and see what they’re doing to generate referrals.
2. Innovate. You might be the first to discover a new Web-based
method of gathering referrals.
3. Getting referrals via the Web can be easier than selling products
directly.
Rating: * * * * *

17

All Office Contact

A lot of the people that come in and out of your place
of business may not be customers. The guy that comes
to refill the water cooler, the computer service guy, the
carpet cleaner. Others come in to sell you supplies, and still others maybe just
come in to ask for directions. Each of these people should not leave your
premises without being asked for a referral!
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Train your staff to be opportunistic. Have them jump on every person
– customer or not – and ask them for a referral.
2. A supply salesperson is most likely a fantastic connection to a lot of
other people, and because they’re sellers, they may be master referral
makers.
3. Think outside the box. No person is unimportant.
Rating: * * *

18

Extended Family

How many people show up at your family reunions –
from your siblings down to 3rd and 4th cousins?
Your own family is still probably your strongest source
for referrals. Why not tap into you family? For many people, this is the very
first line of referral effort – but many business people are so focused on new
and innovative referral methods to see the obvious. There’s nothing wrong
with working within your own clan or relatives to find new business.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Just because they’re family doesn’t mean you shouldn’t reward them
like any other person. Motivate them – don’t rely on family obligation
alone.
2. Every cousin knows a lot of people you don’t know – they’re a
connection to non family referrals as well.
3. Don’t feel comfortable putting the hand on a family member? Ask
yourself – “Why?”
4. Unfortunately, many business folks START with their own family as
they look for new customers, and run out of steam after they’ve all
been tapped. This is especially true of people using Party Plans for
selling. Don’t fall into this trap – good selling is always about selling to
strangers. The key is to educate them, a get to know them so they’re
not strangers anymore.
5. Your “NEW” family can be all the nonfamily you contact, sell and sell
again – and then get referrals from.
Rating: * * * * *
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High Visibility

You lay the groundwork and make it easier for other
to provide you with referrals when a lot of people
know you, easily recognize you and can find you
without trouble. That means you have to raise your image – in your marketing
community – and regionally and nationally if you reach that far. Practically
every person in the civilized world recognizes McDonald’s “golden arches.”
This shows how an easily logo or symbol representing your company can get
the job done. But it’s only part of the picture – aggressive advertising,
promotions and free media coverage are all part of the visibility building effort.
But to get referrals – you need to be visible!
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Strive to be everywhere – on t-shirts, billboards, in ads, and more.
2. Do you have a logo, and how easy is it to recognize? What’s your
“golden arches?”
3. Good location, appealing and attention attracting sign on your front
helps people see and find you.
4. High visibility is part of a comprehensive effort – all your marketing
materials, from you business cards to your billboards should all share a
similar theme, look and style.
Rating: * * * * *

20

Image Of Generosity

Why pay out cash to sponsor a charity event where
you do no selling? Because it creates visibility and
builds your image as a company that cares. That’s the
kind of business people feel good about referring their friends, neighbours and
family members to buy from. Select events that are likely to involve your
target market. Be a sponsor, and make sure everyone knows it – get your name
and logo on the program, on the t-shirt of participants, have a big sign at the
“main event.”
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be sure to alert the media of your support for charity and community
events – send press releases, and call reporters personally.
2. You can team up with other businesses to share sponsorship costs.
3. Tell people what you did – mention your support for good causes in
your ads and other marketing materials.
Rating: * * * * *

21

Expand Your Circle

Most of us “travel in circles” as they say. We tend to
spend most of our time with the same people, at the
same events, we stick to our favourite places and
venues. Shake things up by going to places you usually don’t go or never go.
That way you meet more new people, become known in new places – in effect,
you come into contact with potential new markets and sources of referrals. Do
it in your personal life and business life.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Think outside the box and GET outside of your personal box!
2. Be watchful, a listener, and look for opportunities.
3. Experiment with diverse publications with your advertising, but make
it an experiment, not a risk of major portion of your marketing budget.
Rating: * * * * *

22

New Business Contacts

Proactively reach out to
other businesses and people
in
other
professions.
Managers, business owners, self-employed people,
educators – if they don’t compete with you, they
may be happy to gain access to your connections in
exchange for theirs, and give you referrals. Again,
expand your range as much as possible. Get out the
Yellow Pages, open your mind and contemplate
which of the thousands of businesses you find there,
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and how you can build a bridge between yourself and them.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Invite other business folks out for breakfast once or twice a week.
Morning time, hot coffee and your fresh mind makes you all more
open to new possibilities.
2. Be thinking joint venture and exchange of captured customer lists.
Rating: * * * * *

23

Surprise Others

When you first connect with new people and other
business folks, don’t be pushy and overly aggressive in
your first meeting. After you meet, let things cool off
for a couple of days – and then surprise them two or three days later with a
letter or phone call. Spring a new idea or suggestion on them – make sure you
let them know there’s something in it for them, including referrals to new
customers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Classic networking techniques suggest follow-up contacts with 24
hours. But sometimes a well-timed delay provides an element of
surprise.
2. Skilled networkers master the art of subtlety and timing.
3. ALWAYS offer to do something for them – give to receive.
Rating: * * * *
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Set Conditions

If someone wants to do business with you, make it a
condition that actively send you referrals. You may
have to agree to do the same for them, but that’s fine
if the other entity is not a competitor.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be careful not to turn people off with unreasonable or impossible
demands.
2. Offer incentives and motivation to increase their desire to make
referrals.
Rating: * * *

25

Use Signs In Your Place Of
Business

Let everyone who comes into your office, waiting
room, lobby, etc., know you are seeking referrals by placing signs in your
office. Your signs can say something like: “Refer a new client to us and get X
reward,” Or, “Please ask about our referral award program,” or simple, “We
accept referrals.”
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make your signs hard to miss.
2. You don’t need to use graphics – just make the message big and direct.
3. Studies show this simple cost-free, 10-minute effort can increase traffic
by 20 percent for professionals, such as dentists, accountants, doctors,
and those with skills, such as massage therapists, interior designers and
many more.
Rating: * * * * *

26

Referral Letters
Send letters to your clients asking them to refer a new
customer to you. Compliment the customer by telling
him/her that you think of him/her as one of your best
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clients, and that you want to find more high quality people – just like them! It’s
difficult for anyone to not feel good about being considered a “preferred”
client, and take action to return the compliment.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Make it stronger by offering rewards and incentives to spur the
referral.
2. Make sure the letter is personalized.
Rating: * * * * *

27

Send Referrals To Others

Gather the business cards of everyone who comes
into see you, or with whom you make contact – then
start referring business their way. Make sure you tell
each person to say that they were sent by you. Other business owners can’t
help but be grateful for what you’re doing for them, especially if they didn’t
ask you to help out. They’ll have powerful motivation to return the favour by
sending customers back to you.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Set up a container for people to place business cards in – refer your
customers to them.
2. Find an easy, comfortable way to prompt your referrals to tell the
other guy they were sent by you.
Rating: * * * *
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Send Gifts

Rewarding people to bring you referral is important
before – and AFTER they do what you ask. If a client
refers a friend to you, send a gift, a thank you note, a
certificate for a free meal at a restaurant, movie tickets. Along with the gift, be
very specific about thanking them for what the gift is for – to thank them for
the referral. You don’t have to make your gift expensive, just meaningful.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Buy gift items in bulk to save cash.
2. Joint venture with others to provide gifts – team up with a restaurant
to provide free dinners in exchange for sending more people their way.
3. It’s the thought that counts.
Rating: * * * *

29

Customer Appreciation Day

Organize a special event and call it a “customer
appreciation” day. If you’re a professional, provide an
aspect of your service free. A optician can give a free
eye test, a dentist a free check up or cleaning. If you sell things, give away free
samples – a restaurant can offer free coffee and/or deserts, for example. Give
it a “grand opening” feel - make it festive, even a party. Tell customers to bring
friends and families. Make a point of letting all who attend how much you
appreciate them – the referrals they send your way.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Kills two birds with one stone – you get extra business if your current
customer’s bring friends, and also bolsters referral behaviour.
2. Make it exclusive if you want and target your best, repeat customers
and call it a “preferred customer” day.
Rating: * * * * *
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The WOW Factor

People will make referrals if they get a “WOW
FACTOR!” feeling from your business. And you have
to find some way to deliver that. It might be a truly
spectacular low price, a product no one else in town – or the country – is
selling, or doing something truly unusual or even bizarre on site, such as
having a celebrity on hand, an exotic animal, or powerful theme.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Surprise people, WOW! them and they’ll want to tell their friends
about the experience.
2. Capitalise on emotion. When a client is “WOWED!” seek a referral.
Rating: * * *

31

Educate Your Customers

Make an effort to let your customer know about
everything you do and/or sell. That way, even if they
have no need or desire for a certain product, they
might know someone who does, and they often say so. This is also a good
way to work into a referral request. You say, “By the way, did you know we
also sell X?” If the customer is not interested in X, then ask: “Do you know
anybody who is?”
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Tick off as many products or aspect of your service as you can when
with a customer. Even if you miss of five, the sixth may trigger a sale
or a referral.
2. Provide catalogues and detailed marketing materials that list everything
you have, do and sell.
Rating: * * *

32

Position Yourself As Unique
Create the perception that know one else does what
you do, quite like the way you do it. Work hard to
create a perception of being different, give your
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market audience the idea that when it comes to product or service X, you are
unique. You want your customer in this frame of mind to tell their friends: “If
you really need X, then go see (business) because no one does it like they do.”
To be unique, you really must be different. Strive to find a USP – a unique
selling proposition – then create and sell the perception to your customers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. People love to tell others about something that is different and
exclusive. Your goal is to foster this perception about your business.
2. Perception trumps reality – creating the impression of difference may
be more important than the actual difference itself.
Rating: * * * * *

33

Target Top Performing
Customers

If you’re paying attention, you’ll soon realize that some
customers are more gifted at referring than others. When you identify heavy
referral making customers, nurture that relationship, and strive to make it even
more rewarding for them to keep up the good work.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Keep a referral data entry log.
2. Take your heavy referral customer out to lunch – to reward them, but
more importantly, to pick their minds to see what makes them tick.
Ask why and how they make so many referrals.
Rating: * * * *

34

Attend Professional
Meetings

Go to where your market is by attending the
professional seminars, meeting and conventions of a specific industry. For
example, if you sell machines for printers, attend their conventions. Listen to
speakers, get to know people. Gather names and business cards. Then make a
list of everyone you met. The next time you visit a printer to sell him or her a
copy machine, take out your list and ask, “Do you see any names on this list
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who might need a similar machine?” The printer is likely to recognize several
of the names. Very often you’ll get a referral, and another, and another if you
keep bringing your list with you.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. When you meet with your referred prospect, tell them “Bob” sent you
(the guy previously on your list). You get instant rapport because you
have mentioned a friend.
2. Leave behind a business card and tell them you give commissions for
successful referrals.
Rating: * * * * *

35

Freebie For 9th Customer

A hotel offers a free stay in their best room, plus
dinner, after a customer sends nine new customers
their way. Many other kinds of business can do the
same thing – give them a premium product, or something free for sending
along x amount of new customers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Be ready by setting up an easy confirmation system to make sure you
know who your referrals are coming from.
2. Advertise the deal. Get as many people seeking your free offer by
getting them all into the referral game.
3. Give each customer who comes through your door the opportunity to
participate.
Rating: * * * * *

36

Unsold Prospects

Someone who decided not to buy from you can still
help you out with a referral. Since you have already
taken them through your sales pitch, made a
demonstration, etc., they are educated about what you have to offer, and thus
are in a position to match up what you sell with someone who might need it.
Contact people you failed to sell and ask them if they know such a person.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Many unsold prospects gladly refer out of a simple desire to help and
make up for the fact that they did not buy.
2. Offer rewards and incentives, even a commission, if they help you may
a successful sale.
3. Never give up on people you do not sell. Find a way to make them
useful – a referral is a great alternative to an unsuccessful sale.
Rating: * * *

37

Train Your Employees To
Get Referrals

Make sure your sales staff know the value of referrals,
and train them in as many referral methods as you can. Very often, a single
referral has the value of 10 or 20 phone calls because a referral is rarely a cold
customer. When you sales staff find out how easy it is to sell to referred
customers, they’ll take off with this technique, and even develop new referral
methods of their own.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Have your employees submit their own new referral ideas and share
them with the staff.
2. Reward employees who master referral techniques.
Rating: * * * * *

38

Create A Referral Kit

Even strong than a letter sent to customers to ask for
referrals is a “kit” that helps them get the job done.
Provide key coded cards or some other item that
referred people can use to hand out to friends and others. When the cards
come in, give credit to the kit user, and then give rewards when X amounts of
cards come in. Also provide clear instruction on how to use the kit, and
provide a profile of your ideal customer.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Provide strong incentives to prompt people to use your referral kit.
2. Make it fun, exciting and super easy to use.
3. Keep replenishing supply of referral cards or tools.
Rating: * * * * *

39

Offer Money Back

After you sell your product or deliver your service, ask
your customer if they would like their money refunded
in full, while keeping the product. One hundred out of
100 people will say yes. Tell them that they’ll get a full refund upon the 10th
referral that converts to a paying customer. For every customer you refund
money to, you get 10 more paying customers – this system can bolster
business to an amazing degree.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. The money back offer has a cumulative effect if you offer it to
everyone.
2. This offer is unique enough to create word-of-mouth buzz.
3. Positions you as a progressive merchant who care abut customers.
Rating: * * * * *

40

Care & Share Appeal

For those who deal in product or services that bring
relief from pain, or promote a healthy lifestyle, use the
“care and share” appeal. For example, a health food
seller can tell a customer: “This product bolsters the immune system. If you
know somebody who seems to get a lot of colds, this might help them out a
lot.” This statement prompts people to think of people they care about, and
also prompts them to share helpful information.
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Can it work for other kinds of products and services? It can if you tie
the “how this will help” angle to what you sell.
2. Appealing to emotion and humanity is a strong motivator – people like
to help other people.
Rating: * * * * *

41

Public Speaking

Speaking at seminars – your
own or getting invited to
other’s – is an excellent way
to promote yourself and find new clients. But you can
make your effort even stronger if you think
“referrals.” Tell your audience about your referral
program. Bring a sign-up sheet to capture all the
names of those who come to hear you speak. Follow
up by calling or writing them later, and ask each
person you contact for at least one, and even better, 3
to 10 possible new contacts.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Your presentation needs to create the excitement, memorable
moments and motivation that will prompt referral behaviour.
2. When you go into your presentation with a pre-prepared plan to get
referrals, you’ll get a lot more. Set specific referral number goal, and
see if you can hit the mark.
3. Give your audience a specific reason to send referrals your way.
Rating: * * * * *

42

Appreciation Prompters

When you sell a product to a customer, send them
flowers or a set of balloons – not to their homes, but
their place of work. Just about every co-worker will
stop by their desk or cubical ask about the flowers or balloons wondering if it’s
a special day, like a birthday or anniversary. Of course, the customer will tell
the co-worker they came from you! That’s a dynamite referral!
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Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Use this system for those who buy big ticket items, or those who come
back frequently and spend a lot of money.
2. The element of surprise is a powerful motivator and has all but
guaranteed impact.
Rating: * * * * *

43

Work Within A Niche

When you identify and focus on a niche, or a very
specific market group consisting of like-minded
people, you tap into a referral system that is very
intense and reliable. That’s because like-minded people joined in a common
bond readily accept suggestions from each other based on mutual trust. For
example, a company, organization or group that are involved in a particular
political party, religious orientation or activity will readily take cues from each
other. When you make in-roads into such a group and ask for referrals, you’ll
get them after providing an excellent product or service that does your client
well.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Strive to identify groups bonded by a deep commitment to an issue,
cause or religion, sell to them, and get them started referring their
associates to you.
2. Converting that first successful and satisfied customer is key to
breaking in.
3. You don’t necessarily have to agree or belong – just provide a good
product or service – leave their issues to themselves.
Rating: * * * * *

44

Supply Referral Forms To
Employees

When you or your employees are on site delivering a
service, bring along post cards or a sheet of paper that you can ask your
customer to fill out while you complete your job. You capture the customer
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while doing something good and needed for them. At the moment they
witness you doing a good job, they are primed to help you out with referrals.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Say: “If you have any friends or family that would like the kind of
service we are providing for you right now, please let us know – better
yet, could you give us their names and phone numbers?”
2. Don’t be pushy or demanding. Make it seem like you only want to help
out, and do something nice for your customer’s friends or family.
3. Make it stronger by offering a commission or discount for successful
referrals.
Rating: * * * * *

45

Endorsement Letters

This is one of the most powerful referral ideas known
in business. Ask a noncompeting business owner to
write a letter endorsing your business, and have them
send it to their customers. If they have a good reputation with their clients,
their good word about you brings powerful results.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Offer to do the same for them if they do it for you.
2. Select a business or professional that has an affinity with your kind of
business – although just about anybody can refer anyone.
3. Offer your endorsement host a cut of the profits to motivate them to
help you out.
Rating: * * * * *

46

Join Chamber Of Commerce

Becoming an active and respected member of your
local Chamber of Commerce builds a powerful
foundation and opportunity for getting referrals.
When people know you have successfully helped others through your chamber
participation, they’ll be glad and eager to help you. Also, being a chamber
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member in good standing goes a long way toward bolstering your image as a
legitimate, high quality company that cares about customers.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Other chamber members are not only willing to help fellow members,
but have a certain obligation to help you get referrals.
2. If you have no chamber of commerce, join a similar or equivalent
business oriented organization in your community – and if there is
none, start one!
Rating: * * * * *

47

Use Case Histories

Select a specific example of where, when or how your
product of service dramatically improved the life of
your client. Write it up as a “case history.” Send this
case history to unconverted customers, or other targeted groups. The case
history shows through good story telling how your product or service works
it’s magic – then ask your case history recipient if they know someone who can
get the same benefits.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Hire a professional writer to make your case history more than a mere
stating of mundane facts – make it a story that tells a good tale and has
a happy ending.
2. Make sure to work in quotes and get testimonial from the subject of
your case history.
3. Include a photo among the text of your case history.
4. Print it up to make it look as much like a newspaper or magazine
article as you can.
Rating: * * * * *

48

Try Direct & Specific
Many sellers have a lot of success with being very
direct and specific when they seek referrals from a
customer. For example, one might ask: “Do you have
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a brother or sister who might buy my product/service?” Or ask very directly:
“I really need to keep my sales going, so I would appreciate it if you could
refer me to someone you know that I can call right away.” The worst thing
they can do is say no, and very often, they’ll do the opposite and provide you
with a direct referral.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Think specific person: brother, sister, father, mother, best friend. Ask
about those people.
2. Ask if your customer will personally introduce you to the person they
know and suggest.
3. Be direct, but not pushy. Use a gentle or non-threatening tone of voice
to put your customer at ease.
Rating: * * * *

49

Web Site Referrals

Team up with a Web-based seller and ask them to list
your product or service on their site. It can be a link
that sends people directly to your own Web site, or a
system whereby the customer requests more information about your service
from the host site. The host site can then forward by e-mail each info request
they get to you – you pay a commission to them for each converted customer,
or do they same for them by sending your Web traffic their way.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Your product need not be similar to your host’s, although having some
affinity will greatly increase the likelihood that your target markets will
match up better, and thus produce more referrals.
2. See how many Web pages you can get to link to yours, or set up an
automated referral system that works via e-mail.
3. We’ve talked a number of people that are having just unbelievable
success with this kind of referral system.
Rating: * * *
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Work With Out Of Area
Clients

If you sell a product that can be shipped anywhere, ask
your customers if they have a friend or relative in another country. There are
many ways to open up this avenue. For example, tell your customer: “We’re
starting to expand our market to Canada – do you have any friends or relatives
there?” It’s a simple, matter-of-fact question that is non-threatening and not
pushy, and often prompts a direct answer from a client.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Send marketing materials to remote referrals and personalise it by
saying: “Your cousin in Canada told me about you, and ...”
2. Important to get mailing address and/or phone number along with
name.
Rating: * * *
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Forward Looking
Communication

Many professionals have noticed that when they speak
in terms of the past, and/or business being slow, people are not as likely to
give a referral as they are if you speak in positive terms and of the future.
When you whine or complain about slow business, and being needy, most
people are probably turned off, and probably inwardly assume or conclude you
are doing something wrong. On the other hand, when you speak with positive
enthusiasm, people feel good about you and will want to be associated with
you, and recommend their friends to be associated with you as well.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Even if business is bad, it almost never pays to admit this to your
customers. Present a winning attitude, even when things look bleak.
2. Everyone loves a winner.
Rating: * * * * *
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Let The Media Know What
You’re Doing

Spell out your business in great detail and provide it to
your local business editor. The more interesting and significant you make
yourself sound, the more likely you’ll get coverage on the business page, and
maybe even higher up in the newspaper – or on radio, or TV. Tell specifically
how you solve problems or make life better. Such stories attract the attention
of individuals or organizations that are in a position to help people. They may
do so by referring clients to you.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Think importance and significance. Spell out very precisely both what
you do, and how it can help people.
2. This method works especially well for medical professionals, but also
those who deal in safety and security issues, and possible many other
kinds of businesses.
3. Indicate in your presentation that you rely heavily on getting people to
refer others they know who can be helped by what you do.
Rating: * * * * *
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Jump At Compliments

When a client give you a complement, jump at the
opportunity. It’s the precise time to ask for and get a
referral. Have a referral card on hand a patient can
give to a friend, or better yet, get the name and number right away. Make your
chances of success better by telling your client that you do not advertise, and
that you rely on referrals. Tell the customer this helps keep your prices low, so
everybody wins this way.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Train your staff to be opportunistic and be ready to capitalise on
compliments.
2. If you say you don’t advertise, it better be true.
Rating: * * *
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Cold Cash Instead Of
Discounts

If you are currently sending out 10% coupon
discounts or giving away your product free to clients in return for referrals,
calculate how much that discounts translates into cold, hard cash – then
consider giving cash instead of the other. If it’s 50 pounds – why not send
them two twenties and a 10 pound note? It has a tremendous psychological
impact, and costs you the same, and may even be tax deductible.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Money itself is an excellent motivator.
2. This makes your referral makers more than just customers – in effect
they become your sales force working on cash commissions.
3. Can prompt excellent word-of-mouth buzz.
Rating: * * * * *
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Work With Vendors

Those who serve as vendors of your products will
have a strong motivation to send you referrals because
they know this is doing you a big favour, and they may
be seeking better deals from you for the products they vend, if they get them
from you. Meet with all your vendors and let them know referrals will help
both of you make more money. Vendors also know and understand you so
they can deliver high quality referrals.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. A classic win-win situation, and that’s how you need to sell it.
Rating: * * * *
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Up The Reward For Each
Referral

Make a deal that offers a bigger reward for each
referral a person brings to you. For example, if you pay 10 for the first referral,
pay 15 or 20 for the next. Go as far as is cost effective for you. The
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motivation factor in enormous – it gives the referral agent something to work
toward and think about. Doesn’t have to be money – just make the reward
bigger each time.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1.

Show the potential total earnings for those who achieve the maximum
referral goal.

2.

After they reach the goal, find a way to keep them going – perhaps
maintain the highest reward for each new referral if it is cost effective.

3.

Help them achieve their goal by providing them with referral cards,
tools etc.

Rating: * * * *
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Contact Competitors

Are we crazy to suggest this idea? Maybe, maybe not.
It’s risky, but you be the judge. The idea is to contact
your competitors for a referral – perhaps prospects
they have never been able to sell. You give them your hard cases in exchange.
There may be other ways to cooperate as well, rather than trying to bury each
other day by day.
Quick Tips and Action Points:
1. Not a good idea for everyone – think it through carefully.
2. Sometimes sending a customer to a competitor when you can’t meet
their needs is the very best way to generate tremendous customer
loyalty – they’ll see you as more than a money maker – but a company
that is truly concerned about customers.
Rating: * *
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